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A Word about the Irish

THE IRISH are a most lovable race. They enjoy a song. But
equally a fight. With a preference for the latter.

'Gay and sad, mean and generous, lazy and hard working,
they can be as obdurate, obtuse and unreasonable as they
can be open-minded, balanced and independent.

They have produced more remarkable explorers, soldiers,
missionaries, poets, bandits, saints and crooks than anybody
else. In addition to a splendiferous band of wits—Jonathan
Swift, Oscar Wilde and Bernard Shaw, to mention only a few.

To their own and other people's embarrassment, however,
they seem to thrive upon individual, group and national
anarchy. In addition to which they go through life with
such a zest for trouble-making to be unbelievable were it
not true. Briefly, they are the most infuriating schizophrenics
of the Western World.

Such absurd creatures should never have been created.
God, however, did. Perhaps to make history more colourful.
Paraphrazing Voltaire, had the Irish not existed, they should
have been invented.

The abundance of such good and bad traits has brought
them into incessant mischief throughout the ages. The
Romans by-passed them. Too troublesome. The Popes
handed them over to the English. Couldn't cope with them.
For, as one Pontiff put it in the thirteenth century, the Irish
"thrive upon interclne wars." "At one time," explained
another, "they had more than eighty Irish kings all busily
engaged at cutting each other's throats."



Irish bellicosity, therefore, is as old as Ireland. When to
it there is added two most explosive ingredients, nationalism
and religion, then the Irish become humourlessly intractable.
Hence the unending telluric commdtions of their ancient and
recent past. The providers of magnificent sagas for romantic
Celtic troubadours, but also the very unnecessary tragedies
for a sorely tried nation.

The predominant element of Ireland's sober history has
been Christianity, Since the Reformation—the latter having
split itself into two viciously hostile twins, transformed the
island into a ceaseless fratricidial religious battlefield.

Neither Catholicism nor Protestantism would have pro-
voked the harm they did had one of them wholly dominated
the country. It was the fact that they partitioned Ireland
into two inalienable spiritually hostile religions that promoted
a series of conflicts which have punctuated Irish history down
to our own times.

Ethnic and economic factors have always been prominent.
The religious one, however, has consistently remained para-
mount. Even when contemplating Irish nationalism/with
its natural aspiration for total unification and independence,
religion cannot be averted, minimised or ignored.

In no other country has the Catholic Church become such
an intangible factor as in Ireland. Her spirit has sunk very
deep into the Irish soul. She has made of the Irish the best
and the worst Catholics of Europe. Which means, she has
made of them the partakers in her best but equally in her
worst characteristics: i.e. spiritual self-righteousness, religious
assertiveness and inevitable intolerance.

When kept within purely religious boundaries, the latter
attributes are perilous. When transposed into political ones,
they are deadly.

During the last three or four centuries, religion and politics
have become inextricably interdependent. They are still so
now. Hence, religious issues in Ireland interact on political
problems, and vice-versa.

At present, the current troubles can be summarised thus:
The Southern Catholics are determined upon total Irish unifi-
cation. That spells the incorporation of the Protestants of
the North into a Catholic Ireland. The preliminary step to
this is total abolition of Northern Ireland as a separate reli-
gious political and geographical unit.

The objectives of the Catholic Church in wholeheartedly
supporting Irish Nationalists are: (a) Total geographical and
political unification of the Island, as a necessary step to (b)
Total Catholicization of the united Ireland. Total Catho-
licization means the implementation of (c) Total obliteration
of all religious and racial minorities, i.e, the Protestants of
the North.

Since the latter stubbornly refuse to be digested, they
defend themselves when attacked. The problem is rendered
even more confused because the Catholics within Northern
Ireland act as fifth columnists. That is, they try to destroy
Protestant Ulster from within. This they do in perfect co'
ordination with the Catholics from without, that is, from
the South. Their exertions are rendered even more disrup-
tive by the powerful Irish-Catholic lobbies in London, Wash-
ingtoii and Rome. They are also maintained and supported
by the imponderable but very real influence exercised by the
Irish Catholic battalions in key positions in the Press, TV,
radio and the like throughout the Western nations.

Faced with such formidable enemies, the Protestants of
Northern Ireland are isolated, alone and helpless. They
would have perished long ago, had they not relied upon their
own determination to resist integration and assimilation.

Established official Protestantism, corrupt, soulless and
dead, is indifferent to their fate. Indeed, it is hostile to their
survival, behaving like a biblical maggot within a putrefying
corpse. The most bitter foe of its vigorous Irish bretheren.

The Protestants of Northern Ireland, in short, are the
veritable Davids of the twentieth century. They have nobody
to defend them against the Catholic and Irish Goliaths. With
the exception of God and of themselves.

Whatever the future holds in store for fair Hibernia, if the
past is the best guarantor of the future, one thing is more
than certain. The Protestants of the North will never permit
themselves to be annihilated, either by the Catholic Church
or by her allies, without a prolonged, relentless and bitter
struggle, A sombre prospect indeed for an already divided,
torn and lacerated Ireland.

—oOo—
Avro Manhattan,
London
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chapter 1

Terror in Northern Ireland

Religion, the promoter of Irish strife.
Nationalism versus Separatism.
The Catholic South and the Protestant North.
A night of terror.

FEW COUNTRIES have identified themselves so deeply with
religion as Ireland. None has been more thoroughly in-
volved with it than its Northern Province, Ulster.

Christianity, having penetrated to the very core of the
Irish soul, is the most formidable intangible of the Irish
character. It is indivisible from Irish history, Irish culture
and Irish bellicosity. The ingrained pugnacity of the Irish
race, after thousands of years,' has become so identified with
religious belief that now it is practically impossible to
separate the former from the latter. The two, like unearthly
twins, have become inseparable.

When, therefore, the spiritual establishment is split into
two hostile halves, conflagration is not only unavoidable but
inevitable. Indeed, like the judgment of God, it cannot be
avoided.



Irish history cannot be fully comprehended unless this is
borne constantly in mind. The tragic conflict between
Catholic and Protestant Ireland, between the North and the
South, between Eire and Ulster, basically stems directly
from it.

To avoid or to minimise or, even worse, to by-pass such
fundamental fact would be to confuse and,* indeed,
thoroughly to misjudge and misunderstand the whole situa-
tion.

The basic factor which is at the bottom of the Southern-
Northern conflict is, therefore, religion—or, rather, the
fundamental difference which split Christendom into Roman
Catholicism and ProtestantisnL Whereas in other parts of
the v/orld such division has been somewhat bridgecL in Ire-
land it is still vigorously active on both sides. This is not
due ^exclusively to the native Irish pugnacity, but also to
ancillary historical, ethnic, social, economic'and political
factors.

The latter have created and continue to create tension be-
tweenjrishmen, or, to be more specific, between a militant
Irish Catholic Church and a militant Northern Protestantism,

Whereas the religious issue is the most concrete intangible
maintaining such division, another no less potent factor'has,
however, played a major role—nationalism.

In our times nationalism is becoming increasingly a form
of anacronism, although it is still a force to be reckoned
with everywhere. In 'Ireland, because of its having been
inextricably intermixed with spiritual antagonism, it is an
explosive that will endanger whoever dares to handle it.-

Irish national aspirations should not be condemned off-
hand. They deserve a hearing indeed, concrete sympathy.
It is understandable that a land, following centuries of alien
subjugation_and countless calamities, should aspire to inde-
pendence. Ireland got hers immediately after World War I.
A dream of countless generations at last had become a
reality. Had she been compactly Catholic or compactly Pro-
testant, the dream would have consolidated without difficulty
—but it failed. Why? Ireland was divided on the issue of
religion.

The Northern Province, massively Protestant, refused- to be
integrated mto a. nation inspired and ruled by the Catholic
Church. It feared, with justification, that its religion and

type of society, which stern Puritanism had so laboriously
erected, would be imperilled, and its spiritual and political
liberties endangered and minimised, if not curtailed alto-
gether. It never forgot that the Catholic Church has^ always
proclaimed that she is out to make the whole world Catholic,
beginning with a United Ireland.

A simmering Northern reticence, as the Irish Independence
approached, became first opposition and then resistance.
Britain acknowledged the claims, and so it came to pass that,
soon after the first world war, the Northern province came
into its own. Result: a separate religious, political and
economic unit: Ulster.

The dream of Irish nationalism, thanks to this, sufEered
its worst set-back. The nationalists never resigned them-
selves to the division. They vowed to destroy Ulster, that
it, to reunite that "lost" province to Mother country.

Their exertions have been directed to the fulfilment of this
ever since. Political and paramilitary entities were organised
to that end. These were blessed and supported by the
Southern Ireland government and by the Catholic Church.
The latter's role was an active, although at times, a cautious
one. That of her political and fighting instruments, however
to name the two most notorious, the Sinn Fein and its militia,
the Irish Republican Army, I.R.A.—were less so.

Active guerilla warfare was soon brought to the borders
of the two Irelands. Warfare which turned swiftly into
systematic terrorism.

The tension and the reciprocal acrimony sharpened. The
division grew more visible. ~~ The conflict became increasingly
polarised into Catholics against Protestants, the South against
the North, native Celtics inspired by Dublin, Eire, against
Scot-English settlers centred in Belfast, Ulster; Southern Re-
publicanism against Union Jack waving Ulstermen.

In short, the two Irelands became split even more into
two irreconciliable racial, religious, political and economic
units.

The activities of the Sinn Fein during the following de-
cades, but above all those of its militia, the I.R.A., far from
abating, increased the tension. The blowing up of bridges,
public and private buildings, the systematic raids and killing
created a semi-permanenf state of alert, of alarm and of

mounting fear.



Fear in due course turned into distrust and a granitic de-
termination on the part of the Protestant North never to
submit to a nationalism which was so closely identified with
Protestantism's secular enemy, the Roman Catholic Church.

This then, is a bird's eye view of contemporary Ireland's
tragic plight. And, although its simplification has'minimised
sundry paramount factors, the fundamental division between
the two Irelands nevertheless can truly be reduced to the
above.

Religious dogmaticism and emotional nationalistic fana-
ticism not only silence reason; if combined they will
obliterate the most natural feelings of the human'heart.
When seized by them, men will commit any atrocity—the
Inquisition, the Bolshevicks of Soviet Russia, the Nazis of
Hitler's Germany, the war of Vietnam and the tribal
massacre of Black Africa being the most notorious examples.

The Irish religious and nationalistic fever, during, prior to
and after independence, was no exception. To the'frustrated
Irishmen who had dreamt of a united all-Catholic Ireland,
the very existence of separatist Protestant Ulster became the
most potent irritant. A provocation worse even than the
British.

The most militant members of the I.R.A. set out to prove
that it was so, with the result that they began to carry out,
besides campaigns of general terrorisation, also specific acts
of unnecessary ruthlessness. These, far from helping their
cause, widened even further the gulf between themselves and
the Protestant North.

Without indulging in the countless acts of sabotage, raids
and killings carried out by the I.R.A. for fifty years" follow-
ing Ireland's partition, a single example should suffice to
demonstrate to what lengths fanaticism can go.

The deed was not typical, nor was such reprehensible
occurrence a daily routine of irregular Irish militia. To a
very great extent it was carried out by local individuals
under local initiative, and in all, probability it was regretted
by the higher authorities in Dublin.

Yet, even after all the attenuants have been taken into
account, the affair is worth mentioning, since it proves afresh

-if proof there need be—to what extent the bitterness and
the ferocity of the participants have gone in their relentless
politico-religious enmity. The deed became known as the

Slaughter of Altnaveigh. Succinctly narrated, it occurred

'ATabout 2.15 a.m. on Saturday, June 17th, 1922, several
land mines were exploded in Dublin road, Newry. This
apparently was to prevent police vehicles from proceeding
to "the neighbourhood of Altnaveigh and Lisdrumliska. The
explosions' were the signal for the commencement of one of
the campaigns of the I.R.A. The latter's guerillas were in
two or more gangs, dressed in semi-military uniforms with
bandoliers and service rifles. Others were masked and cir-
cumstances indicated that these were local Catholics known
to their victims. The I.R.A. militiamen called at sundry
houses of local Protestants. One of the latter, Thomas
Grozier, aged 67, a farmer, opened the door. He was cpn-
fronted' by several armed individuals. They brandished
revolvers.' Mr. Grozier recognised one of the gang and called
him by name. He was shot dead forthwith Mrs. Grozier,
his wife, ran to her husband, recognised another of the gang.
Two shots were fired against her. She died twenty minutes
later. After this the I.R.A. militiamen threw an incendiary
bomb into the house to set it on fire, while simultaneously
firing a volley of bullets through its windows.

Adjoining Grozier's house was that of James Little. He
and his family of four sons and three daughters, however,
escaped by the rear door of the house, and still in their
night clothes, took refuge in the fields. They were pursued
for some distance by the I.R.A. men and numerous shots
were fired at them.' Mr. Little was wounded in the foot.

Their house was burned to the ground.
While the Grozier murders were taking place another

group of I.R.A. militiamen attacked the house of John
Hesllp, who resided with his wife and two sons. Without
any warning incendiary bombs were thrown into his dwelling,
followed by a fusillade of bullets fired through the windows
and front door. The family escaped through the back exit,
The raiders thereupon forced Mr. Heslip and his son, at
revolver point, to go along a nearby road, where they were
both shot dead. After firing an additional volley of bullets
into the two bodies the militiamen made for the house of
their victims, which they also set on fire.

Meanwhile, another group of I.R.A. men were operating
some half a mile away at two adjoining Protestant houses.



One was occupied by William Lockheart and his wife, their
son James and three daughters. The other by Edward Little,
his wife and nine children. Without warning a bomb was
thrown into Little's house. Both buildings were set on fire
and the two families were forced to stand in their night
attire outside them. A discussion then took place among
the I.R.A. raiders as to whether they should murder Mr.
Lockheart or his son or both. Finally they chose young
Lockheart and one of Mr. Little's sons. The young Lock-
heart turned to speak to his mother and an I.R.A. raider
thereupon, having accused him of disobeying orders, shot him
dead at his mother's feet.

The attack on the house of John T. Grey followed the
same pattern. The household consisted of the father, John
Thomas, his wife, five daughters, four sons and two cousins.
The house was set alight before the occupants could leave.
They managed to escape but were eventually caught by the
I.R.A. men, who, after identifying Joseph Grey, shot him
dead. As the young man lay on the ground, several other
I.R.A. men discharged their weapons at him. Although
struck by at least eight bullets, he survived a while but died
in hospital a few hours later.

It was a night of politico-religious Republican terror.
Also a night- to remember. The Protestants of Northern

Ireland did so, with the result that the gap between the two
Irelands became wider than ever. Half a century later it
was still there. In the 1970's, the Catholics of the North and
South came into the open, brandishing new weapons, shout-
ing new slogans, with new associates, as determined as ever
to reach the same old objective: the collapse of the Protestant
Northern Province and its ultimate incorporation into a
United Ireland.

The birth pangs of the Irish Republic
The Irish Republic can be- said to have been born m^ the Easter

Rising of" 1916,'during the First World War, when Irish Nationalists
and their supporters took an uncompromising stand against Britain.

-0ne"of the most hallowed sites of the Republican saga was the
General Post Office in Dublin, which became a vigorous focus of

the republican spirit.
The Easter Rising is one of the most revered landmarks of con-

temporary Irish history. Indeed, it has become the starting point

of a new era.
The ultimate objectives of the Easter Rebellion, however—i.e.

riddance of British dominion and total unification of a Free, inde-
oendent Irish Republic—were never achieved, the partition having
brought into existence the semi-autonomous province of Ulster,
whose links with the British Crown remained as strong as ever. This
created the Border—a kind of invisible Maginot Line—which
separated two Irelands: the supra Catholic Irish Republic, ruled from
Dublin and supervised by the Catholic Church, and the supra Pro-
testant pro-British province of Northern Ireland ruled from Belfast

but supervised by London. __ _... ....
Above, a scene in the General Post Office, Dublin, just before its

evacuation. Easter Week, 1916.



I.R.A. regulars_in Dublin, 1922
^Insh Repl!bli<:an_Armf- The Spearh'ead^of Irish Nationalism

,MlchaeLCO"ini>-J.he master builder"oT'the~Re'pub'irc" ofIaE^'a'ws^
^?re?iooTTheofTr?ler^ntii'tE "Hris uequ'a"yTe%?acte^ ^'?e^s
1^r,,^;ith^^ris^,Republica"-.Afmy:^From thTE^tTr lismg 'o'f

y¥l \9l\ co.lllns-h,ad,-led _the 'I-R.A."from"'one"vTctol^t'osth'e

s^'^^^^xvs!^,s'ss
^f;d,£itoSr;E€;,£°Ats '"^~^"s s
^t.S^weJ,ro»mmhte.trTe.ated^by.th^ LR-A-. thus alienating

^ se8,ments.°f..the.very Province .they'wished'to"':iibe'ra?e°'"l'Tro'^
ir somewhat crude activities were replaced "bv" a'svstemat'i'c

TO;OTdm^on7L'Po^ical7^
^.reused,m^tj1eyvii^entrdemons^^^^^^^ cSw^t
throughout Ulster during the1968-9^70'riots."

,Aklio18h.the.Dubl.in Gov;ernment"disclaimed any co-operation with
the LR-A-lyet-the two worked-togethe7'when"TOc'^M:y'.l/TheuiI.R.'A"
is a force to be reckoned with", inThe"North,"a7weTarin U^ S^u'tt
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Religious tolerance and intolerant extremism in the same city
A"peaceful Catholic street in the Catholic centre ^ of Belfast,

Northern Ireland. Its most striking feature is the Catholic shrine
erected by its occupants, and seen in the foreground. Although
surrounded by neighbouring Protestants, the Catholics were never
hampered or molested when performing their devotions, and the
shrine was left undamaged and undefaced.

Prior to the beginning of the religious war, Catholics and Pro;
testants lived on "friendly terms. Indeed, were very tolerant
each"" other's" religious credences and their external manifestations^
The typical Roman Catholic Shrine was accepted as a feature of
the'City," "with which the Catholics had absolute right to adorn their
streets. "The Catholics, however—or, rather, Catholic extremists—
did not believe the Protestants to have the same right. At 4 a.m.
on-Sunday, March 1, 1970, the statue of Dr. Hugh Hanna (inset),
the great fundamentalist Presbyterian and Protestant leader, which
had stood for decades in Belfast, was blown up by the Catholics.



Pattern of street fighting as a preliminary to revolution. A typical
people's barricade

Barricades have always been a symbol of the people taking their
grievances to the streets. In Northern Ireland the classic pattern
was master-minded by forces of a nationalistic, socialist and even
anarchist character, from its very inception.

The clamour of Civil Rights demonstrators took visible shape with
the erection of barricades. Barricades. however, with the well
planned escalation premeditated by the Nationalist forces, which had
decided to exploit the real and imagined wrongs of slum dwellers,
frustrated students and naive do-gooders, soon became, not symbols
of rebellion, but physical barriers from which the establishment
could be fought.

In the case of Ulster, they were soon turned into barriers behind
which the subversive Catholic elements, in league with the Catholic
extremists from the South, fought with mounting efficiency against
the authorities of Protestant Ulster. From social revolutionary
emblems, they were transformed into denominational walls behind
which two religious credences fought—the Catholic represented by
the South, the Protestant represented by the North.

Above, a typical street barricade in Belfast.
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chapter 2

Catholic Ireland and Protestant Ulster

— Ulster makes ready to fight a Catholic take-over.
— Historical background to the Catholic-Protestant

animosity.
— Invasion, persecution, religion and race.

IN 1920 THE GOVERNMENT Of Ireland Act had come to the
fore. Its objective: solution of the irreconcilable South-North
conflict of loyalties. The Northern Protestants threatened
to resist—by force if necessary.

It was not mere verbal bravado. It had concrete reality,
inspired by a long historical tradition, and, even more re-
cently, by'the energetic amassing of guns to be used im-
partially against the'Southern Irish Catholics and the British,
had they supported the former.

Northern Ireland's determination not to unite with the
Catholic South was always very pronounced. Long before
Irish Independence, it had emerged as a serious force with
which Irish Nationalism had to reckon.

The Ulster Unionist Council was, in fact, formed as early
as "December 2nd, 1904. In 1912 almost half a million
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Ulster Protestants signed the Ulster Covenant, one. Colonel
Crawford, going so far as to do so with his own blood.

The message was unambiguous: "Being convinced that
Home Rule (that is, a United Catholic Ireland) . . . would be
disastrous to the whole material being of Ulster . . . subver-
sive of our civil and religious jreedom . . . humbly relying
on the God whom our fathers in days of stress and trial con-
fidently trusted, do hereby pledge ourselves in solemn
covenant . . . to stand by one another in defending for our-
selves and our children . .."

The Northern Protestants had pledged not only "to stand
by one another . . ." but equally "in using all the means that
might be found necessary to defeat the conspiracy to set up
a Home Rule Parliament . . . (a Catholic-inspired and
dominated Parliament and therefore a Catholic Government)
in the event of such a Parliament being forced upon them, to
refuse to recognise its authority."

Support for them ran high outside Ulster. Rudyard
Kipling expressed the feeling of the period in a poem (April,
1912, "Morning Post").

". .. We asked no more than leave
Through good and ill to cleave
To our own flag and throne.
Now England's shot and steel
Beneath that flag must show
How loyal hearts should kneel
To England's oldest foe.
We know the war prepared
On every peaceful home.
We know the hells declared
For such as serve not Rome-
The terror, threats and dread
In market, hearth and field —
We know, when all is said,
We perish if we yield."

This sentiment took menacing concreteness when the
Ulster Volunteer Force was set up under Carson's leadership.
Its aim—to resist the British intention of forcing the Pro-
testants into a Catholic Irish Parliament against their will.

The determination to resist was backed by large consign-
ments of arms which the Ulstermen purchased abroad.

The Catholic Nationalists of the South did likewise and in
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1913 formed the Irish Volunteers, directed mainly against
their Ulster counterparts.

In April, 1914, a cargo of ammunition for Protestant
Ulster came into Lame. In July a similar consignment was
landed in County Dublin for the Catholics.

Civil war was looming ever more imminent, even before
Ireland had been granted Independence.

While it is true that the primary cause of the gap was
religion, a form of racialism which had been grafted into it
had made the whole problem even more intractable. The
Northern Irish consider themselves different from those of
the South, being in fact, of Scot and English descent.

The Catholics' hatred for them is partly also the ancestral
resentment against alien invaders, since the typical Ulsterman
is more akin to the dour Scot and to the old puritan English
than to the easy-going Celts from Dublin. A simplified view
of the events might not be amiss.

The historical animosity was polarised about 1649, when
a great tragedy which the Catholics never forgot occurred.
This became known as the Massacre of Drogheda. It was
carried out by their arch-enemy, Puritan Oliver Cromwell,
determined to subdue the rebellious Irish. Cromwell
massacred the inhabitants of Drogheda, as a telling example
to the rest of Ireland, which was eventually subdued follow-
ing a two-year war.

Having been sent to Ireland as Lord Deputy, he acted with
a ruthlessness unmatched by any of his contemporaries. His
golden guide was the Old Testament. In suppressing the
Catholics and Royalists of Ireland, he emulated the zeal and
cruelty of the ancient Israelites, since to him Irish Catholics
were the enemies of the Lord, and as such had to be exter-
minated.

Catholic worship was suppressed and Irish landlords were
driven from their lands. Their properties were handed over
to the Puritan veterans, on condition they settled in the
country. After peace was made in 1652, the Catholic Irish
were driven systematically out of the provinces of Ulster,
Munster and Leinster. The policy was to have these three
provinces peopled by English settlers.

The Catholics in and outside Ireland waited for their
opportunity. This came in 1689, when the exiled James II,
a fanatical Catholic, landed in Ireland. He was halted at
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the Siege of Derry. The most famed episode of the siege
was when Protestant boy apprentices closed the gates against
the Catholic forces. The siege was a bloody epic. It lasted
nearly four months. The Catholics committed atrocities to
match those of Cromwell. Of the 7,000 Derry Protestants,
over 4,000 were slaughtered.

Derry was finally liberated by King William of Orange.
James was ultimately defeated at the Battle of the Boyne in
1690, a victory celebrated by Ulster on the 12th of July each
year ever since.

Prior to, during and after these sundry events, fundamental
Presbyterianism sunk its roots deep when the Dissenters or
non-comformists from Scotland came to the Ulster province
under the plantation of James I. They were mostly shop-
keepers, tradesmen and farm workers, and they formed the
bulk of the new colony. The landlords were drawn from the
Anglican Establishment. At the bottom of such new social
structure there lay the native Catholic Irish.

When the Anglican landed gentry had to flee back to Eng-
land, it was the dour Presbyterians who held Derry for
William of Orange. By so doing they assured the final
downfall of the Stuarts. The following century the Presby-
terians had to endure the most oppressive persecution at the
hands of a tyrannical Church of England and Ireland. While
most of them stood their ground, hundreds of thousands—
an estimated 300,000—fled to America. Many played a
considerable role in the emerging rebellious United States.
Besides fighting against Britain in the American War of In-
dependence, they became the backbone of the rebel Ameri-
can colonies, with the result that the Scots-Irish emigrants
from Northern Ireland ultimately played a paramount role
in the birth and shaping of the United States.

Those who remained back in Ulster, after further pro-
longed persecutions from Anglicanism and landlordism,
finally stamped Northern Ireland with their character, their
religion and their way of life.

When at last, during and after World War I, Ireland
rebelled against England and became independent. Northern
Ireland refused to abide by the Catholic South, and it decided
to remain part of Protestant Britain, as we have already seen.
The result of its refusal eventually yielded the desired ob-
jective—Ulster, comprising the six North Eastern counties,
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came into existence. While two-thirds of its citizens, the
Protestants, were Unionists, the remaining Catholic third
continued to agitate for total unification of all Ireland.

The former opposed the latter with a telling slogan:
"Home Rule is Rome Rule", .thus turning their opposition
even more into a religious one. It could not be otherwise,
since Irish nationalism meanwhile had become indistinguish-
able from Roman Catholicism,
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chapter 3

Contemporary Grand Catholic Strategy' of
Total Subversion

Contemporary Catholic fifth columnists within
Terrorists from without
The new Nationalistic Catholic strategy and civil
disorder
The pattern. The method. The objectives

THE CATHOLIC minority within Ulster never accepted Ulster's
existence. In close union with the South they set out to
sabotage the new State, thus polarising even further the
political-religious character of their discontent.

Atrocities like those of Altnaveigh strengthened the Pro-
testant determination to resist any Roman Catholic pressure,
whether from within or from without. The result was that
the original policy of reconciliation, as envisaged in the
twenties by the Government of Ireland Act, became in-
creasingly impossible.

Although the Catholic nationalists within Ulster eventually
took their seats in the Northern Irish parliament, their links
with Sinn Fein, the I.R.A. and the Dublin Government re-
mained; indeed, they became even closer. They went on
plotting in secret for Ulster's ultimate destruction.
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Because of this, the Protestants identified them more and
more as the treacherous agents of a Nationalistic Catholic
trojan horse whose task was to open the gates to the Southern
enemy. The disruptive activities of these Catholics helped
to develop an mcreasingly robust form of Protestant resist-
ance. This was epitomised by the words of Sir James Craig,
Ulster's first Prime Minister (1921-1940), who warned them
that "as long as he had a staunch loyal Protestant majority
at his back" he would carry on "a Protestant government for
a Protestant people".

His successor, J. M. Andrews, premier from 1940 to 1943,
used to refer to Northern Ireland and "its Protestant govern-
ment". Whereas Lord Brookeborough, Prime Minister from
1943 to 1963, advised Ulstermen "to employ good Protestants
wherever possible".

The continuous strengthening of the Protestant resistance
of Ulster, besides being due to a natural form of self protec-
tion, was partially encouraged by the incessant activities of
the Catholic fifth columnists in Ulster's parliament, rendered
more dangerous by those of Sinn Fein and the I.R.A. from
the South.

In 1954 the latter commenced renewed terroristic opera-
tions by attacking the Royal Irish Fusiliers at Goughbarracks,
Armagh, at a depot at Omagh, a gun battle taking place.

Their most spectacular "deed", however, was the one in
which the I.R.A. decided to blow up altogether the Houses
of Parliament at Stormont. That this was not mere verbal
bravado was proved on July 4th, 1955, when a car driven by
an I.R.A. member was blown to smithereens when the time-
bomb intended for Protestant Ulster's Parliament exploded
prematurely. The body of the Catholic terrorist was never
recovered.

The following year, December, 1956, saw the beginning of
the official I.R.A. campaign against Ulster. During that
month six Customs posts were wrecked, a B.B.C. relay
station was blown up, and government property was
dynamited. Between 1956 and 1961 a score of lives were
lost and millions of pounds worth of property destroyed or
damaged.

At this period there was a sensational disclosure. The
Prime Minister of Ulster, Lord Brookeborough, declared that
the I.R.A. was led by three Russians. It was proved by the
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After a night's fighting in Shanldll Road, with wrecked cars outside
shops.

The damage caused by the Catholic-promoted troubles in Ulster
was incalculable . That to property reached 8—10 million pounds.
The insurance companies, the municipalities and the Government had
to hand out millions of compensation. One of the worst features,
however, was that, within a few months, fifteen factories were des-
troyed, most of them by Catholic extremists. This was done to in-
crease the rate of unemployment in Ulster and thus aggravate the
already serious economic situation there. The British Government,
after surveying the situation, was forced to give an immediate
million subsidy to the Ulster administration. As a result of this des-
tructive policy during the 1969-70 season premiums for riot cover in
Northern Ireland were reckoned a "worse risk" even than in the race
riot torn centres of the U.S.A. The invisible damage, however, was
even worse, since the business confidence of many British and foreign
firms had been shattered, they stopped setting up new factories in the
troubled province.
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fact that the very Catholic Hierarchy of Southern Ireland,
which until then had been behind the I.R.A's campaign,
suddenly withdrew its support. Indeed, it went so far as to
state openly that Communist agents had infiltrated the I.R.A.
To that effect Cardinal Dafton, as a first telling step,
proscribed the Connolly Association.

During the I.R.A. campaign, the Special Powers Act was
used to quell its murderous attacks. The I.R.A. outrages
proved a failure. New policies were adopted—from 1961
the I.R.A. became passive. The ideas of Pope John XXIII
about ecumenism—that is, subtler means of weakening
Protestant resistance—were adopted by Dublin.

The hard core of the Nationalists at first refused to comply.
Then, under pressure from the Hierarchy, they did. Pope
John was persuaded that his strategy of religious and
political ecumenism would succeed where everything else had
failed. It was more up-to-date, consonant with the times,
and more effective.

Although slow to do so, the policy eventually began to
unfold. The interplay of internal party problems helped.
This became epitomised in 1963 by the emergence of a new
Ulster Prime Minister, Captain O'Neill, an individual who
succumbed to the allure of the "Vatican-Dublin new line",
and set out in earnest to implement it.

Moves were taken to appease Catholic animosities, and
even nationalist aspirations of Catholic fifth columnists within
Ulster itself. As if this were not enough. Captain O'Neill
negotiated secretly and openly with Ulster's dedicated
religious and political foe : the Dublin government. He
went so far as to meet the Prime Minister of the Republic of
Ireland twice. Simultaneously he gave way to political-
religious blackmail from certain quarters of the Catholic
lobby in Westminster and from the British Labour Party, a
potorious traditional communist-oriented enemy of Ulster.

Whether prompted by a genuine desire to reconcile
Catholics and Protestants at home or whether it was a cal-
culated policy to surrender to Catholic nationalistic mili-
tancy, the fact became clear that O'Neill's policy created
steadily mounting unrest. Notwithstanding increasing con-
cessions to the Catholics, tension rose during his premiership,

It could not be otherwise, since the Sinn Fein, the I.R.A.,
the Dublin Government and the Catholic Hierarchy had em-
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Catholic rioters charging the Londonderry police
The Catholics of Northern Ireland based their claims on the fact

that they were "underprivileged" citizens. Whereas it was true that
ni certain areas there were anomalies—e.g. the right to vote in local
elections reserved for "ratepayers", independent of whether they
were Catholic or Protestant—the Catholics in reality wanted to be
the "privileged" citizens of a Protestant country. This even after
their demands for reform, following the bloody riots of 1968-69
and 1970, had been met by 1970, as promised.

The Catholics, however, organised disorder, riots and explosions
on a national scale, independent of what they had obtained. This
was due to the fact that what they wanted was the total collapse
of Northern Ireland and the intervention of the Catholic Irish Re-
public. In short, the annexation of Protestant Ulster to the Catholic
Republic or to Dublin. Their claims, demands and complaints,
therefore, were nothing but a smoke screen behind which to carry
out their terroristic and nationalistic policies for the ultimate collapse
of Protestant Northern Ireland.
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barked, with the closest co-operation from their religious and
political fifth columnists in Ulster and London, upon a novel
and more effective policy.

This was the old one, disguised in up-to-date attire. The
"new line" of Pope John was discarded, or, rather, it was
accelerated and peppered with contemporary tactics of
religious-political revolutionary escalation. Master planners
were drawn impartially from the Communists, agitators
and Catholic experts in such matters. While the former were
organised by international revolutionary committees, the
latter came directly from experienced elements who had done
similar "work" in precisely similar situations. One of the
protectors of these elements was at the Vatican, second only
to Pope Paul VI, a,s we shall eventually see.

The most militant Irish Nationalists were inspired and
trained by the unholy Communists and Vatican-sponsored
revolutionary twins. As the memory of Pope John's more
subtle strategy of penetration receded, the "energetic
strategy" became invigorated by certain personalities at
Rome.

At this period, student and worker unrest was typical all
over Europe and America. The unrest expressed itself in a
combination of civil disorder and physical violence, the whole
apparelled under the cloak of hazy ideological slogans. The
directorate of the Irish Catholic extremists adopted the same
long range strategy and tactics, and applied them to the
peculiar Irish religious and political climate.

The Catholic campaign within Protestant Ulster had three
main tactical prongs : political, social and para-military. Its
ultimate goal: collapse of Ulster authority, to be followed
by a military intervention from London and Dublin, V'~ "• latter
taking over the administration of the "separate" province of
Ulster once and for all.

The new campaign started in 1966 with a typical I.R.A.
deed—the home of the British Military attache in Dublin was
attacked with petrol bombs. Soon afterwards. Nelson's Pillar
was blown up. Easter became the tensest for a long time—
the borders were closed, Belfast harbour was occupied by
several army battalions and fifty armoured vehicles. After
this, however, the I.R.A. was ordered to stay in the
background.

The political-religious policy of civil disorder was set in
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Protestants running from a shower of rocks and other missiles thrown
by Catholics in Londonderry (August 12,1969)

Catholic mobs starting rioting in Londonderry, Northern Ireland,
on August 12, 1969, when the Protestants were celebrating one of the
major events in their history. The Catholics attacked the Protestants
with well-concened attacks, using not only stones but also petrol bombs.
The latter they hurled against bystanders and against the police,
Eighty-nine policemen were thus injured. One rioter was shot. Cars
and buildings were set on fire. The street fighting was of the utmost
violence. The Catholics had planned this days, indeed weeks, before
as part of their campaign of "terror escalation". This campaign later
was promoted with devasting results in other urban centres and
reached its height in the capital, Belfast, during the Autumn of the
same year. It helped to bring about intervention of the Eire Govern-
ment, of the I.R.A.,and of London. The latter eventually sent about
10,000 troops to "pacitfy" Ulster. In reality, to occupy it.
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motion. It was cleverly disguised behind specious organi-
sations calling themselves Civil Rights, People's Democracy,
Civil Rights Association, and similar high-sounding names,
plus a group of narrow-minded Socialist-Communist-Labour
M.P's, the willing pawns of the powerful Irish Catholic lobby
in the House of Commons. These groups began to clamour
for social and economic justice, beginning with demands for
franchise for local government and the like. While some of
such demands were justified and were in due course granted,
in reality they were mere plausible excuses for the promotion
of civil anarchy and the disruption of law and order in Ulster.

To add more political dynamite to the new strategy of
disruption, help came from London. The Society of Labour
Lawyers established a committee of enquiry into the affairs
of Northern Ireland (10th April, 1967), thus throwing addi-
tional fuel to the simmering flames. Soon afterwards the
"Times" of London, edited by a practising Roman Catholic,
reported highly biased enquiries into electoral discrimination
in Londonderry while "Red" M.P.s added that Catholics
were housed in "ghetto areas." (1)

Ulster's Prime Minister, although in league with Dublin
and London, had to deny the charges (2). More mischievous
Socialist M.P.s, however, urged the Labour Government to
intervene in Ulster and to set up a Royal Commission.

A Catholic Irish Nationalist Red M.P. complained to the
British Labour Premier of Protestant police brutality against
"innocent young civil rights demonstrators," without, of
course, mentioning the amalgam of anarchists. Communists,
Irish Nationalists, members of Sinn Fein, and the I.R.A. who
were responsible for the trouble (3).

The next day—notice the timing—more than sixty com-
munistoid Labour members of Parliament (whose collective
political acumen could be squeezed within the brain case of
a domestic hen) signed a grandiloquent motion about the
brutality of the Protestant-minded police against the pure
Catholic civil rights demonstrators.

It might be interesting to give a concise chronological
sequence of events limited to the autumn of that year, since
the unfolding of the Catholic campaign of disorder, besides
being a telling one, was eventually to be repeated.

On the 6th October the "pacific" Catholic civil rights
marchers hurled petrol bombs at police and at Protestants at
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Londonderry. Four mischievous Labour M.P.s who,
curiously enough, were there "on the spot," urged the British
Labour Premier to hold enquiries. Once more they gave
simultaneous wide publicity to "police brutality," keeping
conveniently silent about the brutalities of the Catholics and
Communist thugs who attacked the police and the
Protestants.

On 18th October, 1968, the Protestant counter-demonstra-
tion against the Catholic Civil Rights marchers was banned.
The next day a medley of Communists, anarchists and
Catholics organised a protest in London against Ulster
"brutality," and demanded "one man one vote, (a political
formula which is anathema both to the Communist Party
and to the Catholic Church). They demanded also an end to
"religious discrimination."

Soon afterwards, Mr. J. Lynch, the Prime Minister of
Catholic Southern Ireland, came to confabulate with the
Labour Premier in London (30th October, 1968). The parley
was completed when Ulster's Premier, Captain O'Neill, the
third of November, also pilgrimaged to London to consult
with the British "Red" Premier.

On the 18th November, 1968, the Northern Ireland
Government gave way under the triple pressure of the British
and Southern Irish governments, plus the Catholic and Red
lobby at Westminster, and announced a crash programing
for Londonderry Catholics.

Next day, the 19th, the Catholics, as a sign of their grati-
tude, began more riots. Eighteen people were taken to
hospital. On the 1st December, nearly 200 weapons were
seized by the police during Catholic extremist demonstrations
in Armagh. The following day the police entered into the
city, where the Rev. lan Paisley and his supporters counter-
demonstrated against Catholic militancy. The next day, the
Protestant leaders. Paisley and Major Bunting, were sum-
moned. On the 4th riots initiated by the Catholics erupted
in Dungannon. On the llth the Home Secretary was'dis-
missed by Ulster's Premier.

On the 1st January, 1969, Catholic extremists marched at
Antrim. On the 2nd they ran into opposition at Maghera.
On the 3rd they provoked violence in Londonderry. On the
4th they rioted once more in that town. On the 6th special
police were called up. On the 24th another staunch Pro-
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Catholics in the Catholic area of Bogside, Londonderry, choked
by tear gas

Thanks to their better cohesion, leadership and general strategy,
the Catholic extremists gave severe headaches to the police. This
was especially so in the "little republic" of Bogside, Londonderry,
an area inhabited by Catholics, where they hatched and carried out
attacks and sorties against both the police and the Protestants.

Catholic defiance of the police caused the latter to take defensive
measures of the severest character. Tear gas was used when
violence became out of hand. One more than one occasion outcries
against its use were heard in Belfast, Dublin and London. The
police, however, used the gas also against Protestants. During the
autumn of 1969 a special gas came into usage. This, it was asserted,
caused seriousafter-effects, particularly on children. Questions were
asked in the House of Commons about it. Fears, however, proved
groundless. C.S. gas was repeatedly employed against Catholic and
Protestant mobs with exemplary impartiality by a harassed and tired
police force.
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testant, the Minister of Commerce, resigned from the Govern-
ment. On the 28th the Rev. Paisley and Major Bunting were
sentenced to prison. On the 3rd February a general election
was announced. On the 26th Catholic agitators, disguised
under the name of People's Democracy, decided to go back
and fight in the streets. On the 30th of March more than
1,000 special police were ordered to guard key installations.
On the 4th April eighteen people were arrested in Lurgan
after clashes started by the Catholics. On the 19th of 'the
same month Catholic extremists organised the worst riots
in Londonderry so far. The next day British Army units
were made available to guard important points in Northern
Ireland. Catholics meanwhile hurled petrol bombs into
public buildings.

On the 25th more British troops were despatched into
Ulster_following the blowing up of public installations by
the I.R.A. and by local Catholics. Finally, on the 27th,
Premier Captain O'Neill resigned.

A new government was formed with Major Chichester
dark as the new Prime Minister. The Government began its
day by granting a general amnesty to initiate a policy of
reconciliation.

From the commencement of the new administration the
pattern of Catholic agitation took a fresh turn, or, rather,
it set out to create even more disorder, intending to bring
about the gradual and final collapse of law.

The intention of the Southern and local Catholics, of the
Irish lobby in London, and of the I.R.A.'s directorate was
simplicity itself : "To draw" as the London "Times" (4) put
it, "United Kingdom ministers more closely into the handling
of Northern Ireland's affairs." In short, direct rule from
Westminster where the Irish Catholic lobby ruled supreme,
and whose ultimate goal as a first step to total take-over
had always been the suspension of the Northern Ireland
constitution.

Once that had been achieved, the Dublin Catholic Ulster
trojan horse and the I.R.A. militia would have done the rest,
namely, the mobilisation of all their political and military
weapons against a paralised Protestant Ulster. The final
Catholic take-over would have followed. The goal—Ulster,
the last stubborn bastion of Protestantism, would have dis-
appeared from the map of a united Catholk; Ireland.
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Protestants being searched for weapons by British troops in the
Protestant area of Shankill Road, Belfast, October 12, 1969.

The "occupation" of Ulster was at first welcomed by the Protest-
ants, who saw in the presence of the troops an impartial authority
against the endemic all-embracing anarchy of the Catholics. The
Army, however, directly controlled by London, where the Irish-
Catholic-Socialist lobby was at its most influential, was soon turned
into an instrument of religious and political partisanship. Protestants
were hampered and harassed on the slightest pretext, while their
Catholic opponents were not. On more than one occasion the
"occupation" army went so far as to put Protestants who were peace-
fully going to Church against a wall, where they were searched for
weapons.

Such procedures aroused deep resentment among the Protestant
section of the population, who began to consider the British Army,
not as the protectors of a British Protestant province, but as the
defenders of the interests of Southern Irish Nationalism and of the
Catholic Church.
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A Protestant is searched by soldiers of the "Occupation" army
After the "occupation" of Ulster by the British Army, certain

military authorities, behind whom were to be found hostile political
ones in London, used an openly discriminatory policy against the
Protestants. Simultaneously, they carried out a brazen partiality
towards the Catholic trouble-makers. The inexplicable deference
shown to the Catholics, in contrast to the brusqueness, verging on
hostility, towards the Protestants, became a matter of tacit scandal,
even among the most indifTerent observers. Such brazen favouritism
for the trouble-makers and provocative discrimination against the
Protestants in a Protestant land, caused mounting resentment. This
in due course created muted and dangerous tensions throughout the
province, even among the most moderate sections of the population.

Above, a Protestant resident of the Shankill Road, being searched
by the soldiers (October 11, 1969). Many were arrested and driven
away in army lorries, with their hands on their heads.
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British soldiers fighting the Protestants in the Protestant area of
Shankill Road, Belfast (early hours of Sunday, October 12, 1969),

The disorders, which occurred after the "occupation" in the
Summer of 1969, became even more violent in character. This was
partially due to the one-sided concessions to the local Catholics, to
the intervention by London in the domestic affairs of Ulster, and,
above all, to the crude sapping of the authority of the Ulster admini-
stration by certain top "occupation" authorities.

Thus, for instance, while Protestant areas were forced to dismantle
their barricades, the Catholics were "permitted" to keep theirs.
While the Catholics "forbade" the army to enter their "zones", the
army entered those of the Protestants without any ado; while the
Protestant districts were frequently searched for weapons, those of
the Catholics were not. Rebellious Catholic quarters which had set
up their own "republics" and their own vigilantes and had accumu-
lated large quantities of arms, months after the "occupation" were
still their own Law. Yet, whenever a crowd of Protestants assembled,
there the army promptly dispersed them or bullied them. On
October 11, 1969, when an angry crowd of Protestants of Shankill
Road seemed to be heading towards a Catholic zone, the "occupa-
tion" troops were deployed in full battle against them, with guns at
the ready. There were several wounded, and three people were shot
dead.
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chapter 4

The Pattern of Contemporary Irish Religious
Terror in Action

Political agitation for Holy Mother Church
The tentacles of the Catholic Irish lobbies in
London and Washington
The pattern of systematic street anarchy
Violence as a rehearsal for the ultimate Catholic
take-over.

CATHOLIC MINORITIES can yield not only nefarious influence
out of all proportion to their number: they can truly wreck
the social and political structure of a lenient majority. In
their ruthless pursuit of power, they can corrupt, by-pass and
stultify the law, disrupt the social framework of the country
and create political upheaval. In the recent past, this pattern
worked very successfully with Catholic Sudetan Germans and
Hitler, with Catholic Slovaks led by Mgr. Tito and Nazi
Germany, and again with the Catholic Croats, to mention
only three typical examples.

In Northern Ireland the tactics were basically the same
as those adopted in these countries. Protestant personalities
were intimidated, paralysed by the misapplication of certain
laws and incarcerated. A typical instance was when the Rev.
lan Paisley and Major Ronald Bunting were sentenced to
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prison on a technicality. The procedure and verdict were
typical except that in this case they were more than usually
sinister, since they were conducted in a Protestant land. with
a Protestant government and a majority Protestant
population.

The two accused searched in vain for attorneys who would
take up their case. Almost a dozen of the most prominent,
many of them Protestants, refused to defend them. In-
credible as it may seem, the judge was a Roman Catholic.
He charged the defendants with having behaved "horribly
irresponsibly." Thereupon he imposed the maximum penalty
he could: six months in jail. This on a charge that they
had held a parade without permission in Armagh on the
30th November, 1968, by organising a counter-demonstration
against a rampaging Catholic mob.

The sentence was a savage one. It was ominously vindic-
tive. Paisley became ipso facto a common criminal. He
was made to wear the stripes of the prison, was assigned to
hard labour, forbidden to meet his wife save once a month
and that only through bars for fifteen minutes. He was
further forbidden to send any communication to his church,
except once in four weeks.

Another striking case was that of August Spence, a Pro-
testant and a Loyalist. Spence was convicted with two other
men of the murder of a Roman Catholic barman. There
was no proof of guilt against him, no statement made by
him, no weapon found either on him or in his house. The
identification failed to implicate him. He was refused a
separate trial and even refused leave to appeal to the House
of Lords.

Lord Justice Curran, rejecting the appeal, was forced to
conclude that "whether or not Spence was involved in this
combination was another matter." In short, there was no
positive proof that Spence was guilty of the offence. Yet
Spence was sentenced to a minimum of 20 years' jail, unpre-
cedented in Ulster legal history. Notwithstanding Spence's
insistence on his innocence and that he went on a hunger
strike of more than two weeks, that authoritative deputations
went to see the Minister of Home Affairs, no remission was
given to the prisoner.

Yet the treatment meted out to Catholics was, to say the
least, astonishing. Mr. Grogan, admitted possessing and fir-
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ing a loaded revolver. His sentence : two years impnson-
ment. The Royal prerogative of mercy was promptly
invoked. He was freed after five months.

Contrast the above with the treatment meted out to a
Protestant, James Burns. A loaded gun was found in his
coal shed.' The court agreed it had never been fired. His
sentence: Nine years' imprisonment. Royal prerogative of

mercy denied.
It had been suggested that, at this period, the sentences

were "politically motivated." Those who supported this
pointed to many instances when the Protestant administra-
tion, in conjunction with the Socialist Government of
London, had embarked upon a policy of "deterrent" against
the extremist elements. "This "deterrent" policy, however,
seemed to be always heavily loaded against the Protestants.
Mr. Spence and the others, for instance, were suspected, and
therefore by implication accused, of being members of the
Protestant-Ulster Volunteer Force, the Protestant equivalent
of the I.R.A. "There was evidence," stated Lord Justice
Curran. that the attack was "one of a series of criminal acts
done by men who were members of the U.V.F.'

It was suggested that Spence's belonging to the U.V.F. per-
haps was his major crime." Hence the political motivation
for Spence's twenty year sentence, for what amounted to an
"unproven" felony.

Yet even if accepting the authorities' policy of "deterrent,"
their impartiality came under heavy suspicion in view of their
inexplicable ruthlessness against certain Protestants, and their
overt favouritism for the Catholics—or rather for the
members of the I.R.A.

Those who supported this theory put forward disturbing
samples.

Francis Card, Liam McMillan and Malachy McGurran
were arrested in August in a house in Kane Street, Belfast.
Two loaded revolvers were found which Card admitted to
owning. He was given a suspended prison sentence which
meant his immediate release. McGurran was allowed out
on entering into bail. McMillan was allowed out scot free.

The following are typical cases of I.R.A. men convicted at

this period, their sentences and the release dates as given by
the Northern Ireland and Loyalist Campaign for Justice:
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this period, their sentences and the release dates :
Name

Eamonn Boyce
M. Meade
D. Foley
W. Reilly
J. Huston
J. Smith
Kevin Mallon
Francis Talbot
P. Trainer
D. O'Connell
D. Egan
D. McPhillips
R. Murray
A. Cosgrove
J. Mulholland
J. Murphy

Time
4
5
5
5
3
3
5
3
5
3
3i

Served
Years
Years
Years
Years
Years
Years
Years
Years
Years
Years
^- Years

3^ Years
1^ Years
n
5-

5

[ Years
Years
Years

Sentence
12 Years
10 Years
10 Years
10 Years
8 Years
8 Years

14 Years
8 Years

10 Years
10 Years
14 Years
14 Years
10 Years
10 Years
14 Years
14 Years

When comparing the case of Protestant Spence with the
above, the accusations of those who spoke of "political
motivation" against the Protestants and of favouritism for
the I.R.A., seem to have validity (2).

The above were the most spectacularly tragic cases. Minor
ones of gross discrimination went on piling up throughout
the province. For instance, in the Belfast prison, when
Protestant prisoners asked for books critical of the Catholic
Church, these were refused or given only after repeated
representations from outside—e.g. books by the present
writer—while when Catholic books, such as Miss Devlin's
autobiography, were asked for, these were handed over
immediately. When the book "Catholic Terror Today" was
first launched, the Rev. lan Paisley, who presided over a
gathering of 2,600 people at the Ulster Hall, Belfast, one
hour prior to the meeting received a photo of himself with
a bullet through one eye and a promise that he would be shot
during the meeting. The author of this book had to be given
a bodyguard by the police. Some time in January, 1969 the
Rev. Paisley got a live dum-dum bullet. Upon another oc-
casion fire bombs were hurled through the window of the
church where he was preaching. After a religious meeting
held under a tent in Armagh, in which the present author
took part, the Catholic terrorists burned down the tent.
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British troops, in full riot order, face jeering ?nd threatening Jloman
Catholic mobs behind barricaded ~ Catholic area of Bogside,

Londonderry
When the British troops were first sent to_Northern Ireland by the

British Government, most of the militant Catholic fanatics believed
they had been .sent to stop street violence. The Protestants on the
other hand, beiieved they had been sent to protect them ^ from the
CatholicT terror. Events proved otherwise. In the above photograph
a'group offanatical Catholics, protected by one of^heir^own^bam-
cades," are jeering, insulting and threatening the newly arrived British
soldiers. Their attitude at the beginning of the British "occupation^'
was typical of Catholic and Irish militancy. The Southern Irish
Prime Minister, Mr. Lynch, strongly protested toibe London Govern-
ment against the troops being sent to Ulster. The protest was sig-
iiificant. since the Irish Premier in this way made it amply clear that
the civil and military commotions were part and parcel of a
prepared plan directed at the downfall and potential annexation
Protestant' Northern Ireland by Southern Eire.
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When, on the 3rd January, 1969, Paisley and Major Bunting
led a religious meeting in Londonderry, a Catholic cmwd,
after harrassing the Protestants, burned Major Bunting's car.

On the 20th April, 1969 gangs of Catholic rioters terrorised
the capital of Northern Ireland, Belfast, following a week-
end of violence and explosions. They set ablaze several city
buses and nine post offices. Troops and helicopters had to
be mobilised. On the 23rd April Belfast's water was cut
after the mains were blown up by terrorists at Clady, outside
Belfast airport, stopping supplies to 500,000 people.

At this stage in _Protestant Ulster, outrages of all kinds
carried out by Catholics, went strangely unpunished.
Catholic individuals, contravening regulations, went scan-
dalously_scot free. Catholic agitators," some of them mem-
bers of Parliament, were not oiily the promoters of the civil
and sectarian disorders; they boasted of the fact in the House
of Commons itself. Witness Bernadette Devlin." elected
Member of Parliament mostly by groups of politically re-
tarded, adolescent, schizophrenic students of Belfast Uni-
versity who in her maiden speech, admitted participating in
street demonstrations and battling against the police. "In-
deed, she went so far as to promise that she was ready to
repeat the performance—which she did in the August riots
of 1969. Soon afterwards she went to the U.S.A. to collect
money and told the Americans to boycott all British goods.
In October Mr. Stratton Mills, Member of Parliament." dis-
played to the House of Commons a photograph showing Miss
Devlin participating in a riot, in the act of hurling a brick.

Yet when, the following year (Summer, 1970) she was
found guilty of having participated in the riots and of throw-
mg missiles at the police and even accused of hurling petrol

3> and was condemned to six months' jail, as Paisley
had been, there was an outcry of horror through Ireland and
Britain. Questions were asked in the House"of-Commons-

Delegates went to see the government. Provocativeparades
were organised in London" and Ulster for her "immediate"
release Riots were staged. Privileges demanded and
granted. She was made to appear a heroine, a martyr, a
new Joan of Arc, by the mendacious Catholic and vicious
British Press.

I"deed, the Catholics, not content with staging bloody
riots, went so far in July, 1970, as to place bombs in the
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private house of one of the High Court Judges. ^ This in con-
trast to the Protestants, who never threatened the life of the
Catholic Judge v/ho sentenced Paisley and other Protestants

to jail. _ _ ^. ......

At this period notorious Republican Catholic
stirred up trouble with mounting impudence. One of these,
a Red misfit M.P. for Belfast, told the Commons, follow-
ing week-ends of rioting which culminated in the wounding
and killing of civilians and British troops, that "he could not
blame the people (i.e. Catholics) who shot at the troops and
at the police (3).

Such declarations, far from being frowned upon, were ac-
claimed by a spineless House of Commons, a large proportion
of which was supporting the politico-sectarian Northern Irish
agitators.

'Many of these parliamentarians disguised their support
under high sounding names, e.g. the Committee for Demo^
cracy in Ulster, with over 100 Labour members, most of
them notorious communistoids.

One of the most skilful strategies of the Catholic Church
is to conduct her religious-political campaigns simultaneously
from the top to the bottom. In the Irish case such traditional
pattern was promoted with the greatest efficiency. The
mobilisation of naive Left-wing members of Parliament and
even of many uncommitted groups and personalities with the
bribing of a vicious British press, was one typical facet ^ of
this strategy. The directorate was active within the Irish
lobby in Great Britain a very relentless Catholic amalgam
of Irish nationalists. Labour obtuseness, and religious bigots.

This lobby, following years of serpentine manipulations,
had successfully managed to penetrate into the most sensitive
sinews of the British administration. The result being that
It could exert a widespread and concrete though intangible
influence, not only upon the sundry governmental sectors, but
also upon the mass media of the press, radio and television,
with the efficiency of an all-pervading nationalistic Catholic
octopus.

The results were ominous. Individuals, as well as millions
of ordinary citizens who knew nothing whatsoever about the
complexity of the Irish J.roubles, stepped like sleep-walkers
onto the Catholic side. This was hastened by the part played
by top political personalities in Britain and the U.S.A., e.g.
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^ Catholic youth attacking a Protestant procession
youths more often than not were" used" by the riot

organisers in nuisance raids or as the spearhead of w'ell-planned
major riots. At times these were repeated'for half a-dozen~or"more
consecutive ni,8hts. As the spearhead of planned major 'riots, how~-
<^.eL' ^ ^t-h^becam,e si, ?erious menace to pubUc'order'.~'Si'nc'e,
once Jhe disturbances had been initiated, the welT-armed units of

Catholic extremists came to the fore to engage in
guerilla fighting.

It was then that barricades, showers of petrol bombs, gunfire and
?ven..m?.chine',8""^ were emPloyed Youths very of ten "specialised
in attacking the Protestants and the police with broken -glass~and
even with sophisticated steel arrow heads.

Above, a typical group of Catholic youngsters in action during
the riots of the summer-autumn-winter of 1970-71. ~~They~have~'jusT
attacked an Orange Lodge procession in Springfield Road, Belfast.
Many youngsters on both sides were badly'wounded. "Several" were
shot dead.
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Catholic subversion in Northern Ireland
The above inscription, JOIN THE I.R.A. (the Irish Republican

Army), could be seen in many towns of Ulster. The I.R.A. "was the
sworn enemy of the province. Yet many Catholics within Ulster
were its most active members. The I.R.A. was the brains and
promoter of civil disorders. It was active within Hire. Ulster. Great
Britain and elsewhere. In 1970, the I.R.A. "plotted to buy £200,000
(half a million dollars) worth of guns and ammunition in Britain and
run them to Northern Ireland", to quote the Judge who con-
demned two I.R.A. leaders to jail in Leeds, Great Britain. "The
money came from bank raids."

The I.R.A. in March of the same year, claimed responsibility for
numerous explosions. Its clandestine and open activities were the
most perilous factors, since the I.R.A. did not want any settlement
with the Northern Ireland Government. Their final aim was its total
collapse, as the preliminary step to its total incorporation into the
Catholic Irish Republic of the South. Catholics of Ulster, therefore,
by joining the I.R.A. became dangerous fifth columnists, bent on
the destruction of their own State. Yet the Protestants were kept
wholly disarmed. Their organisation, created to defend Ulster from
external and internal I.R.A. attack, was declared illegal.
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Labour Premier Harold Wilson who in January, 1969, during
a television appearance, went so far as to call the Protestants
of Ulster Fascists. Catholic Senator Edward Kennedy,
Summer, 1969, told America that it was time that th6
Catholics in Northern Ireland should enjoy "freedom".

The plot to liquidate Protestant Ulster thus was conducted
on sundry fronts simultaneously. From the top, certain
members of the British Government pursued a policy of
political cabal with the Dublin Government. Witness Eire's
Catholic Prime Minister, Mr. J Lynch, received by the
British "Red" Premier Wilson, in London. Many "Red"
Labour leaders openly advocated the total unification of
Ireland; or, in other words, the abolition of Protestant
Ulster,

While the ruthless Catholic lobbies in London, Rome and
Washington carried out their policies the Catholic plotters
of Westminster, Dublin and Belfast redoubled their policies
of intimidation and terrorisation, This notwithstanding the
fact that massive concessions had been granted to* the
Catholics by the fallen O'Neill government.

At the centre, as always, was to be found the I.R.A. and
its most recent auxiliary movements already mentioned. The
latter's activities ranged from demonstrations, obstructions
against the police, and threats, to actual armed attacks, For
example, the successful robbery of two banks by I.R.A. gun-
men in March, 1969, the firing upon police vehicles at
Armagh, the sabotage of Electricity power stations and many
similar terroristic deeds.

The Catholic corruption of an impartial administration of
the law was demonstrated time and again. Thus I.R.A. sup-
wrters could move freely in Northern Ireland, collecting
funds for its members, although the I.R.A. was an "unlawful
association" and was causing such tremendous disturbances
all over the province, When caught in the act, they were
given the most lenient fines, e.g. P. J, Quinn, who in April,
1969, was fined only 50 dollars for openly collecting money
from house to house on behalf of this same I.R.A. which was
to hurl thousands of petrol bombs, set buildings on fire,
wound and even kill, in the following months.

Simultaneously, Catholic extremists carried out well
planned riots all over Ulster, The Ulster celebration on 12tb
July, 1969, of the anniversary of Protestant William's defeat
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Catholic "police force" parading inside the Catholic "Republic"
of Londonderry

Prior to, during and after the British Army occupied Northern
Ireland, the Catholics acted as citizens with special rights. This
they did, considering themselves above the local national laws, and
even above police and Army regulations. Each time the authorities
tried to curb their intransigence, they claimed they were being "per.
secuted." They thought themselves so privileged that they created
their own independent little "republics" within Belfast and London.
derry. Unlike "Protestant quarters, watched, controlled and quaran-
fined by the Army, the Catholic "little republics" were left^ un-
molested. They prevented the police and the British Army from
entering them without permission. To that effect, they set up their
own special police force, or vigilantes. Sometimes, after attacking
the Protestants, they withdrew to their "republics", immune from
arrest. Indeed, they went so far as even to attack the Army itself.
This occurred in Belfast, in March, 1970, when a corporal in the
Military Police was "waved down by three men, ordered to get out
of the car, while another man kept him covered.

Above, Catholic police in the Catholic area of Bogside, London-
derry. The "Chief", with eyepatch, is an American from Penn-
sylvania, in charge of the Derry Citizens' Defence Association.
Entry into the zone policed by the Catholics was forbidden by them
to the Royal Ulster Constabulary and even to the British troops.
A law unto themselves.
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of Catholic James at the Battle of the Boyne was typical.
Catholic thugs fought with Protestants. At Lurgan six
policeman were injured, The riot erupted when a Union
Jack was raised near a Catholic housing estate. At Maghera^
Co. Londonderry, three bullets were fired by Catholics into
9- post office.

The worst disorders, however, were provoked at London.
derry. There, hundreds of militant Catholics roamed the
streets, breaking windows, hurling stones at the police.
threatening and manhandlmg passers by.

This came when Catholics counter-celebrated the Pro.
testant's "glorious twelfth" with stoning, wrecking, smashing
m most of Northern Ireland Protestant cities, where they
burned cars, looted shops, injured policemen. Catholics went
on the rampage, openly declaring that they were "defying the
Orange Order", reputedly the backbone of Ulster Protestant-
ism. This they did, to quote "The Times", "with apparent
licence to destroy at will". (4)

As a result of all that during the 1969-70 season premiums
for riot cover in Northern Ireland were reckoned a worse
risk than in the centres torn by race-riots in the U.S.A.

"Let us be honest", said Catholic Father George Doherty.
"Almost all the violence was on our -side." (5)

"A crazy seed of destruction had been planted", admitted
another Catholic, "coupled with a deep hatred of the
Protestants". (6)

Catholics from the CathoHc area of Bogside, Londonderry,
erected barricades, then made for the Protestant area. Once
more to quote "The Times" of London—whose editor, it must
be remembered, was a Catholic— "they were armed with
missiles, petrol bombs and potatoes with nails driven through
them".

As they moved down narrow shopping streets they smashed
every window and many of them looted the shops. Cars
were overturned and set alight and when heavily armoured
police trucks moved in paint was hurled to cover their wind-
screens.

The fighting did not stop until six in the morning. Thirty-
eight people were injured, including sixteen policemen. One
of the most ominous features of these Catholic riots was that
there were definite attempts at burning people alive (just as
the Catholic Croats had done in Croatia twenty years before).
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la Londonderry one policeman was almost roasted when
Catholic threw 'a petrol bomb against him. At Dungiven,

were made to set fire to the Orange Hall in which
Hcer had taken refuge from the Catholic mob. During

another petrol bomb attack Catholics tried to burn Jhe; home
^f"WiUiam Craig, the former Minister of Home Affairs.

'The riots, far from abating, increased in frequency,
violence and sectarian unreasonableness in the following

Typical were the disturbances started by the Catholic ex-
tremists on Saturday, 2nd August, 1969, in Belfast. ^Groups
of Junior Orangemen, due to march off to traditional rallies,
when passing near Unity Walk (a block of flats recently built
by Protestant Belfast Corporation to house Catholics and
Protestants, in the hope that neighbouring living would dis-
solve the Catholic-Protestant tension), were suddenly attacked
by Catholic extremists^ Bottles and other missiles were
hurled from the flats. Violent riots followed and police had
to use armoured cars to charge barricades of blazing vans.

Around midnight two policemen had their uniforms set
on fire while a member of the crew of a vehicle had to be
rolled on the ground after a bomb had been thrown into
it. (7)

In terms of casualties there were 80 civilians injured and
17 policemen were treated in hospital. Several public houses
were set on fire, and over 500 shop windows were shattered.
Many shops were looted and rioters left a mile of wreckage.
Catholic civil rights leaders went to the scene as "observers."
Although the police batoned the Protestants as soundly as
any Catholic thugs Red Labour M.P.s and Catholic leaders
protested that "only Catholics" were castigated. They sent
a telegram to the British Home Secretary, urging him to take
over direct control of Northern Ireland Police, after hearing
reports of the riots "by telephone."

Northern Ireland's Minister for Home AfEairs denied the
charge in the strongest terms possible. But in vain—the
British and the Catholic-fed world Press magnified the
Catholic version while minimizing or suppressing altogether
the Protestant one.

In the months which followed the victims of subsequent
riots increased. There were dead. The autumn became a
bloody one. The opening of the seventies, following an
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ominous calm, burst into a phase of open and hidden activity.
Chief among them, the activities of the I.R.A. In the

early spring of 1970, in fact, Scotland Yard's Special Branch
discovered that the I.R.A. had sent her agents into Britain
and elsewhere to buy deadly up-to-date weapons and all the
necessary trappings for large-scale guerilla warfare. (8)

A portent of the shape of things to come.
Prior to such discovery Catholics spoke of the necessity

of army intervention, to protect the poor innocent victims of
Protestant terror. By the intervention of the army most of
them meant the army of the Southern Republic of Eire:
others, the British Army.

When in 1939 and 1940, at the outbreak of the second
world war, Winston Churchill proposed to the British Cabinet
that the Irish Republic be invaded, and indeed occupied, by
the British Army, the Catholic Church cried to heaven at
the monstrous suggestion.

Thirty years later, however, the same Church, via her
members, invoked the British Army occupation, having
deemed the Protestants of Northern Ireland a worse peril
even than Hitler.

Protestant marchers stopped by the British Army ^
While CathoUcVioters could set up their "republics" within Protes.

tant "cities," and their representatives in Parliament were ^openly proj
^ammguthat"They'wanted"the destruction of ^
STiattlr's"mtegration~with the Catholic^Irish Republic of^_theSouth^
the'Protestants^ who wanted to remain ^ united with^Brrtam,_
who sported" the British flag on their parades (top right-hand corner),
were "constantly harassed by the British Army.

'Above"Protestants" defy the ban on parades and try to brush past

the British units during a march in East Belfast. . ._, _,.:_:.
'ia'T970, "the" Irish Republican Army issued a statement,^

"for" many of the explosions_ which occurred ^n Ulster
"by"the'adjutant of the I.R.A.'s Northern Ireland_ Command^

iTdeciared:' "We'have the necessary funds and equipment to ensure
that'thes'truggle wM continue until'the forces of_Bntis^Jmp^rmUsm
are'banished" from these islands, once and ^for^ alL" (The —Hmes^

Mareh"! 970)7 Yet, ironically,it was the British Army^who,at
this timeTwas" protecting the Catholic revolutionaries, while harassing
the Union Jack-waving Protestants.
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^ British Soldiers Fire on Protestants
.B.ri,tish_.Army' whose task was to Pacify-the province as an

,'impart\a!" i<n!t.r,ument^in reality^was_used as a-v'partiai'"~weapon
against the "militant Protestants". The latter ~becTme~"mi'Htan't'"
atter^ witnessing the way in which the British Units'treateTthe
'militant Catholics".

;»J^yjLwhereas .the, prote.stant districts were policed, patrolled and
^tJ.m',da,ted'._the-.cathoI,ic districts were" left" to''themselves,'"aitho^gh

hid clandestme radio, weapons and I.R.A. ieader's. "The'Brit'ilh
was forbidden to enter their "zones". "The" Protes'tants'were

this provocative differentiation.
^Abwe, an army unit returning the "Protestants' fire. In 1970. on

ry, honours for riot bravery in Ulster were awarded"'''fo'r
during the rioting in Belfast" "(above). George'Medals were

?.!venT,to-jl ,pnyat.e' to,a,sergeant.and to a L'ieutenant'-Colonei"w'hen
BaUalion of the Light Infantry moved -into-{he"Shankai

(the Protestant quarter) to support "the" Royal uTster""Con."
lUry, "who were facing a mob of more than Y,500".~"fhe woi-d
>" was always used when dealing with Protestants.' Never when

referring to the Catholic terrorists.
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Roman Catholic pipers march past burned out Protestant Orange
Hall, which Catholic rioters had burned shortly before. Londonderry,

Northern Ireland, August, 1969.
The Catholic minority in Northern Ireland initiated, promoted and

justified their campaign against the Ulster government" on the ground
that they were discriminated against. Civil Rights marches and
demonstrations were organised in many towns. These, strengthened
by anarchists and communists, however, were nothing but well
planned sqreens behind which was to be found the Irish Nationalists
and the I.R.A's grand strategy of civil and military escalation directed
at the collapse of the Protestant administration." The hidden policy
came to the fore when the "peaceful" Civil Rights marchers arid the
like began to use stones, potatoes with nails in them, and even petrol
bombs. TheiT hatred was directed, not only against Protestant in-
dividuals and the police, but also against buildings identified with
Protestantism. The above photograph is typical. It shows a Protes.
tant Orange Hall still burning, set on fire by the Catholics, many of
whom then marched past as a further provocative demonstration
against the Protestants of Londonderry.
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^ Ruins and desolation caused by religious hatred'

=^=^StS^TtBd^fa^ ^wh_at religiouTtTat^d ^nluldos w^ernums^Jh.e.J;oncrete "evidence"^
de;nommaTional'steife" "a" "" wnen a community is tom byTnte^l

^a ^s&s M^sld^^the ^
Iat10";; economic ru"in7spTri?uaul xb'aenS?vante^ whlAbrou8ht"d^
wounds to the-Prot"eTtanranlSaCaDt?,^upteZ»and.

fi.siSs^^si^sSyi^sSS^^^^
even thanTn'thepast"'"'" atIemPted to strengthen its influenceymo^
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^STO%reESC!"ationandthe

~ The Wtlerian technique in Ireland.
viciousness of the British Press.

~ Awderated "esc^on" "of'CathoUc terror.
county Ireland. ' —--•"••

^^^'^'^"EiSiSS
:hiHa?lS^C.^^[ •rK^^^^SS£Sa^-^bastTonTfProte^t^Ttego^CTt^^
^tKr2St tt5: tS^lsSS
th^absorbedpStL"; gebsoThonc3' shared dominatio°~of

nalSc'^^^^==^WS^5^nSt^^&
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tools of the two external plotters.
The latter's master plan was simplicity itself. The creation

and exaggeration of grievances, real or imaginary, the escala.
ting agitations of a minority the fermenting of incidents with
the simultaneous slander of local and State authorities, the
slanting and distortion of facts, and even the plain prop'aga^
tion of brazen lies.

To successfully carry out such a vile policy the most
powerful instruments are the mass media: radio, T.V.'and
the press. These three vehicles were used to the full against
Protestant Ulster. The record for the most corrupt," one-'
sided and vicious innuendos, however, was achieved by the
British Press, as already mentioned. An amalgam of semi-
illiteracy, pornography, mastodontic triviality, deliberate
lying and, worse still, collective viciousness.

The Nazi Press was naive compared to it. In a left or
right wing dictatorship the Press is heavily censored. The
reader knows this and builds up a mental resistance against
it. The naive British reader, however, believes his Press to
be free, not knowing that it is heavily censored" by power-
ful and dangerous vested interests, with the result that he
takes the distortion, lies and vilifications as the plain truth.

In this manner millions are conditioned by what the Press
says. Politicians are brain-washed as efficiently as their
refuse collectors. When to small influential minorities there
are added the unthinking twenty-five to thirty million daily
readers, then a climate is created conducive to the passing
of restrictive punitive legislation, unfair measures, police and
military action, which instead of quelling the fires will ignite
them anew.

That is precisely what happened during the Ulster crisis,
Public opinion was grossly "influenced by the Press. Poli-
ticians followed public opinion. The British Government
gave the lead. The Irish-Cathqlic-Communist trinity within
and outside did the rest.

The result was that this combination set in motion visible
and invisible forces whose object was the ultimate disintegra-
tion of Protestant Ulster.

The local Catholic nationalistic and anarchical elements
were emboldened and came down to the streets with re-
doubled energy and confidence.

While the nationalistic Catholic mobs were creating
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anarchy, the Irish Catholic-Labour directorate—-or rather the
Mafia—in Belfast, London and Dublin were setting in motion
at a redoubled pace, their grand strategy whose ultimate aim
was the gradual paralysation, immobilisation and finally dis-
arming of Protestant Ulster.

The deployment of such policy was simple, logical and
efficient. 'It worked almost like a Hitlerian blue print.

'The "escalation" of the spring which had culminated in
the May to August riots was'accelerated. The "directorate'

embarked upon the next phase. This was to end in a kind
of'Irish Arniageddon. A necessary preamble to the political,
police and military steps that were to follow.

The date was the 12th August. On that day there took
place the traditional procession of the Protestant Apprentice
Boys of Derry. The parade, with banner, flutes and drums,
was an example of gaiety, discipline and a cheery carnival.
It was watched and admired on T.V. by millions. Then sud-
denly stones and petrol bombs were hurled by Catholics onto
the inarchers. Within a short time the streets were littered
with rocks and lit by explosions, while armoured cars and
armoured water cannon trucks came in, followed by am-
balances. Four policemen were carried away, bleeding and
unconscious. The battle, far from abating, increased with
the coming of night, owing to the fact that Catholic secret
guerilla agents had come to direct the operation. Catholic
rioters specialised in hurling petrol bombs which had been
well prepared in advance for the purpose. Police finally had
to use tear gas. One man was shot. One hundred and nine
people were injured in Londonderry alone. Ninety of those
injured were policemen.

'The rioting continued throughout the next twenty-four
hours. Shots were fired, hand-grenades hurled around. The
turmoil turned quickly into a veritable war, directed as it was
by expert leaders executing a well thought out plan of action.

That this was so was demonstrated also by the fact that
vehicles loaded with petrol bombs (one lorry contained about
one thousand of them) were brought in by Catholics, that
barricades were erected at the right strategic points, and,
above all, that at least seven police stations were attacked
simultaneously outside the rioting areas, namely at Belfast,
Londonderry,' Armagh, Coalisland, Dungiven, Dungannon
and Enniskillen, the'Catholic mobs hurling petrol bombs
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against the police inside.
The use of petrol bombs became so extensive that one

newsman, having climbed to the roof of a ten-storey block,
"counted 18 metal milk crates, each containing 20 bottles
half full with petrol".

Individuals from the Southern Irish Republic were spotted
among the local Catholics.

The attacks followed a set pattern—gangs of Catholics
headed for the police stations and bombarded them with
petrol bombs. Many of these, to be more viciously lethal,
contained a mixture of sugar and soap powder, which made
them into a sort of napalm bomb.

While the unholy amalgam of local Catholics, fifth
columnist leaders, I.R.A. guerillas and Communists were
conducting the operation in the streets, the master plan was
promptly set in motion. Mr. Lynch, the Prime Minister of
the Irish Republic across the border, announced that Britain
would be asked to "apply immediately to the United
Nations" for the dispatch of a U.N.O. force to Ulster. "The
Irish Government can no longer stand by and see innocent
people injured and worse," he said in a television broadcast,
and thereupon ordered Irish Army units to move to the
frontiers with Ulster. Field hospitals were set up nearby.
The following day additional army units moved under cover
of strict military security. Gun running across the border
increased a hundredfold. The result was soon to be seen—
at least ten people were taken to hospital with bullet wounds.
To cap it all. Catholics in Ulster and in Eire openly called for
"volunteers.'

At this development the Ulster Government asked the
British Government to send in troops. The Eire Premier
protested—no British troops should go into Ulster, he said,
"to protect the Protestants". In other words to stop the
"Catholic revolution" which Jiire was determined to
complete.

The next day fighting with guns and bombs broke _out in
Belfast soon after the arrival of the first battle-kitted British
troops. Catholics with sub-machine guns fired repeatedly.
A man was shot dead in Armagh, the first fatality of the
not.

Police in armoured cars using automatic weapons had to
go into action in Belfast after Catholics attacked Protestants
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and the police. At least four people were wounded by
bullets. Rioting increased in violence with the Catholic mobs
receiving official encouragement from the Premier of Catholic
Eire. The Government of Northern Ireland finally issued a
stern warning against Eire. "We will treat the Government
(Eire) as unfriendly and implacably determined to overthrow
by any means our State", it said. As a reply the Eire
Government, after repeating its first protest that the use of
British troops was not acceptable", mobilised yet more
troops. Simultaneously large scale I.R.A. activities became
widespread.

That was not all—Hire's Foreign Minister, Dr. P. Hillery,
vvent even further : "We regard Ulster as our territory," he
explained, "We regard them as our people." Then, to add
insult to injury, he came out openly with the basic cause of
all the trouble : "Our Constitution", he said, "recognises
a 32 county Ireland, and until re-unification we have only a
State of 26 counties".

In Ulster the flag of Eire was flown atop buildings in-
habited by Catholics. Catholic mobs attacked British troops.
Eire called up 2,000 reserves. The I.R.A. itself at long last
came out in the open : one of its leaders, Gathal Goulding,
declared that the I.R.A. was "now committed to action", and
brazenly confirmed that the I.R.A. members had been
"involved in the riots".

During the first fourteen hours of riots on the 15th-16th
August, one man was killed and 178 people injured, 54 of
them of gunshot wounds. 133 people were taken to hospital.

After five days and nights of continuous rioting, destruc-
tion and bloodshed, the results were the following : millions
of pounds worth of damage, hundreds of buildings gutted,
totally or partially destroyed or made uninhabitable, 226
police wounded, 514 civilians injured, 8 people shot dead.

A frightful .summing up of a sectarian escalation of un-
bridled religious terror.
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Prisoner of War — A young rioter lies on the pavement during a
bloody disturbance

When the young rioter seen in this picture was ordered by an
armed paratrooper not to move, thirteen people had just died in a
disturbance m which he had participated. These included a Catholic
priest shot while giving the last rites to another victim, two women,
one a grandmother, and a boy of fifteen.

The riot took place in Belfast.
During the same night in Armagh troops killed a man after he had

shot a soldier dead. Not far from there, an Ulster Defence Regiment
man was gunned down by terrorists.

Simultaneously in Londonderry eleven soldiers were wounded by
the Catholics during fifteen hours -<9fi continuous fighting. In Coalis-
land, meanwhile, rival Catholic and Protestant bands shot it out with
machine-guns across the town's main square.

The massive wave of rioting, shooting and looting came when the
Government decided to intern leaders of the I.R.A. Factories, shops
and churches were also set ablaze.

The above happened in August, 1971. The riots flared up even
more virulently in the subsequent months. One of the most tragic
features of this escalating violence was the number of young people
participating in it
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British Occupation Soldiers patrolling Belfast with a background of
a burning building

The British Army despatched -to Northern Ireland in its early
stage was quickly transformed into an instrument of political
partisanship.

This was due to directives from above. The Nationalistic
Catholic lobby in London, who had access to Westminster's corridors
of power, saw to it that the troops were tough with the Protestants
but' closed one eye to the Catholics. Certain people at the _top did
this in an endeavour to co-operate with the I.R.A. and the Govern-
ment of the Irish Republic. Their Catholic "creatures" inside
Ulster had been given instructions to stage new riots at the slightest
interference from the British Army.

By 1970 there was seen the spectacle of a British Army harrassing
the Protestants who wanted to remain united with Britain and
protecting and defending the Irish Catholics who wanted a Republic
and whose aim was to expel all Britishers from a united Independent
Ireland.

Subsequently, however, the British army became the target _of in-
suits and violence—from the Catholics of Ulster, those of the South,
and a large section of the Protestants.
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Textile Mill destroyed in the Catholic Area of Belfast
The Catholic-Protestant riots, besides causing fearful destruction

to edifices and to people, inflicted heavy damages on the economy of
Northern Ireland. Since the rioters very often set on fire factories,
mills and stores. The case of the textile mill situated on the Catholic
Falls Road is a typical instance.

It all started when three snipers began to fire from its roof. The
mill eventually was blown up and set on fire. The Catholics stated
that the snipers were Protestants. The Protestants said they were
Catholics. Others that they were meabers of the I.R.A. The three
men perished in the ruins. Their bodies were "mysteriously" spirited
away.

In 1970 the Catholic rioters destroyed the large stores of Bartons,
Woolworths and others in the centre of the city. The total damage
to the economy of Northern Ireland ran into millions. Worse still,
it helped to undermine the confidence of the great industrial concerns.
Thus rendering the unemployment problem even more complex and
menacing. The Ulster Authorities in August, 1970, increased the
reward for information leading to conviction of anyone planting
bombs from £10,000 to £50,000.
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The Author on the Site of the Graveyard of Buses Burned by the
Aioters

One of the most reprehensible features of the religious riots be-
tween Catholics and Protestants was the burning of private and public
vehicles.

More often than not, buses were used by the rioters of both sides
as flaming barriers against the opposing faction, and, later on, against
the intervening British troops. At times the buses were wantonly
set on fire with petrol bombs. Hundreds of private cars suffered the
same fate. The financial loss to the city was very heavy, at one time
running into over £75,000 or $250,000. There were times when the
rioters, prior to hurling petrol bombs at a bus, took away all the
seats and any other useful items. These were later seen in houses
of both denominations.

The bus cemetery seen above was in Edendarr, some miles outside
the city of Belfast. The practice of seizing buses and public vehicles

-to be used as barricades—became a tradition of the belligerent
factions. Although there were cases when they were wantonly set
on fire for the.sake of mere vandalism or in order to inflict heavy
financial damages to the City Corporation.
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chapter 6

The Promotion of Political Collapse and a
Military Take-Over

The Pope and "equal rights"
The l.R.A. Volunteers
Mobilization of Eire's Army : "Invade Ulster"
The British "occupy" Northern Ireland
The Irish-Catholic-Red "Mafia" of Westminister
pursue a subtler policy
The systematic legal emasculation of Protestant
Ireland
One-eyed bigots in the British House of Lords

AMID THE CRIES OF HATRED, the rattling of hidden machine
guns, the shouting of the maddened crowds, the agonies of the
injured and of those who were flying, there was now heard a
voice. That of His Holiness, the Pope.

Pope Paul did not plead for peace, pray for peace, or
counsel the factions to exert Christian charity. After em-
bellishing his words with meaningless pious cliches, he boldly
poured petrol on the blazing flames. He supported the
demands of the poor oppressed, persecuted and Christ-Iike
meek "rioting" Catholics of Northern Ireland "for equal
rights". (1) (17th August, 1969.)
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On the next day (18th August, 1969—note the timing) the
Irish Republican Army made a daring public declaration.
It boasted, in the wake of the papal encouragement that, yes,
it had sent "fully equipped units into Northern Ireland". It
added that "all its volunteers had been put on full alert". (2)

Shortly before and after such admissions artillery units of
the Irish Republic were hastily set up on the border of
Northern Ireland. These had direct communication links
across the frontiers, into the Catholic district, from which
the Catholics were directing the war.(3)

Their leaders thereupon felt sufficiently confident to issue
a declaration to the effect that they were going on with the
struggle until their chief demand had been met. Their chief
demand? Nothing less than "the abolition of the Northern
Ireland Parliament".

The abolition of Parliament would have been the first
preliminary step, as the Chairman of the JNationalist Party
of Northern Ireland declared, "to a united Ireland". (4)

Finally the Eire Republic came out with the ultimate and
latest efErontery. She demanded that Eire's troops be allowed
altogether to enter Ulster.

The Socialist Government of London at such a move
became apprehensive. Their flirting, or rather plotting, with
the Eire Government had gone further than they had ex-
pected. Also the tempo had been accelerated to an unwise
degree. The take-over was too brazen. It had gone above
and ahead of British public opinion. The situation was truly
becoming dangerous. The tottering Socialist Government,
whose public support was almost nil, feared for the ballot
box. The handing over of Ulster, an integral part of the
United Kingdom, would have created a general commotion
and a sure resurrection of British jingoism, whose reverber-
ations would have reached the approaching general election,
with disasterous results.

The Irish-Catholic-Socialist mafia at Westminster, for once,
suffered a momentary set-back. It was decided to stop the
disaster by sending over the British Army.

While the first British units were being flown to Ulster, the
overall situation in Northern Ireland was very gloomy. The
price paid for the Eire-Socialist encouragement of the pre-
paratory steps to a "united Ireland" was appalling in terms
of destruction. The smashed windows, the looted shops, the
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wrecked homes and the gutted factories brought compensa-
tion claims up to 5 and 10 million pounds. A tremendous
bill for the shaky economic framework of Ulster to stand.

The seriousness of the matter, however, went even deeper,
since fifteen factories were purposely destroyed by the rioters;
Among these, that of Britain's major textile group,
Courtaulds, who lost two factories—their Bairnswear plant
in Armagh and a recently installed Northern spinning and
weaving factory in Belfast. Their loss cost the company 1^.
million pounds.

The blow to business confidence at home and abroad,
thanks to the above, became so serious that in October, 1969
the British Government was forced to give a 2 million pounds
grant to relieve the unemployment.

The first British Army Units were followed by more and
more. Hundreds became thousands and within a few weeks
reached three and four thousand. By the middle of the
Autumn the British Army's escalation brought over 10,000
armed men. Ulster was given a former colonial trouble-
cracker as a military pro-consul, the province having been
back-graded almost to the status of an African colony.

The brassiest section of the Irish-Catholic-Labour mafia in
London was taken over by the more subtle and patient
strategists. Those who had always advised a policy of a
"legal" take-over of the Northern province. They did take
over. After all, some of them had been the. original
promoters of the escalation policy, from Civil Rights
marchers to One Man One Vote, opposing the police and
street rioting. The civil commotion and the political in-
stability which they had planned from the beginning thus at
last had yielded practical results : namely, the military
occupation of Ulster by the British Army directly controlled
by the hostile government from London.

The "occupation" spelled military and political "immobiii-
zation". Having achieved this, an even more ominous step
was taken. The "reorganisation" of the Ulster police. That

spelled the weakening of Ulster's trusted instrument of
law and order. The Irish-Catholic-Labour triumvirate in
London, however, soon were to achieve an even more sinister
victory : the "official" abolition of the B Specials and their
resusitation into a vastly different framework. This meant
the specific emasculation of Protestant Ulster as such.
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The Ulster Special Constabulary, called B Specials, were
a guarantee for the integrity and safety of the border. Since
Ijmon with Britain was guaranteed by the border, and the
border (that is, separation from Catholic Southern Ireland)
was guaranteed by the B Specials, their abolition meant the
deliberate undermining of the frontiers between Protestant
and Catholic Ireland

'The Irish Republican Army, however, their Catholic
counterparts, far from disarming, were greatly reinforced
with more money, more support, more "yolunteers" and
more guns. They aligned themselves with the Eire goyern-
nient and the Eire government with them, since both had the
same objectives: namely, incorporation of Ulster into
Southern Ireland.

This policy at one time became so strong within the Eu-e
sovernment itself that it practically split the cabinet. Its
main advocate was none other than the former Minister of
Defence, Mr. Kevin Boland, who during the height of the
riots, demanded that Southern Ireland's Catholic Army
invade Protestant Ulster forthwith.

While units of the Irish army encamped outside the border,
contingents of the Irish Republican Army "volunteers"
secretly crossed it to become the backbone of the ensuing
riots, fighting, wounding and killing civilians, police and
British troops alike.

The Irish" Republican Army by so doing did not consider
itself an "invader", since the I.R.A. Council dates its own
"legitimacy" as the provisional government of a United
Ireland from the Easter rioting of 1916.

The promotion of the riots were an integral part of its new
policy,'which as already hinted started in 1961-62 with the
I.R.A., having abandoned its campaign of cross-border raids,
turning to the more subtle one of Civil Rights movements,

Behind the I.R.A-, the Dublin government, the Civil Rights
mobs, and the Irish lobby in London, there was, of course,
the Catholic Church, the inspirer of the whole tragedy. The
Irish bishops did not hesitate, when opportune, to come
brazenly to the fore. They successfully influenced the Press,
the sundry ministers from London, police and military pro-
consuls, and the rest. The Pope, too, on more than one
occasion added his weight by publicly praying for "true,
just and civilised peace in Ireland".
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And what of the Protestants defending Protestant Ulster?
They were universally slandered, accused and threatened.
The Protestants were no angels. While the vast majority
abided by the law and followed events with mounting a'ppr@.
hension and sorrow, a substantial minority of them "took to
the streets to "defend their liberties". In so doing, more than
once they obstructed the liberties of others or attacked the
law, just as the belligerant Catholic minority had done.

The Catholic thugs had their equivalent in the Protestant
camp. Catholic arsonists had to contend with Protestant
arsonists, the shooting was done not only by the Catholic
fanatics. Extremist Protestants did their share. Their
exasperation, Jipwever, although justified, was purposely
exaggerated. The misdeeds of a few Protestant groups were
unscrupulously attributed to all the Protestants of Ulster.
With the- result that the over&ll image of Protestant Ulster
became overnight that of a fanatical, intolerant and Nazi-
like land where the words Liberty and Tolerance were total
anathema.

Thanks to this, they were given a constantly rough and
unjust public image throughout the crisis. The British Press,
as usual, leading. Top government individuals joined in.
E.G. Socialistoid peer. Lord Stoneham, who after asserting
that the Catholics would give "no trouble" provided they
•were given what they wanted, stated that the Protestant
leaders "would stop at nothing." "They are prepared to
risk civil war," he continued, "rather than to live in what
to them are the intolerable conditions of justice for all."

Another cleric, recently made into a Lord by the Socialists,
Lord Soper, whom the present author heard many times as
an amusing mob orator in Hyde Park, also spoke likewise. (7)

During the same debate the Earl of Longford asserted that
"he would never renounce his eSpiration of a United Ireland."
(i.e. the destruction of Ulster). Sundry peers, mostly Red
ones, spoke in similar terms. Yet, during these debates, not
a single word was heard about the Irish Republican Army,
the Catholic riot squads, the Eire declaration of the annex-
ation of Ulster, or, indeed, about the Catholic M.P. who, only
a few days earlier, had said in the House of Commons that
the British troops deserved to be shot. Or about that M.P.
helping with making petrol bombs and throwing stones at the
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lice, as openly admitted by Bernadette Devlin when before
the Scarman Tribunal, when she was found guilty and sen-
tenced to six months' imprisonment on four charges arising
out of the Londonderry riots of August 13th. (8)

The British House of Lords, although the somnolent attic
of political and intellectual decrepitude, has some significance
in so far that it reflects the attitude of their plebean Lillipu-
tian counterparts in the House of Commons, and therefore of
the Government. For it was the Socialist British Govern-
ment which, influenced by such bigoted attitudes, finally
emasculated Ulster to appease the Catholic extremists within
and outside it.

Subsequently, during the ensuing winter and year, crisis
after crisis followed—the British and Eire governments, the
Catholic Primate and Bishops of Eire intervening, accusing,

ting and counter-plotting. The stage of the long pre-
meditated campaign to bring about the destruction of Pro-
testant Ulster had been escalated from the Catholic mobs
and terrorists to the higher eschelon of politics, where the
right moves, almost undetected by those concerned, can be
made by the stroke of a pen and, by sealing the fate of a
whole province, can send its people into historical oblivion.
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The Face of Protestant Ulster
Traditional Orange Procession

^wh,creaLthe_orangePrder' morejhan anything else perhaps, is the
^slble embodiment o-f the vigorous Protestantism^fNorthern^rdanZ
ustCTt2,the 05deLls the livi".g~?xpression"of"aH the'tetory,'Traldt
!ion:-heritage' religion and Pa.triotism-created''and"handed'd"ow'n lfrao'm
generations'to present-day'Nstermen" """"" """ "

To the typical UIsterman therefore the Order is not only a
w^an.w8amsatwn-^ It. K.as Mtegra} to his or her Protestantism'and
S^HOT^. Roman catholicism is~tg the typical" -Cathoiic~&ishman"rf

.Th,e_orange order has been the spiritual nurse and the traditional
guardian of the Protestants of the North: during aim'OTt t'wo'cCTt'un^'

ls deeply.,religious and. intensely patriotic."" It "prides" FtseF'm 'is
£asl.accomp!ishments and in its projects for a prosperous"future'°

?.f this it..has always ^been_a paramount" influence 'in'The
political life of Ulster. ^ Its identification"with"uTster"has"bee'n
throughout so.dose that,it has become'practicaijy impossibk\o'dis^
STOC,iate the oran8e order from Northern "Ireiand"an"d'"Nor'ttenl
Ireland from the Orange Order.
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Catholic housewife defying British troops with the Irish Republican

The housewife in the picture was defiantly showing the flag of the
Irish Republic to the British troops from a Belfast housing estate
during a riot in August, 1971. The troops were engaged in restoring
order after an army truck had been burned, some of their soldiers
had been stoned, one civilian had been killed and a dozen injured.

The gesture of the housewife was not unique. It was typical of
many similar ones which by then were animating most of the Catholic
population. The latter were not only co-operating with the I.R.A.
forces; a good many Catholics were actively supporting I.R.A. con-
tingents. These were energetically, even if tacitly, helped by the
local Catholic clergy. Because of this popular support, I.R.A. leaders
became so bold as to give public press conferences and even to go
openly to collect money in the USA. when 300 I.R.A. men were
interned. Cardinal Conway, Primate of Ireland, protested, the Pope
also criticised the measure.
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Bntish troops arrest a Member of Parliament in Londonderry
.Duringthe ferocious riots late.'n 1971, Belfast, Londonderry and

other^towns were rocked by night and day explosions,'"so" that The
the cities was slowed down to a minimum.

The^ British troops, although under continuous attack,
embarked on a tough policy towards the rioters.

.^.en, Mr; Hume», a Member of Stormont (above right), was
searched and arrested, he had been leading a crowd \vhich°was pro-
testlng-agamst.,the.British Arm.y for shooting at a Catholic sniper.

the Army had tried to remove* barricades erected'
the Catholics across the streets of Catholic Bogside" and-Cregsan""no
go areas". -''-

Mr. Hume was the M.P. whom the present author had asked to
participate in a public debate in Belfast where Catholic and Protestant
leaders, Ulstermen and politicians from Dublin were to speak Mr.
Hume, a staunch Catholic and Civil Rights leader, flatly refused.
(See Chapter 21 — The Shape of Things to°Come')"~"' """J —""•

Following his arrest, one thousand Catholic women marched in
protest. Catholic ^members of Stormont called for generai~Mvii~dis^
obedience and refused to enter Parliament. Later they withdrew
^ _co-'operati0^. withthe authorities, some of them going to search

open support from Dublin in the Irish Republic.
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Protestants, Loyalists and British determined not to surrender

When the I.R.A. urban guerrillas promoted a determined cam-
paign of mass destruction of property,'Protestant reaction began to
take shape. Many Protestants who until then had hoped for'some
kind of compromise with the Catholics in their midst 'finally joined
their most extremist brethren. As the I.R.A. victims multiplied and
Ulster was turned into a colossal depression area verging on'collapse,
the Protestants demonstrated their determination to stay Protestant,
loyalist and British by organising themselves into the political and
para-military equivalent of the I.R.A.

Orangemen and Protestants from abroad made ready to come and
fight with them to defend Protestant Ulster "if the forces of England
were withdrawn (meaning the 15,000 British troops there) and the
Protestants were left alone". A possibility which the Ulster Pro-
testants came to fear.

In the photo Protestants painting their houses and pavements red,
white and blue.
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catholic Member ot. the House of Commons participating in a riot
was not only the anonymous nationalist, anarchist and student

who created and promoted "the endless-~riots"of
Responsible Catholic individuals incited and directeT them'.

Indeed, there were instances when they participated in person. One
7 these^ Bernadette Devlin, seen above breaking "a. stone" at "the

t of the Bogside riots. Miss Devlin, besides "being'accused "of
stones against the police, was also accused of h~urling petrol
A court sentenced" her to .» months' jaU.-- The~CathoTics

staged protest marches in Northern Ireland and England.
luestions were asked in Parliament. Labour M.P.s did "their

utmost to "set her free." Bloody riots broke out in Belfast and
when her appeal against the sentence was"rejectecL

were many wounded. Several people were killed.
Miss^Devlin was made to appear a heroine, a martyr and a new

Are by the mass media. In constrast to the'Catholic and
Labour ^Members of Parliament participating in the endemic dis-
orders, Protestant leaders at this'period never did." A-fact'," this,
which the corrupt British Press never pointed'out"' " '""' """'
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chapter 7

The Catholic Church as the Paramount
Instigator of Ireland's Tragedies

The Vatican and Irish Independence
— Its role before, during and after the Easter

Rebellion
The Irish Hierarchy rebuffed
The bombshell of Count Pluncket

— Bird's eye view of eight centuries of Irish
restlessness and calamities

The Pope sells Ireland to England
Compel all Irishmen to pay a tax to Rome
The irony of history

THE TRAGIC events of the seventies, apparelled as they were
in the then current ideological undertones and the crypto
civil-social slogans fashionable of the period, were charac-
tensed by the seeming aloofness of the Vatican.

Although the Catholic Church was occasionally mentioned,
either as a villain or as a victim, nevertheless, she was never
seriously accused of being the main promoter of the civil
disorders, since the unrest appeared to be inspired by social
grievances and the nationalistic aspirations of Catholics,
acting as citizens longing for the reunification of Ireland.
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Yet, notwithstanding her unusual coyness, the Catholic
Church was once more at the centre of the Irish tragedy, as
she had always been in the past.

That could not be otherwise, since she was still pursuing
the same old objective which she had followed half a century
before: namely, the total union of a totally Catholic Irish
Republic.

Its fulfilment implied the elimination of Protestant Ulster.
A policy, therefore, had to be promoted which was conducive
to its success.

The Vatican is a master tactician. Whilst never losing
sight of its ultimate goal, it is very flexible. It will adopt:
new tactics, use the latest technique and hide behind entities
seemingly alien to itself, but, in reality, closely associated
with the Church, via religious and spiritual allegiance.

The part it played in the seventies was as paramount as
it had been in the twenties, prior to Irish independence.

The most striking difference between then and now was
that the myth of ecumenism and religious tolerance had be-
come all-dominant. Also, that popular demagoguery,
characterised by the claim of Civil Rights, had turned info
vociferous sacred cows to whom everybody—including the
Church—had to pay lip service.

The Vatican's machinations at this period were conducted
with consummate skill, subtler even than those it used during
the first world war. The better to comprehend them, it
might be useful to glance at its role of the period.

Prior to World War I, Vatican diplomacy, using a most
perilous duplicity, had favoured Ireland and had blessed—
although still with reservation—the Irish bid for indepen-
dence.

While encouraging the Irish to rebel, however, it was
simultaneously betraying them by secretly negotiating with
England. This it did by conducting a most ambiguous
policy, with a view to cheating"both and making ready to
side with the winner, regardless of the latter's identity. The
present author dealt with this critical phase of Papal-Irish
relationship, using sundry interesting details, in a large book
entitled: "Vatican Imperialism in the 20th Century," pub-
lished a while ago in the U.S.A. (1)

The Vatican's policy prior to the completion of Irish
independence was furcibly criticised by Lloyd George, then
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Prime Minister of Great Britain.
At this stage, it was impossible to reach any satisfactory

settlement of 'the Irish question, Lloyd George repeatedly de-
dared, owing chiefly to the Irish clergy. His efforts at
negotiation were either rejected or, if initially successful,
ultimately ended in failure. At long last the British Gpvern-
ment, having decided to get at the real source of inspiration
of such policy, made direct approaches to the Vatican. Dis-
cussions were begun directly with the Roman Curia; Cardinal
Gasquet became one of the principal negotiators; the Irish
hierarchy was given a definite line on their attitude in cod"
liection with the timing, methods and nature of the Irish
resistance and the British counter-resistance.

Even so, the problem, Lloyd George had to admit again,
was never solved, because the Vatican, with its usual diplo-
matic duplicity, was playing a double game—with both
Ireland and England—sometimes pretending to work for a
compromise and for moderation, at others, siding with
Britain, while very often encouraging, to its utmost,
Catholic resistance whenever England did not comply with
certain Vatican proposals.

The length to which Vatican duplicity went can be judged
by the fact that, while the Vatican was secretly encouraging
the Irish priests, who, at one time, had become the very back-
bone of Sinn Fein, at the same time it was promising the
British its full co-operation in restraining the Irish hierarchy
from helping the Irish rebels.

Vatican promises to restrain the Irish heirarchy were
typical Vatican lies, the Vatican knowing well that it was
not going to keep them if the Irish rebellion, which it was
helping to ferment, proved successful. That this was its set
policy was proved by the fact that it fostered Irish rebellion
before the First World War. So much so that, at the out-
break of the war in 1914, the Irish College in Rome had
already become a hotbed of plotting and counter-plotting;
a distributing depot for revolutionary literature; and, last
but not least, an important centre of intelligence between
Ireland, the Vatican, various countries of the British Empire,
and the Irish nationalists.

The role played by the Vatican from this period onwards
was not confined to rousing patriotic plus religious zeal
among the clergy and the people of Irish towns. It became
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diplomatic, political and even military co-operation, blessed
by the highest authority of the Vatican—-the Pope; co-opera-
tioa which was eventually to lead to the actual outbreak of
the rebellion.

After the creation of the Irish Free State, the Vatican
threw off the mask and, while not disclosing the real role it
played, it boasted of having greatly helped the success of
the Irish resistance by outwitting the British. Indeed, it went
so far as to declare that without its encouragement—and
above all, without the diplomatic negotiations carried out
between the Vatican and the British Government, which
served only to keep the British at bay—the Irish Free State
probably would have remained but a dream.

For once, the Vatican was boasting of something that was
true, but it did not boast of the whole truth.

The Vatican's co-operation with the Irish nationalists, at
a time when it was giving the most direct assurances of
neutrality to the British—which, in fact, it had been giving
throughout—was of such a character that, three weeks before
the actual insurrection took place, the Irish Republican Pro-
visional Government judged it necessary to send a special
secret envoy to the Pope to disclose to the Holy Father the
actual plan, place and date of the revolt.

Vatican participation in the Easter Rebellion remained
a close secret for almost two decades. Great Britain, how-
ever, having had more than one hint of the lengths to which
it had gone, repeatedly sent unofficial protests to Rome ask-
ing for an explanation, urging the Vatican either to confirm
the story or to deny it, with all the authority at its disposal,
as such "unheard of insinuations" were causing serious bad
feeling and could create the gravest complications between
the Holy See and the British Government; not to mention
the damage they were doing to the completion of Catholic
emancipation in England itself.-*

The Irish hierarchy vehemently denied all "those recurrent
rumours," declaring that these were nothing but the base
insinuations of anti-Catholic forces, the fabrications of the
enemies of the Church, and the obvious efforts of Protestant
England to smear the name of the Catholic Church. The
Vatican confirmed, with official and semi-official statements,
what the Irish hierarchy said, and for many years the matter
remained like that.
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However, nations, like women, cannot keep secrets for
ever. One day, some time in 1933, an Irishman, a devout
Catholic but not wholly versed in the intricacies and long-
range schemes of the Vatican, believing that he was doing a

turn to his Church, disclosed the whole truth by pub-
lishing the actual facts in the Irish Press.

The writer had some qualifications for dealing with the
subject: he was none other than one of the main revolu-
tioriary leaders, the Irish Prime Minister, De Valera.

Both the Irish hierarchy and the Vatican were taken by
surprise, but again vehemently denied that any secret envoy
had ever been sent to the Vatican, still less that he had been
received by the Pope. The denials, however, this time proved
false. For now the envoy himself came to the fore, to con-
firm the truth. The following is what Count Plunkett, the
secret Irish envoy, had to say:

"There 1 was received by His Holiness; for nigh two hours
we discussed fully the coming struggle for Irish independence.
The Pope was much moved when I disclosed the fact that
the date for the rising was fixed, and the reasons for that
decision . . . Then the Pope conferred His Apostolic Bene-
diction on the men who were facing death for Ireland's
liberty . . . Back in Dublin on Good Friday, 1916, I sent in
my report of the results of my mission to the Provisional
Government.

"In the General Post Office, when the fight began, I saw
again the portion of that paper relating to my audience with
His Holiness in 1916.

G. N. COUNT PLUNKETT,
Ascension Thursday, 1933"

No one will ever dispute the claims of Ireland, or of any
people, to independence. The episodes just described, how-
ever, are striking illustrations that the Vatican never hesitates
to encourage revolutionary activities, to plot with one country
to the disadvantage of another, to plunge both into a state
of war, to transform them into religious-political satellites,
provided the results further its religious or political interests.

Efforts to unite Ireland, counter-efforts to keep her divided,
hostile forces pulling in different directions, have made a
somewhat monotonous calendar in the history of the fair,
but sad, Hibernia.
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If we by-pass the first millenium A.D. brimful of fights,
killings and revolts, and glance at the beginning of'the
second, the sight its certainly not a reassuring one, since the
centuries, beginning with the eleventh, are not what one
would call peaceful. In those days, as in the past, Ireland
was divided and sub-divided into many kingdoms and small
principalities, all at war with one another. The major ones
were the kingdoms of Ulster, Munster, Leinster and Con-
nacht. Since none of these wished to be ruled by the others.
Ireland was not and never could be, united. Eventually, a
Pope, in desperation (an English Pope, by the way) offered
—or, rather, bargained—Ireland with an English King. We
shall presently see how.

While the Pope's offer lay dormant, a more concrete one
came from Dermot MacMurrough, banished King of
Leinster. In 1157, Dermot landed in England, went to see
King Henry II, and persuaded him to invade Ireland in order
to help Dermot recover his own kingdom . , . plus that of
Munster.

The Popes helped both parties. Until finally, having sided
with the English victor, they supported the latter up into the
20th century.

The English, once in Ireland, stayed there for good, and
this to such an extent that Ireland eventually became known
as the legendary John Bull's Other Island.

The other Irish Kings, after numerous useless battles,
finally sought the help of another foreign invader, Robert
the Bruce, of Scotland. To induce him to come, they offered
him the Crown of All Ireland.

The brother of Robert beat the Red Earl of Ulster. He
was crowned King, but he had bad luck—or perhaps the Irish
chieftains did not care to have an Irish King for the whole
of Ireland. When, therefore, the new King failed to take
the English Dublin fortress in 1318, they promptly butchered
him.

Dublin, meanwhile, with a circumference of about 20
miles, was ruled by the English. It was known as the Pale.
All those outside English or Irish Earldoms became known
as being "beyond the pale"—a saying still in use in our days,
although with a slightly different significance.

Strife between those inside the Pale and those outside tore
Ireland into shreds for decades. King Henry VIII tried to
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take Ireland away from the Catholic Church, but failed.
Had he succeeded, probably Ireland's unification would have
become a reality. Queen Mary, although Catholic, created
yet more trouble by sending over English j>ettlers_ Those
who opposed her policy were slaughtered. Queen Elizabeth
fared no better. She faced rebellion after rebellion. The
Irish then invited Catholic Spain to come to their help.
Elizabeth thereupon had to fight both Spaniards and the
rebellious noblemen of Ulster.

When, finally, the Ulstermen were subjugated, James had
Ulster colonised. Londoners captured Derry, and thereupon
called it Londonderry. Thousands of Scots were brought
over as bailiffs, residents and landlords. But, again, there
was no peace. For when, later, they rebelled, conflagration
tore Ireland apart all over again.

By this time, of course, the difference of religions—that is,
the war of religions—between Catholics and Protestants be-
came the other ferocious ingredient of the Irish curse. From
now on, it was no longer the native Irish belligerency, no
longer the struggle between occupied and occupiers alone,
but also the virulent hatred between Catholics and Protest-
ants, Papists and Puritans. When Oliver Cromwell, Pro-
tector of the Commonwealth, was asked to pacify the
rebellious Irish, he did so with a ruthlessness unmatched by
any other English "pacifler". His ruthlessness was inspired
mainly by his religious animosity against "the Papists".

After James II, a Catholic, was banished, he promptly
went to Catholic Ireland, from where he asked for the help
of the Catholic King of France. The Protestants demanded
the help of the King's successor in London, William of
Orange.

"King Billy" broke the four months' siege of Londonderry
(1689), won the battle of the Boyne (1690), and finally went
on to break the siege of Limerick (1691).

What followed were the Penal Laws. Catholics were for-
bidden to hold freeholds, enter professions, vote or carry
arms. This produced what became known as the Lodges—
that is, religious factions organised like Freemasonry. The
Protestants came to the fore with their Orange Lodges, so
named after William. Catholics had their, like the Hibern-
ians. The underground and open religious wars which these
hostile Lodges fermented have continued ever since, with
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varying degrees of fortune and intensity.
To top it all, dispossessions, persecutions and the like,

added to the general disunity of the Irish. In the 18th
century, the native Irish owned less than one-eighth of the
total land.

It was the beginning of the great decline of Ireland. When
in 1798 the rebellion broke out and failed, the Irish Parlia-
m°nt was abolished. Ireland was incorporated into the
United Kingdom.

Secret societies multiplied more than ever. The Irish
fought against the English, the Catholics fought the Pro-
testants, the latter the Catholics, in a never-ending religious-
political merry-go-round of unrest and blood.

Then, as if God Himself had finally got tired of this ever
troublesome Isle, He struck it with a natural calamity. The
1845-6-7 potato crops failed. Hundreds of thousands of
Irishmen perished miserably of famine, disease and despair.
Many of those who survived emigrated to the U.S.A.

We have seen elsewhere how many emigrants from Ireland
fought against the British during the American War of
Independence. After the famine, the additional waves of
Irish emigrants helped to build America, but also to give
Ireland and the U.S.A. yet more trouble. Lodges sprang up
all over the U.S.A. like religious-political mushrooms.
Among them, the Irish Republican Brotherhood—created to
fight for the independence and unity of Ireland.

Since then, the years have been punctuated with endless
efforts to free Ireland from the British and, indeed, to unite
it into one single integral political and religious unity.
Behind all this, of course, has been the Catholic Church,
which has played a paramount role throughout. The
Vatican, however, as her political counterpart, more often
than not has been in conflict with the aspirations of Irish
Nationalism. .^

On many occasions, the Vatican played a very dubious
game, at times going so far as to perform very treacherous
acts of perfidy, in league with perfidious Albion herself. We
have already seen the part it played during and after the First
World War. It might not be amiss to glance at the role of
the Church centuries earlier. Since the deed set in motion
all the political and religious calamities which were to follow.
To further its own interests, the Papacy went so far as to
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sell Ireland to the English King. Then, to add insult to in-
/__or rather, to get its pound of flesh from the bargain-

itTforced the unwillingly "sold" Irishmen to pay a penny a
to the Pope at least once a year.

The unholy episode should be better known in the Catholic
schools — especially those of Southern Ireland — and better
still among the semi-illiterate, one-eyed Catholic members of
the British Parliament of Westminister and the Irish of
Stormont and Dublin, not to mention the Catholic members
of the House of Representatives and of the Senate in the
U.S.A.

The continuous state of restlessness of Ireland during the
eleventh and twelfth centuries, as we have just had occasion
to see, was leading the whole island into a veritable state of
anarchy. This was best proved by the fact that by 1170 A.D.,
such a comparatively small land was ruled by no less than
sixty-one "independent" Irish Kings. It so happened that
the Popes, having decided to bring the Irish, among whom
there were many "pagan, ungodly and rebellious rulers",
under the stern hand of the Mother Church, planned a grand
strategy, thanks to which they would not only impose the
discipline of the Church upon them, but also tie to the
Papacy, more firmly than ever, the English Kingdom, by way
of conferring upon the English monarch the sole right to
conquer that island and to subjugate its people. By so doing,
the Popes would achieve several goals simultaneously: they
would reimpose their authority on Ireland, strengthen their
power over the English Kingdom, and thus reinforce their
hold also upon France, and indirectly upon the whole of
Europe.

The English Kings had entertained similar designs. Also
that at this time, there was, sitting in the Papal Chair, a man
by the name of Nicholas Breakspeare, known as Hadrian IV,
an Englishman (1154-1159), who made possible the English
subjugation of Ireland by his "Anglicana Aflectione", as an
Irish chieftain declared in 1316 in a letter to Pope John XXII.

King and Pope began to negotiate. The Pope was ready
to confer the dominion of Ireland on the English King, upofl
the condition that the King accepted the doctrine of Papal
sovereignty, which implied that, as King of England, he was
a vassal of the Pope. The King on the other hand, was ready
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to accept this, upon the condition that the Papacy would
support him in his military and political conquest of the
Irish, by using the powerful machinery of the Church.

Fortune seemed to favour the project, for Diarmait, an
Irish potentate, years before Henry became King of England,
had brought him a long-desired opportunity by proposing
the conquest of Ireland.

Once the Pope and the King were in agreement, Hadrian
TV granted to the English King the hereditary lordship of
Ireland, sending a letter, with a ring as a symbol of investi-
ture, thus conferring on him dominion over the island of
Ireland, which "like all Christian islands, undoubtedly be-
longed of right to St. Peter and the Roman Church".

The Papal grant, made in 1155, was kept a secret until after
Henry landed in Ireland in 1172. Thus the English received
dominion over Ireland, on the ground that the Pontiffs were
feudal lords of all islands of the Ocean, thanks to the
Donation of Constantine.

The Irish conquest, ordered by Pope Adrian IV, is authen-
ticated by a document popularly called the "Bull Laud-
abiliter", found only in the Roman Bullarium (1739) and in
the Annals of Baronius, but its authenticity has been accepted
by Roman Catholic and Protestant historians alike. The
"Bull Laudabiliter" is inserted in the "Expugnatio Hibernica"
of Giraldus Cambrensis, published in, or about, 1188 (Rolls
Series, Edition V.318), wherein he asserts it to be the docu-
ment brought from Rome by John of Salisbury in 1155. He
also gives with it a confirmation of it by Alexander III, ob-
tained, he states, by Henry II after his visit to Ireland. John
of Salisbury, the intimate friend and confidant of Pope
Adrian, quotes also the Donation of Constantine, on the
grounds of this "right of St. Peter" over all islands.

In addition to these two documents, there are three letters
from Alexander III, which are-almilarly known to us only at
second hand, being transcribed in what is known as the
"Black Book of the Exchequer" (Ed. Hearne, 1774. i.42.48).
In them, the Pope expresses his warm approval of Henry's
conquest of Ireland, calling his expedition a missionary en-
terprise, praising him as a champion of the Church, and par-
ticularly of St. Peter and of his rights, which. St. Peter, passed
on to the Popes. Especially significant is the fact that
the rights claimed by the Pope, under the Donation of
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Constantine, over all islands, axe. here asserted, not so much
as justifying the grant of Ireland to Henry, but as entitling
the Papal See to claim these rights for itself.

Only three centuries ago such rights were still claimed by
the Vatican in an official document written to Innocent X.
It is worthwhile quoting the most significant part of the text,
of such great consequence to Irish history, for in it the Pope
himself gives a graphic description of the important ad-
ditional aims of the conquest which were an integral part of
the Papal policy.

When Pope Innocent X despatched Rinuccini as Papal
Nuncio to Ireland in 1645, he gave him formal instructions,
in which were included a brief outline of past events. In it
we find this definite and most striking passage :

"For a long period the true faith maintained itself, till
the country, invaded by the Danes, an idolatrous people,
fell for the most part into impious superstition. This
state of darkness lasted till the reigns of Adrian IV and
of Henry II, King of England. Henry, desiring to
strengthen his empire, and to secure the provinces which
he possessed beyond sea in France, wished to subdue the
island of Ireland; and to compass this design had to
recourse to Adrian, who, himself an Englishman, with a
liberal hand granted all he coveted,
"The zeal manifested by Henry to convert all Ireland to
the faith moved the soul of Pope Adrian to invest him
with the sovereignty of that island. Three important
conditions were annexed to the gift :

"(I) That the King should do all in his power to propa-
gate the Catholic religion throughout Ireland.

"(2) That each of his subjects should pay an annual
tribute of one penny to the Holy See, commonly
called Peter's pence.

"(3) That all the privileges and immunities of the Church
be held inviolate". (2)

These "conditions" were obtained through Papal authority
and the King's sword. When King Henry seemed to have
firmly established himself on Irish soU, the Pope strengthened
him, by mobilizing the Irish Church in his support, Christian
O'Conarchy, Bishop of Lismore and Papal Legate, presided
at the Synod, attended by the Archbishops of Dublin, Cashel
and Tuam, their suffragans, many Abbots and other digni-
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taries. Henry's sovereignty was acknowledged, and constitu-
tions made which drew Ireland closer to Rome than ever.

Thus it was one of the ironies of history that Catholic
Ireland was invaded, and indeed sold, by the Popes them-
selves, to a country destined to become the champion of
Protestantism.
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Injured girls, victims of bomb explosions
The women seen above were blasted by a bomb which exploded

inside an electricity board headquarters in Belfast while they were at
work. A man was killed and 35 people injured. The explosion was
timed to cause maximum casualties. It was the first of many to come
in subsequent months. Of 35 injured taken to hospital, most were
women, some of whom were disfigured for life.

The explosions initiated a new phase, the most dramatic character-
istic of which was the terrorisation of the population not directly
involved in the civil war, and were meant to dislocate life through-
out Ulster by causing economic and psychological stalemate. They
took their toll in offices, factories, public buildings and stores.
Besides causing hundreds of victims, they paralyzed the activities of
many civic centres. Towards the close of 1971 the Minister of
Development told Parliament "If this type of terrorism is not con-
trolled we will face bankruptcy within a matter of weeks."

Within the first nine months of the same year the cities of Ulster
had been rocked by 650 similar explosions and their frequency be-
came so demoralising that many businesses closed down altogether
or went bankrupt.
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Two young policemen made to die an atrocious death by a ruthless
religious and nationalistic fanaticism.

The killing in cold blood, planned by extremists, at times made the
Spine of both factions shiver with horror at the devilish cruelty of its
perpetrators.

Typical of the many preceding and following it, was the one which
occurred m August, 1970. Two young policemen, Constable Samuel
Donaldson, aged 23, and Constable Robert Millar, aged 26, were on
the road at Crossmaglen, County Armagh, about half-a-mile from the
frontier between Ulster and the Irish Republic, on patrol duty.
Having spotted an abandoned car which had been stolen four days
earlier, they went to investigate. They opened a door, and the car
exploded, disintegrating into a burning heap of metal. A 20 Ib.
charge of gelignite had 'been hidden under the front seat. From
the charge a wire was connected to the light of the interior. When
the door was opened the light went -9h and the bomb was detonated.

The two young policemen died a most atrocious death. They
were unarmed.

Catholics and Protestants, even the Irish Republican Army dis-
claimed responsibility. Yet the fact was that an horrific murder had
been committed. The booby trap had been the work of "experts",
who had carried out the deed in cold blood, motivated by religious
and nationalist fanaticism. A campaign of booby-traps and bomb
explosions was promoted for the Winter 1970-71 in Ireland—North
and South; also in England—including London.
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chapter 8

The Catholic Church Versus Ireland's
Unification

Why the Vatican wants Irish Unity
Catholic belligerency by Remote Control
Pope Paul. the Veteran of Trojan Horse tactics
The grand strategy of the Revolutionary Catholic
Directorate
Elimination of Northern Ireland

THE CATHOLIC CHURCH has always regarded Ireland as her
rightful province and Irishmen as her "children." As such,
she has constantly deemed it her duty to look after them,
to protect them, and to defend them from all enemies. in-
ternal and external. That includes the Irish themselves, the
British, at intervals, and, above all, religious error.

Since the Reformation, the Error has been Protestantism.
The era of Ecumenism, initiated by Pope John XXIII in
the sixties, had done nothing to make the Church change
her mind about this. The contrary is the case. For, whereas
Protestantism at large is disintegrating at an ever-accelerated
speed—and, indeed,"is already a religious corpse, waiting for
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its own ultimate decomposition—the Protestantism of
Northern Ireland is a glaring example of unending vitality:
forceful, vigorous and belligerent. Indeed, it is ready to
defend itself whenever threatened, a phenomenon not seen
for almost a century anywhere, either in Europe or even in
America.

Irish Protestantism, as we have already seen, is what it is
because of sundry racial, economical and political factors
peculiar to Northern Ireland. Be that as it may, the fact
remains that it is a Protestantism with which the Catholic
Church has to reckon. Worse still, it is retarding her policies
concerning the geographical and spiritual unification of a
totally Independent and United Catholic Irish Republic.

Because of this. Northern Ireland has been a very sharp
thorn in her body, doubly so since the Easter Rebellion, and,
above all, since the commencement of her policy of spiritual
disintegration of world Protestantism, via the subtle debilita-
tion of ecumenism.

Whereas most of the Protestant walls, thanks to this, fell
almost everywhere, in Northern Ireland, except for a few
breaches here and there, they remained as strong as ever.
The disintegrating impact of "the Catholic Church remained
negligible. But, what was even worse was the fact that, by
refusing to fall into line, the Catholic dream of total unifica-
tion oflreland was thwarted by the Protestant stubbornaess
to refuse integration.

Hence the subtle, but relentless, efforts of the Catholic
Church to undermine Ulster in the social and political fields,
where she was at her weakest.

We have already seen the various steps taken in co-opera-
tion with Southern Irish nationalists and their most extreme
para-military advocates. Whereas it is true that the success-
ful strategy of civic disorders was promoted by Irish nationa-
lists, nevertheless, it is equally.Aue that the main grand
strategy was inspired, blessed and supported by the Catholic
Church, both in the South and in the North.

The Catholic Church was sufficiently tactful seldom to
become directly involved in political agitation; to act other-
wise would have been harmful, since it would have greatly
contradicted her campaign of ecumenism. Besides which,
it was not at all necessary for her to descend into the battle-
field openly, since her most active partners—namely Irish
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nationalism, the I.R.A. and the Dublin Government—were
willing to do so. They acted equally in their own and in her
name, the Catholic Church being their inspiration and sup-
porter; controlling, as she did, the various phases of the cam-
paign by remote control.

Her control was no less efficient than if she had come down
herself since by controlling the hierarchy, she could muster
their flocks and, therefore, the political body politic of
Catholic Ireland.

In this manner the Church, although seemingly remote,
had, in reality, more concrete power than the Dublin Govern-
ment itself since she could s&t in motion, not only the
Catholics of Southern Ireland, but equally those within'Pro-
testant Northern Ireland. The co-ordination and timing of
the disruptive tactics of the Catholics on both sides thus
became the most efficient weapon in the hands of the
nationalists and, at the same time, the most dangerous enemy
—within—of the Protestants.

Seen in this light, therefore, the Catholic Church, although
seemingly officially absent, was, in reality, the most perilous
enemy of Northern Ireland, the province where the Protestant
weal could still have a say in the conduct of public affairs.

The Vatican had pursued a policy of hostility for decades.
It had never relented in favouring the aspirations of extreme
Irish nationalism.

That is why the Catholic Church had given its support to
Sinn Fern and the I.R.A. from the very beginning. "Various
Popes blessed both, Pius XII being one of the most steadfast,
becoming lukewarm only whenever the I.R.A. flirted with
Communism. His successor. Pope John XXIII, as already
mentioned, embarked upon a new strategy. This was
characterised by the indirect approach—i.e. penetration of
the enemy citadel instead of the crude direct attack.

At first his policy was bitterly opposed, but finally, with
the co-operation of the Irish Hierarchy, the Sinn Fein, the
I.R.A. and the Irish Government agreed to give the policy a
trial. The result became visible almost at once. The terror
tactics of the I.R.A. ceased; the verbal gunfire of rabid Irish
nationalism stopped; voices of reason were heard from
Dublin; the Irish Hierarchy even talked of co-operation.
Within a few, brief years the whole bitter religious-political
acrimony, which had steadily chilled the relationship be-
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tween the South and the North, seemed to change for the
better, and to such an extent that, from 1961-2 onwards, as
we have already seen, it was truly believed by many that at
long last a new era had dawned,

Following Pope John's death, his successor. Pope Paul VI,
although not a strong believer in ecumenism, carried on
John's policy, The Catholic nationalists, however, became
impatient and representations began to reach the Vatican
with increasing frequency. Pope Paul, never a man of strong
willpower, began to waver and the more so since he was not
new to the religious-political intrigues of Vatican diplomacy.
Indeed, during his thirty years at the Vatican prior to
ascending to the chair of Peter, he had become an expert on
such matters as the confidant of several Pontifs. In such
capacity he had played two major roles during two major
national crises, strikingly similar to those of Ireland.

The Irish nationalists, in view of this, entertained hopes
that the papal experience would help. Their hopes were
justified.

Pope Paul VI, in fact, as the de facto State Secretary of
Pope Pius XII, the inspirer of the Croatian Massacres, had
been in the current throughout the existence of the infamous
Catholic Ustashi State of Croatia. He had given directives
and received information of what was going on there for
years. He had been cognisant of the intrigues, religious and
political, which finally disrupted Yugoslavia and thus
brought into being the Ustashi State.

After the Second World War, Pope Paul VI, again as Mgr.
Montini, had been conniving with the Catholic arch-intriguers
of Hungary. He had corresponded with Cardinal Mindszenty
and the secret service of the U.S.A. concerning the Hungarian
Crown, which Cardinal Mindszenty wanted, in order to re-
store the Catholic Monarchy of Hungary, with himself as
Regent. The abortive Catholie't'revolution was crushed by
the Russian Bolsh^vick tanks in 1956. Mgr. Montini had
been at the centre of it all.

As Pope Paul VI, therefore, he was well-versed in the
intricacies of internal revolution via religious and political
;rievances. The appeals of the Irish Nationalists were
ieeded: he listened to their projects. They wanted action,

so Paul VI consulted "experts" on the matter. Plans were
considered and a grand policy formulated. The whole re-

suited in_the promotion of a new campaign, supported by
the Sinn Fein, the I.R.A., the Eire government and the Irish
Hierarchy.

These four main promoters briefed their allies abroad,
namely the Catholic Irish and British lobbies in London,
England, and the phalanx of the "Red" Members of Parlia-
ment, the latter being enlisted so as not to break the tradition
of the Labour Party, whose odium against Protestant Ulster
had always been identified with the prosperity of the Pro-
testants, whose hard work and parsimony they considered
to be "capitalistic sins."

The new grand strategy was launched in 1966. It began
to unfold slowly at first, but then ever more clearly, until
finally it gathered momentum. It took definite shape with
the first sporadic formations of sundry organisations unfold-
ing the banners of Civil Rights, democracy, people's freedom,
franchise, and the like. It was a carbon copy, with due
variations, of what had occurred years before in Yugoslavia,
when the Catholic Croat Nationalists had planned to bring
about the downfall of the Central Government in order
to unite all Catholic Croats into one single State. Their sub-
versive organisations hid behind similar specious names,
many of them religious, e.g. the Brotherhood of the Cross
and the Crusaders, all with their secret equivalents of the
I.R.A. When the moment arrived, armed members came
to the fore to give the coup de grace to the legal authorities,
and thus set up their Catholic Nazi State.

The similarities of the Irish Civil Rights and other move-
ments to their Croatian counterparts, their methods of dis-
ruption, both civil and political, were more than striking,
they were ominous. It could not be otherwise, since the
mind, or rather minds, which had promoted the new Irish
grand strategy were the same as which had promoted the
Croatian grand policy before and during the war.

Mgr. Montini, alias Pope Paul VI, was a veteran in the
subtle art of devious religious-political disruption of certain
inimical governments. Since his Croatian days, he had been
in continuous contact with the right hand of Archbishop
Stepinac: Mgr. Franjo Seper. As Mgr. Montini's star rose,
so did that of his colleague Seper. In no time, Seper became
a bishop and an archbishop. Then, in 1966, he was
nominated Cardinal. The same year that the new Irish
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grand strategy was conceived and set in motion.
In 1968, the year the Irish grand strategy escalated into

rioting, civil unrest and the like Mgr. Seper was promoted
to Head of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith,
one of the Vatican's most important posts.

In the autumn-winter of 1969-70, the religious-political
agitation in Ulster had become so serious that Northern Ire-
land was occupied by the British Army, as already
mentioned.

In 1970, Pope and Cardinal, the two master tacticians of
many complicated campaigns, co-operated in their Irish
schemfc even more closely than in the past.

They had to, since this time the prize, which they had
become determined to get in the seventies, was a United
Catholic Ireland, where the geographical and religious
frontiers between Southern Catholic Ireland and Protestant
Northern Ireland would have been made to disappear—once
and for all—for good and for ever.
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Religious warfare in the stieets, and the Army of Occupation
"on the ready" for an oncoming outbreak

Prior to the above picture being taken, religious warfare had flared
up with exceptional suddenness. Violence escalated with planned
rapidity, buildings were set on fire all around, guns and bombs were
used extensively by the rioters, snipers shot from many burning
terraced houses, fleeing youths armed with clubs threatened their
opponents and the troops who had been paralysed by the order not
to fire.

In Bombay Street, off Cupar Street, in the Catholic Falls, mobs
set fire to public houses, schools and other edifices. There were five
killed. One youth was shot dead, 178 were injured.

All this within a limited area stretching outwards towards the
Catholic and Protestant zones. The Army had to deploy their
troops as if they were dealing with veritable war in some occupied
enemy land. A twenty-four hours' state of alert covered the city,
with 2,000 troops occupying key sites and streets.

Above, the British troops" keeping the Catholic Falls Road under
surveillance, to prevent new disorders from breaking out.
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Armoured Cars waiting to go into Action
When the above photograph was" taken—against the express pro-

hibition of an armed officer—the armoured cars seen in the back-
ground had just received the order to move forward for action.
Troops with machine guns "on the ready" behind a wall of sand bags
were on the author's right, in additigg to barricades of coiled barbed
wire and wooden barriers.

Notice the deserted street. This in the early afternoon. It was
the very tense eve of the Great Orange Procession, when 18.000
armed troops had to guard the 100,000 Orangemen who participated.
The air was full of expectation, .since an armed insurrection of the
Ulster Catholics, of local I.R.A. units and of the I.R.A. from across
the border was expected to take place during the night. Well over
600 Newsmen and TV men had come to Ulster for the occasion,
some as far as India and even Japan, a few hours before the Pro-
cession was due to commence—a time bomb was discovered under
a site on the Procession route.
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chapter 9

Irish Nationalism in Search of Irish
Unification

The lost fifty years
The new up-to-date political strategy
The'use of religious-political "Soviets"
Catholic Irish mobilisation of the world mass media
Race emotionalism
Communist guerilla tactics
The "occupation"

THE PROMOTION of the campaign before, during and after the
seventies, for the gradual escalation of civil disorders in
Northern Ireland had, as we have seen, two main precise
objectives: (a) the gradual and ultimate collapse of the
Ulster Province as a semi-autonomous unit within the United
Kingdom, and (b) its final annexation into the Catholic
Republic of Eire.

These had been the main inspirers of Irish nationalism
and the Catholic Church ever since Ireland, having gained
independence, had been "partitioned" to accommodate "the
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alien breed of Protestantism" and the anacronistic survivor
of "British jingoism."

More than half a century of relentless exertions on the
part of Irish patriots and the Church had achieved nothing.
The contrary had been the case, since the "border" in the
intervening period had, in fact, crystallised into a part of
Irish life.

Unless the deadlock could be broken, that would lead to
a permanent immobilisation of the frontiers—a possibility
which could not be tolerated by anyone eager for Irish unifi-
cation. Steps had to be taken to break the half-a-century-
long deadlock. The many examples of contemporary poli-
tical irredentism, coupled with social agitation everywhere,
hinted at what should, and could, be done.

The old policy, characterised by singular terror tactics,
sporadic border raids, and individual dare-devil acts of
bravery, had to be discarded for good. They had to be re-
placed by political, social and guerilla co-ordination, directed
simultaneously, escalated with skill, carried out with disci-
plined ruthlessness, using contemporary slogans, economic
grievances, and the vociferous enthusiasm of brainless
students and good-for-nothings, so abundant both in the
South and in the North.

The new strategy was a glaring success from the first.
Within a brief period it achieved more than had been
achieved during the previous fifty years. It was an accom-
plishment worthy of a cry. Since it almost brought the
Ulster government to its knees by creating a state of semi-
collapse of the law, crowned by the British occupation, the
semi-paralysation of the province, and the gradual emascula-
tion of Protestant predominance.

The blue print of the new policy was borrowed from the
Communists, the master tacticians of street agitation, street
fighting, the clamourers for CMI Rights, the magnifiers of
real and imaginary grievances, and the sponsors of general
agitation against the establishment.

Behind them there came the Catholic Church, which gave
the whole strategy a power of internal and international
scope which Irish Nationalism, by itself, would never have
been able to mobilise. The Catholic Church co-ordinated
such forces on behalf of the Catholic agitators, not only
within Protestant Ulster, but also within Catholic Southern
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Ireland, and, indeed, within Protestant England, within the
U.S.A., and, in fact, throughout the world.

Unlike official Protestantism—divided, inert, fractioned,
decadent and corrupt—the potentialities of the Catholic
Church for summoning religious and political forces are im-
mense. Her vast propaganda machinery is truly world-wide.
By partially controlling the vast mass-media of Europe and
America, it can influence local, national and international
opinion, besides setting in motion powerful individuals and
organisations behind the scenes, not to mention those in the
very seats of power.

The militant patriots from the South learned their lesson :
it was co-ordination of the Communist-Catholic strategy and
tactics which would bring them success.

Prior to the mounting of the 1968/69/70 agitations, they
had consulted experts in the technique : members of the Sinn
Fein, of the I.R.A. and of other "patriotic" organisations
had, in fact, confabulated with them. Catholic, Utashi, Com-
munists and even former Nazis gave counsel. Communist
agitators gave theoretical and practical training to the I.R.A.
men in guerilla warfare. Elusive "liaison officers" were at-
tached to some of the agitating Catholic groups. The whole
campaign was directed by a kind of religious-political
"soviet". Members of its directorate had access to the cor-
riders of power in London, Dublin, Belfast, Washington and
Rome, where advice was given concerning the timing of
escalation, of religious grievances. Civil Rights demands,
street fighting and the creation of "incidents".

At the most critical stage, Catholics in the Press were moni-
tored about the line to take. Several key figures in England
and the U.S.A., all Catholics, were actually enrolled in the
Irish campaign. Their main purpose : to initiate a journal-
istic war against Protestant Ulster and its supporters, which
they did.

Radio and TV were equally infiltrated by Catholic
"crusaders". Millions who knew next to nothing were thus
brainwashed by a tremendous barrage of anti-Protestant
propaganda. The British Press excelled itself. A glance at
their reports of the period provides a classical example of
how democracy can be deceived, in the name of "factual
reporting.

The campaign was accelerated. The tempo of the Catholic
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demands became quicker, the Nazi-Iike distortion of the
British mass media reached a new crescendo. The Civil
Rights marchers turned ever more violent and riots took an
ever uglier turn. Physical violence became nastier and the
Catholics, helped by "agents" from Southern Ireland, turned
ever more brazenly provocative. Stones, sundry missiles and
petrol bombs were hurled and many police were wounded.
When the latter retaliated, they were accused of "brutality".
The sum of it all was predictable—civil commotion created
a political crisis and the government resigned.

The general elections which followed, however, did not
strengthen the appeasing policy of the last administration.
The contrary was the case. Following a short period of tran-
quility, the Catholic "directorate" decided upon an extra
accelerated escalation in the streets. They prepared with the
paramilitary thoroughness of veteran guerillas.

The psycholigical, military and tactical aspects of it were
carefully timed and executed. The traditional procession of
the Apprentices at Derry was the excuse for the great flare
up. The fact, however, which the British and American
Press concealed, was that the Catholic rioters had large
depots of thousands of petrol bombs, rifles and machine
guns at the ready and that the Southern and Northern
Catholics had employed such tactics years before with the
specific intent of creating civil commotion and the collapse
of law and order. As in the seventies, they had initiated
street riots, taking as an excuse traditional Protestant
processions,

In 1935, for instance, a procession of Orangemen was
harrassed and attacked by the Catholics and became the
starting point of extremely serious riots in Belfast. Their
seriousness can be judged by the fact that troops had to be
sent in to quell the disorders and, even more, that eleven
people were killed. -*•

On the 12th July, 1969, the Catholics repeated the perform-
ance of 1935, and although this time there were an estimated
30,000 Orangemen on the march in Belfast alone, with
another 60,000 spectators, the Catholic guerillas took their
chance. The great difference now, however, was that the
I.R.A., the Dublin Government Agents and the local Catholic
plotters were all under the same high command and indeed,
that the latter had a"hot line" buzzing with London, Dublin
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and Rome.
Thanks to the complicity of certain personalities in those

capitals, the guerilla tactics were a success this time. The
police were harrassed, disorder mounted, the authority of the
government was collapsing. When the Catholics began to
machine gun the police, the Press accused the police of firing
on the Catholics. The latter were represented as the innocent
victims of a Protestant Gestapo. The Catholic Republic of
the South had, therefore, to "intervene" to "protect" their
oppressed brethren. The Catholic Republican Army was
mobilised and ambulances were sent to the border. Eire's
Premier appealed to the world and to U.N.O. for "protection"
and "defence" as the Catholics inside Ulster were being
massacred.

Great Britain, faced with the threat of Eire and U.N.O,,
had to intervene. British battalions were despatched to
Ulster and followed by political supervisors and, finally, by
police and army pro-consuls with the traditional obtuseness
of automata.

The subtler strategy then came promptly to the fore.
They proposed to disband the Protestant militia whose sole

task had been to defend Ulster against the incessant menace
of the I.R.A. The latter, prior to and after this, became so
brazen as to declare openly, as mentioned, that they had al-
ready sent armed contingents inside Ulster which were fight-
ing with the Civil Rights guerillas. But, even more than
that, they declared that they had "mobilised", since they were
determined that the six provinces would be incorporated into
Catholic Ireland at long last.

The determination was confirmed on many official oc-
casions by none other than Mr. John Lynch, Catholic Prime
Minister of Southern Ireland. (1)

The British Labour Government, meanwhile, took step
after step in its long-range game of disarming Protestant
Ulster in the defence, legislative, and political fields. Once
that had been accomplished, Ulster, having been partially
emasculated, could become the easy victim of a constitutional
and military take-over from the South.
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Fire rages in the streets of Londonderry as police armoured
cars move in to disperse the rioters

After the early rioting in the Spring had escalated into the well-
planned large-scale violence of the summer, the systematic use of
semi-guerilla tactics employed by the Catholics led by experienced
"agents" from the South developed into a veritable street war, waged
between the Catholics and Protestants, with the police attempting
to contain both. The police had alsg;;to escalate their weapons. From
the early tactics directed at regulating the crowds' and at containing
demonstrators, they had to protect themselves with riot shields,
batons and even firearms, until finally armoured cars had to be
employed. The increasing use of petrol bombs and firearms and the
erection of barricades by the rioters made it necessary for the police
also to adopt veritable guerilla tactics and guerilla weapons.

In the photo above, armoured cars manned by the Ulster police
move in to disperse the rioters along a street littered with rocks and
where fires are still raging (Londonderry, 12th August, 1969). That
night mobs of Catholics, armed with petrol bombs, fought the police.
Eighty-niae policemen were injured. One man was shot.
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After a shower of Catholic petrol bombs in Londonderry
The petrol bomb, introduced by the I.R.A. into_the Northern

Ireland riots, was most effective, not only against the Protestants but
also against the police. It became an incendiary weapon of no mean
import With it, the Catholic rioters could set ablaze, with relative
immunity, cars, buses and buildings.

On sundry occasions, whenever necessity dictated, they created
confusion and depleated the forces of public order by "planning"
fire centres. The idea was to deplete the police force, fire brigade
and the like by compelling them to attend to the fires. This policy
gave more elbow room to the Catholic rioters elsewhere. The
"planned" fire centres were created by the concentrated hurling of
dozens, and even hundreds, of petrol bombs upon a given place or
target, with the intent of provoking large fires.

Above, water cannon turning its jets on blazing vehicles in
Londonderry.
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The street which religious hatred destroyed
^ The scene could be in a bombed city after an air raid. It is not.

Since ^ it is in ^ street which was partly destroyed by crowds of
and Protestants fighting "each other'with" a ferocity

reminiscent of by-gone centuries.
smoke is still leaking from the rubble, the barricades are also

half standing across the street. Many buildings, however, are not.
Several have been ^ demolished with high explosives, others were
deliberately set on fire, others were used as provisional trenches for
the gun-firing snipers.

Groups of bewildered people are gathering on the corners,
rving the scene of desolution early the morning after.

The religious whirlwind passed near and around "WU'liam Street,
Londonderry, with the same violence as a tropical hurrTcane7 "It
came destroyed and went as suddenly Except that the religious
hatred which provoked it remained as virulent as ever iii the hearts
of its promoters. Such hatred, far from diminishing, became the
cause for additional destruction—like the above—bes!de~ wounding
and killing the following years.
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chapter 10

Anatomy of Disruption from Within

Nazi-type political ruthlessness
Catholic ftfth-columnists
Premature partiality of the British Army for the
Catholics
Fight for the tricolour

THE NEW GRAND STRATEGY promoted with the approaching
seventies and meant to be deployed in the subsequent years",
in order to bring about the final "liberation" of Northern
Ireland from British Jingpism and the Protestant Tyranny,
was anything but original. It had been carried out many
times by the Vatican and by HHtler before and during the
Second World War. It had been used also by the Com-
munists, since then, in Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia and
other countries.

When the Vatican engages upon the disruption of a land
which it wants to destroy—in our case, Protestant Northern
Ireland—it is almost always lethal. It can summon forces
inside and outside the victim nation which neither the Nazis
nor the Communists could. When the religious factors are
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added to these forces then its machinations are indeed fatal.
Northern Ireland thus had to face not only the might

of the Catholic Church the world over, the vicious diplo-
matic machinery of the Vatican and the even more vicious
Catholic lobbies of London, Washington and U.N.O., the
poisonous propaganda of the Press, Radio and T.V., but
also the Catholic fifth columnists within herself. These in-
dividuals' fundamental objective was what fcad always
characterised fifth columnists: i.e. the total destruction of the
country of which they are citizens or, in this case, the final
incorporation of Protestant Ulster into Catholic Ireland. All
their disruptive activities were inspired by just such simple
proposition.

Catholics acted like the Communists, who work from
within a country of which they are citizens for the promotion
of Communism within that country. They do this in order
to destroy their Government, which they wish to replace with
a Communist one. The Nazis of Austria, although citizens
of Austria, owed their allegiance to Hitler. They worked
for the destruction of the Austrian State, so as to erect upon
it a Nazi Austrian Government. The Catholics of Ulster
likewise, although citizens of Ulster, promoted Ulster dis-
ruption in order to have Ulster collapse. They wanted the
collapse of Ulster so as to have her incorporated into Catholic
Eire. That would have implied the spiritual domination of
their Church, the Catholic Church, all over the former
Protestant provinces.

A foretaste of the shape of things to come was demon-
strated following the riots of 1969-70, when Northern Ireland
was occupied by the British troops. The latter dislodged the
Protestants from their enclaves with a ruthlessness verging
on harassment. Yet the Catholic areas were treated with
all the deference reserved for a very privileged section of
society. Thus the most notorious Catholic areas of Bogside,
Londonderry and Falls Road, Belfast became "no go"
lands for the military and the police. When the Protestants
asked the military authorities that these Catholic zones
should be policed in exactly the same way as in any other
part of the province, they were sharply rebuffed. The reality
of the matter, of course, was that the Catholic trouble centres
of Falls Road and Bogside could not be "policed," lest the
Catholics take umbrage. On sundry occasions during 1970,
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the military and the police had to ask the "permission" of
the Catholic self-appointed leaders—acting like commissars
or gaulitiers of these Catholic strongholds—to enter "their
areas."

Units of the British Army and police were ordered NOT
to enter the Catholic zones. Land Rovers, R.U.C. Special
Branch, were banned from the Catholic dominated zones of
Belfast, such as Glen Road, Falls Road, Grosvenor Road,
etc. "The Special Powers Act was NOT to be used in this
area," as the official instructions put it. (1)

During the endemic riots, the British Army, although
tough and relentless with the Protestant extremists, were as
careful and, indeed, as subservient to the Catholic terrorists
as spineless butlers fearful of losing the favour of their
masters. One typical example should suffice. On the 6th
February, 1970, riots broke out in Londonderry. Troops
carrying riot shields and batons were despatched to keep
order. The rioters were Catholic extremists who had come
to attack the Protestants who had gathered at a Protestant
rally in the city's Guildhall. Following the impact of the
advancing troops, the Catholic mob withdrew into their
"little Catholic Republic" of Bogside, a notorious nest of
I.R.A. men and Southern Irish Republic militants. Seeing
this, the British troops halted their advance, the Commanding
Officer having grown restive lest he be accused of having
harassed the Catholics, as evidenced by his most illuminating
declaration:

"We did not really force them back", he said,
"They moved back themselves in front of us . . . . but
1 am rather afraid we may be accused of driving them
into the Bogside." (2)

Compare this with the war which the same British troops
waged against the Protestants in the Protestant area of
Sanskill Road only a few months before, when three people
•were killed, and the difference in the behaviour of the "im-
partial" occupation army is oct only striking. It is unbeliev-
able.

This is even more so when two further examples are borne
in mind:

The Catholic extremists became so emboldened by this
incredible partiality—or, rather, "deference"—shown to
them by the British Army that, in addition to "forbidding"
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that Army to police their areas, they treated its members
with such disrespect as to border on open contempt. In
March, 1970, for instance, three I.R.A. men went so far as
to stop a military policeman in Leeson Street, off the Catholic
Falls Road, and "search him." The British Army had to
admit the outrage, but did nothing about it. (3)

Almost simultaneously, on the 24th February, 1970, three
members of the British Occupation Army were given the
George Medal for "gallantry" during their fight against the
Protestant "mob" in the Sanskill area.

This, it must be noted, while the I.R.A. was openly buying
guns and ammunition in England and elsewhere. Two
I.R.A. leaders, in fact, were jailed at Leeds Assizes because
of "a plot to buy £200,000 (or half a million dollars) worth
of guns and ammunition in Britain and run them to Ire-
land," as the judge himself had to declare during the verdict.

The most spectacular result of all this was seen when the
Rev. lan Paisley, the most energetic Leader of Ulster Pro-
testantism, entered boldly into the political arena, "uphold-
ing the principle on which this province was founded," and
asking "an end to political concessions and the drastic en-
forcement of public order."

Paisley, who the year before had challenged the then
Prime Minister of Ulster, Captain O'Neil, at the general
election and came a close second, at the Bannside by-election
of 1970 was triumphantly elected to the Ulster Parliament.
Simultaneously, one of his clergymen at South Antrim was
sent to Stormont. The double victory was not only a clear
warning to the opposition, but equally a slap in the face of
the Ulster Government, which until then seemed to bend like
a weed under the pressure of the I.R.A., of the British Army,
and, above all, of the partisan vindictiveness of London's
Labour Government.

The reactionary policy of the military commanders, and,
behind them, the plotting of the Irish-Catholic ^"Soviet" at
Westminster, exploded in their faces with the Easter riots
of 1970. Catholic Republicans organised provocative
parades in many parts of Ulster. Upon seeing the Union
Jack, on more than one occasion "they became violent,
harassing the police as well as the British troops. The
violence, well organised and punctuated by petrol bombs,
band grenades and many wounded, lasted three consecutive
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nights, with the Catholics using their "weapons" (that is, the
petrol bomb) indiscriminately against anyone who opposed
them. The British troops were savagely attacked, notwith-
standing the deference which the British Army had until
then shown the Catholics. This" to such an extent that, the
until then deaf and mute Army commander in Ulster,
General Sir lan Freeland, came out with the most blunt
warning to the effect that anyone hurling petrol bombs
"would be shot dead in the street." (5)

The Catholic rioters were horrified. Protests were heard
in the House of Commons on their behalf. The Irish lobby
and the Communists screamed. The British Home Secretary,
however, for once did not side with the Catholics. "How is
the Army supposed to behave when petrol bombs are being
thrown at them?" he asked the protesters in a debate in the
House of Commons. (6)

The truth of the matter, of course, was that behind the
whole campaign was to be found the I.R.A. The Easter
riots, like the riots which were to follow during the summer,
were the unfolding of a well-prepared campaign of escala-
tion. Representatives of the I.R.A's provisional army
council, three of whom had between them served a total of
forty years in jail for I.R.A. activities, admitted as much to
"The Times" of London. They averred, furthermore, that
they were in control of fourteen of the fifteen area units in
the Belfast Brigade. This in addition to the I.R.A. Northern
Ireland Divisional Command with headquarters in the same
city.

These I.R.A. leaders were also emphatic about the I.RA.'s
escalation policy, whose promotion from the very beginning
had been drawn into a three stage campaign. "First,
social agitation. Second, economic resistance. Third,

physical force." (7)
The disclosure was nothing .aew. Since the objectives of

the so-called Civil Rights movement, one man one vote
slogan, and such like demagogic clichees, while partially
justified, in reality had been nothing but smoke screens be-
hind which there could be found the I.R.A., the Dublin
Government, the Red Catholic fifth columnists of Ulster, the
Irish Catholic Socialist Mafia of Westminster, who had
carried out their strategy with a view to bringing about the
ultimate collapse of Ulster followed by her absorption into
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the Catholic South. One of the I.R.A. spokesmen in mid-
1970 admitted as much. "Now they hoist the tricolor (the
irish Republican flag)," he commented, "and fight for that."
It was the truth.
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chapter 11

The Grand Silent Plot to Sell
Northern Ireland

The Westminster-Dublin tacit "entente"
The Labour Government's strategy to solve the Irish
problem once and for all
The British electorate annihilates Labour's plan to
destroy Ulster
Polarisation of Protestant public opinion
The "Voice" at Westminster

THE EASTERRIOTS had been the preliminary to a well planned
campaign of paramilitary depjeyment meant to culminate
in a final military insurrection within the province.

As in the past, these paramilitary activities had to be
motivated and, even more important, justified by the vocal
claims of prompt redressment of sundry social, economic and
civic grievances—real and imaginary. As these were par-
tially met pr lost their demagogic magic, the real motivation
of the Catholic agitation came ever more boldly to the fore:
reunification with the Catholic Free State of ttie South.
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The prudence of the past was openly discarded. Voices
within and outside Ulster were heard, proudly proclaiming
that the time to unite divided Ireland at last had arrived.
Fifty years of partition had been too much. The "borders"
between North and South had to disappear once and for all,
1970 was a neat, precise and lucky date. Action had to be
taken.

The vast political and para-military machinery was set
once more in motion. To be sure, behind the scenes. Since
the presence of 10,000 British troops in the province was a
powerful deterrent. The facts that the army of occupation
had been so vociferously invoked by the Ulster Catholics,
that the Catholics had been their darlings, that the Catholic
enclaves had been forbidden areas while those of the Pro -
testants had been ruthlessly battered into humiliating sub-
mission, were not fool-proof guarantee that a military in-
surrection might not bring in the British Army against the
Catholics themselves.

After all. Northern Ireland was still de facto an integral
part of the United Kingdom. And the Socialist Government
of London, although in league with the Catholic-Nationalist
plotters, had to be careful not to seem to outrage British
public opinion by working too closely and too openly with
the rebels.

Challenged in Parliament, the Home Secretary had to
reassure the House that, yes, Northern Ireland was an in-
tegral part of Great Britain and the Labour Government was
determined to preserve the "borders."

This, of course, was an assurance meant to appease a
growing muted suspicion that the Labour Government had
>een pursuing a policy not so much of appeasement to the
Catholics of Ulster as of prudent collaboration with the
Nationalists of Dublin. In" short, that the Labour Govern-
ment had decided to solve the Irish problem by permitting
Northern Ireland to be absorbed by the South.

The pursuance of such a policy was extremely delicate
and perilous. But so far it had worked fairly smoothly. The
escalation from the Civil Rights agitation to street rioting,
from the unobtrusive participation of Ulster and Southern
I.R.A. men to the open meddling of the I.R.A. leaders and
even the Dublin Government in the Ulster trouble, had been
a great success. British and world public opinion had been
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totally sold on the campaign.
The Protestants had been totally discredited. The

Catholicsjhad the support of all and sundry, and the idea of
Irish unification, which meanwhile had emerged from the
campaign, was being accepted even in Great 'Britain itself".
It was so within certain Government circles. Indeed, it was
the set policy of the inner conclave of the Labour Govern-
ment itself.

_The situation being as it was in the month following
Easter> the prospect of a successful conclusion seemed bright
and almost assured. The political, para-mmtary~and"ewn
miutary machineries were at the ready. In Northern Ireland,
in Dublin and in London. In the North the local "Catholics
were well armed,^ well organised and strengthened by~umts
m men and arms from the South. Their link with the Dublin
Government had seldom been so close. In the South, the
Government _had given its blessing and aid to the brothers

r. Ulster became a province where the para-military
operations of the natives were intimately connected with the
diplomatic^politicai and military of the Government of the
Free Republic.

The Northern-Southern Irish political and military opera-
tion was blessed by the Socialist Government of London.
Without the Labour Government's support it would have

een doomed to_failure. With its /aCTrco-operation it had
alljhe chances of being successful.

The inner clique of the Socialist Party gave the go-ahead
to Belfast and Dublin. But_with a proviso. They should
"ot precipitate the "crisis." They had to wait, not'only for
the "date"—that is, the middle of July, the time of the Great
Orange procession of the 12th. They had to wait first "for
the consolidation of the Socialist Government in London.
When the Socialists had a renewed and overwhelming
mandate from the people of-»Britain. then the Labou?
Government could carry out the Irish policy with impunity.
The great insurrection would have been accepted by the
British, and, after a period of trauma, would have become a
"fait accompli."

The primary factor for a successful take-over of Northern
Irelalld, however, depended upon the total support and help
of the Labour Government of London After all, they had
the most powerful weapon of all in their hands: the occupy-
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in.g British Army. And 10,000 to 12,000 well-armed men
cooulcTtip the balance the way indicated by those who con-

trolled it.
"At this juncture, 1 he ancient proverb that

Gods wish to destroy they first drive mad, proved once more
true. The Labour Government became so eager to enlarge
its"mandate that it decided to precipitate the^ forthcoming
GeneraT Election. Exhilirated- by ^ the unreliable publ

polls and other prognostications instead of^aiting
fOT'the a'utumn they held a spring election, June, 1970.^
Premier, H.Wilson, was so sure of an overwhelming Labour
victory "that several weeks before the actual PQmng_day

.6.70) he prepared a new list of Ministers, a new
of"Socialisation,1 and an even bolder disruptive Common-

wealth and foreign policy.
"The decision had a profound effect upon the fate

Irish"cauTdron7 "For, lo and behold, the British electorate,
whom'alTthe'pestilential British Press had been brainwashing
with~deluges of Socialist innuendos to the effect that
would'win with a colossal majority, capped the
mandarins' in the face by giving a majority to. the Conser-

vatives. . ^ . . . , , ..

"The echoes of the British electorate's slap ^
disma"yed"echoes-throughout Ireland, North and South The
slap was even more resounding since overonf,mmlon,lr
emigrants in Great Britain had voted solidly labour,^
because" Labour had supported the Catholics^ North w
South,'~whiie in power, the Labour defeat spelled the Iris
Cat'ho'Uc Nationalist Mafia's defeat. Their policy well nig
fell into ruins overnight. _ _ ^ , . ^

The-great- silent "plotters of London—that is, the
extremists of the Labour Party, the Labour Government and^,
within" it. the. inner circles who until then had
them—had suddenly become powerless. ^ ^

"Their tacit agreement with Dublin for the promotion i
theselTin'goutof Ulster to the South, their policy ^OT using
the occupying'British Army_as^ a ^"protective" shield for the
I.R.A/men, and the Ulster'Catholics for their^well-i
take-overFparallel with the "immobilisation" of Ae^Pro^
testant "extremist forces" and the paralisation of the
Government itself, had been annihilated.

Their dismay reached almost panic point when to
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Nationalism and _Religion
^Burning of the Irish Republican" FIae'siiT

byT?heesu(!Ss woTTSeah,,not,,,only.by^he- disorclers orP"ked
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Religion and Nationalism
of the "Protestant" Flag in Dublin, ^Southern Ireland^

While The Protestants of the North burned the Flag ofthejCathplic
Irish" Repubfic "of" The" South, the Catholics of the Irish Republic
burned'any"flag-or emblem that symbolize^ the link^which umted
Northern~ireland with Protestantism or _with Great Britain.^
inciuded,' not "only the standards of the Orange Order, but
Union'Jack" In the eyes of the Catholics, such emblems repres
Protestantism historically and denominationally. Hence their

Yo them on political and on religious grounds. ^, .,._,,.
"fhe"British flag'was burned, torn and spat upon by many Catl

Irish Nationalists on sundry occasions, in private and in public.
Such "feelings on both sides rendered the IrishJroubles morecom-

than "when seen exclusively as Catholic-Prptestant animosit
OT"even"merely-as Irish National bellicpsity. Nationalism^ racia
and" reiigTon,'indeed,- even political ideologies^ because ^oF thwr inter^-
minglmg°"thus"'made the 'solution of the Northern-Southern

conflict'almost an insoluble_ one. ^ ^ , ^ ^ ^__ ._ ^^^,;^
'AboveT'the" burning of Orange and Union Jack flags in DubUn,

15th~ August, 1969. Demonstrators declared they were going
"to help" the struggle for Civil Rights".
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was added the fact that in Northern Ireland itself the Pro-
testants had shown, in no uncertain terms, the mood they
were in. During the same general election the Rev. lan
Paisley was elected to the very House of Commons, West-
minster, fresh from smashing the 23,000 majority of a sitting
Unionist M.P.

The portent was worthy of a cry. It was ominious for
the Catholics as well as for the Protestants. The latter had
demonstrated that even the until recently moderate elements
at last had polarised round a personality who had unrelent-
ingly proclaimed their right to exist as Protestants and as
Britishers. To the first, that Protestant opinion in Ulster
was moving rapidly to the right and was now openly sup-
porting those who were determined to resist the final destruc-
tion of Northern Ireland.

Within a year "the voice" turned into "the menace".

Paisley attacked moderate Premier Chichester Clarke, as he
had done with Premier O'Neill. Then he turned against the
next Premier, Faulkner. The early riots escalated soon into
a civil war. The Labour Party, at their annual October
Conference, called for "the abolition of the border", and "the
unification of all Ireland". I.R.A. activities multiplied every-
where. Protestant extremism came boldly to the fore.
Paisley encouraged his followers "to hold to their guns", "to
keep their powder dry" and "to prepare to fight." His
belligerency knew no bounds. Then, he promoted himself
the potential saviour of Ulster. "If you elect me Prime
Minister", he said, "I will solve the crisis within thirty days".
His implication was clear—with guns. On the 2nd October,
1971, proclaiming himself "a Man of God", he launched a
new slogan: "Paisley for Prime Minister !" ("Protestant
Telegraph", 2.10.71).

On the 7th October, 1971, an additional 1,700 soldiers were
sent to reinforce the 13,000 already in Ulster. The civil war
had truly come to the Province, as subsequent events were so
tragically to prove.
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The burning of solid Irish wealth to further Irish economic
depression

Flames leaping from a 12-acre timber yard in Belfast docks. The
total damage was estimated at over 4 million dollars. The i
yard was one of the many planned objectives for operations of
"arson and destruction" as the "campaign of the year" Doomsday

'This was characterised by the wholesale destruction of property,
good buildings and agencies controlled^ by ^ the British "occupiers^.
Factories, "goods yards^ businesses of all kinds became the targets^
victims' The object was to inflict such heavy damages as to deter
any further British investments in Northern^ Ireland.

"As-a-result-British and other foreign capital slowed down_and
altogether stopped expansion The result was not only the loss of
millions of^ goods but equally the loss of further potential mvest-
ment, the closing down of industrial plants, the slackening of' busi-
ness, the kiiling of tourism, and the increase of Catholic
Protestant unemployed.

'In~ttns"ma-nner the year 1971, earmarked to celebrate the first 5(
years of Ulster independence and prosperity, becamea.land71^rkm
Ulster's rapid economic decline and therefore an additional factor
in the impoverishment of the desperate state of Northern Ireland and
of Irishmen as a whole.
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Vffi^•^M^^i;^^;^
w of Terror, Tears and Fear of

Sejs^KS^SMS^/'^K£

CaAS lnTSsh^wSad^aJepL:tetlonof Belfast w<>pen,
3 ^expressing sorrow for the mur'der of'Th'e^^K^^tl:R:r=e^: mo^y S^nK
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Leader of Protestant extremism, the Rev. lan Paisley

The escalation of the civil war in Ulster in 1970-71 brought into
prominence^ the Rev._ lan Paisley, a sectarian clergyman whose
religious and political fundamentalism and ruthless personal ambition
became paramount factors in the rapid deterioration of the stability
of the Province.

He entered politicsjn 1970 and became Member of Parliament in
and in the House of Commons. He fought any ProtesYant

who did not agree with him, savagely attacking" three'moderate
Protestant Prime_Ministers in successron—0'NeiH,"Chichester'Clarke
and Faulkner; ^ He stood for total resistance to the"CathoIic~and
Republican claims. ^ He became the most extreme advocate of
sectarian Protestant intolerance and nationalistic jingoism. He ad-
vised his followers "to hold their guns" and "to be ready to fight",
saying that if^elected Prime Minister he "would solve the UlsterTrYsis
in thirty days".

Subsequently he promoted a campaign with the ultimate goal of
Ulster Premiership. He was cordially loathed by" Catholi'cs "and

Protestants alike, as the symbol of blind intransigence.'
Above, Avro Manhattan (left) with Paisley Immediately after the

latter's maiden speech in the'House of Commons," Westminster,
London.
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chapter 12

The Promotion of Bloody Street Fighting
as a Preparatory Step Towards External
Intervention

Organised nights of terror in the cities
Blatant Catholic attacks on the Protestants

— The I.R.A's call from South of the Border

DURING A PINE SUNDAY AFTERNOON, 28th June. 1970. there
took place in Hyde Park, London, a demonstration of Irish
Nationalists. They marched towards the Ulster offices in
Berkeley Street. One shady indiyidual tried to break through
the police Jbarrier from Berkeley Square, carrying a small
suitcase. The man was promptly searched and was found to
have explosives. At theother side. facing the RitzhotelTthe
marchers began to fight the police. Twenty-eight were
charged. There were a few hurt.

The author participated in their demonstration—as an ob-
server—and went as far as Downing Street. There one of the
leaders sent a message to the Conservative Premier, Edward
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A riot policeman, wearing a mask, fires a gas shell at rioters
The escalation of civil disorder and street fighting compelled the

authorities to escalate their defensive and offensive measures against
the agitators.

The police, when confronted by unruly mobs armed with dangerous
weapons, hurling petrol bombs and other deadly missiles, had to
reply with effective counter measures. The most extensively used
weapon was gas. This, as a rule, helped to disperse aggressive
militant groups.

As the ribters, however, in due course managed somehow to
carry on their activities, the police had to be more accurate at
directing their gas against precise spots or groups of vicious militants.
This they managed to do by the use of special gas guns, which,
because 'of their relative accuracy, were employed with effect.
Above, a riot policeman is firing a gas shell against the rioters during
street disorders in Londonderry.
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Heath. It began : "To Edward Heath, Imperialist and
murderer . ..." It demanded the freedom of Ireland. Which
meant, of Ulster. The demonstrators were carrying large
banners, the red banner of the United Marxists of Ireland,
the green flag of the Free Republic, the Banner of the I.R.A.,
and the like. They demanded also that Miss Bernadette
Devlin, recently sentenced to six months' jail, should be set
free at once. Miss Devlin became Member of Parliament
during the commotion of the previous Summer. She had
been accused with helping the Catholic rioters in the super-
Catholic Bogside district of Londonderry, not only with
words but also with the hurling of stones and even petrol
bombs against the police. Having been found guilty of these
charges, she was sentenced to six months' jail, on the same
terms as had been the Rev. lan Paisley, whose sole offence
had been to participate in a procession without a police
permit. When Paisley was whisked to prison to serve his
term there was hardly any protest. Indeed, there was general
approval from many quarters, even among the Protestant
Government of Northern Ireland.

Now. however, the Catholics demanded that their Catholic
M.P. be freed. Their agitation was not sporadic. It was well
organised and flared up in Ulster. Her application for leave
to appeal to the House of Lords against the sentence was
turned down on the 26th June by the Belfast Appeal Court.
Next day, the 27th, British troops were bombarded by stones
and petrol bombs, ambushed and attacked by well organised
crowds of Catholics simultaneously in Londonderry and in
Belfast. Eight soldiers were injured in Belfast and twenty
more in Londonderry. Tear gas was used in both towns.

On the following night of the 27th-28th June Belfast had
its worst gun battle. Three men were shot dead as Catholics
and Protestants, armed with sCtf-loading rifles, automatic
weapons and revolvers sniped at each other from doorways
on opposite sides of the Crumlin Road frontier area where
Catholic and Protestant territories meet.

The riot started when a Protestant Orangemen parade in
the afternoon were rehearsing for the July 12th Orange Day
parades. When the procession, two thousand strong, came
near to the Catholic frontier, a Catholic mob of about one
thousand swept down on them, singing the soldiers' song, the
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Army "toughies" ready for the street riots
Following the intervention of the British Army, the latter dis-

covered to their dismay that the trouble-makers, far from calming
down, were planning more elaborate and vicious riots throughout
Ulster. The partiality of the Army for the Catholic "little republics"
of Belfast and Londonderry, and the Army's roughness against the
Protestants, proved useless." The Army became the hate target of
both. During 1970, British troops were repeatedly attacked by the
Catholics of Bogside (five British soldiers were injured in February-
March, 1970), as well as by incensed Protestants.

To keep order and prevent further trouble the Army, in addition
to maintaining a state" of semi-permanent alert, developed a special
branch of soldiers, popularly called "the toughies . The members
of this Army riot squad were equipped with powerful double-length
heavy truncheons, plus gas masks. During sundry crises in 1970,
they'helped to deal with the toughest trouble-makers, their task
being to 'enter the thick of any riot, or riot areas, and bring out the
ringleaders.

Above, an Army riot squad during a demonstration in Belfast.
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Irish National Anthem.
Bottles, stones and other missiles fell upon the procession.

Women and children were hurt. At least a dozen people
were carried away, biood streaming from gashes in their
faces.

The Protestants defended themselves as best they could;
then, having put aside their banners, flutes and drums, they
attacked their Catholic assailants. It was then that gunfire
was first heard. The first sniper's burst came from the
Catholic side. In Springfield nearby a bakery shop went up
in flames. Simultaneously, another Catholic mob attacked
New Barnsley Police Barracks. Soldiers fired tear gas. The
fighting then shifted in mid-afternoon to the Crumlin Road,
where the Catholics began to shoot from the Catholic Hooker
Street area into the Protestant Disraeli Street. Several women
and a child received gunshot wounds.

Three miles away, in the city centre, major fires broke out
simultaneously in large blocks of flats and offices occupied
by the well-known British firms, Woolworth, Burtons and
Trueform. The sky was -ablaze over Ballymurphy, where
rampaging mobs set fire also to a hotel, a corporation yard,
and several buses.

At the same time in Londonderry Catholics fought against
the British Army. More than 40 of the 1,000 troops on duty
were wounded by the rioters, who also set a shop on fire.

In Belfast alone the balance sheet of the well planned
Catholic violence was 89 people injured, including 8 soldiers
and two policemen, 21 with gunshot wounds and 3 dead.

The casualty list of the week of organised Catholic violence
in Belfast and Londonderry stood by now at five men dead
from gunshot, at least 248 civilians injured, 58 by shooting,
and 10 soldiers in hospital.

The rioting lasted 17 hours. The pattern of the violence,
however, this time, unlike the-,<previous year, was that the
violence came wholly from the Catholics and, more signifi-
cantly still, that it was directed wholly against the British
troops and the police. It was more than clear that it was
organised terrorism. And that it came wholly from Catholic
quarters. The pattern was an interesting one. The first
stones came from a Catholic crowd, the stone throwing lasted
for about two hours, then Catholics hoisted the Republican
tricolour, the Orangemen thereupon hoisting the Union Jack.
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Pavement Memorial to a victim shot during a Catholic-Protestant
Riot

The cross is a "pavement memorial" erected by Catholics to a
Catholic shot dead on the actual spot. Similar pavement ^memorials
were erected with increasing frequency in various parts of Ulster as
a tribute by the hostile religious factions to their dead. Whereas
some of those killed in the streets often were innocent victims, many
others were active participants in the riots.

Accidental shooting by the troops of civilians of both denomina-
tions, frequently women and children, helped to create increasing

hostility against the British army. _ ^ ......
'As~ the "war escalated even the Protestants, who at the beginning

had claimed to be persecuted, began to criticise the Army for
"inactivity", and even "apathy".

Because of this they organised themselves into armed groups for
self-protection, scorning the military authorities

Pavement memorials~became the'focus of additional religious and
nationalistic hate. The background of this picture, with its^gun^em-
placement, upturned vehicles, pavement crosses, grim faced citizens
and decay all around, is a typical Ulster street scene.
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The riots reached larger proportions in Ballymurphy,
where a mob of 1,500 to 2,000 Catholics unleashed a battle
which lasted 8 hours, against the British troops. The latter
hurled hundreds of gas cartridges, when attacked by count-
less petrol bombs.

While this was going on, the first gunshots were heard from
the Catholic Hooker Street. And it was here that the first
three people were killed. From attacking the British forces,
the Catholic rioters attacked property, mostly British owned.
Dozens of cars and shops were set on fire. There were an
estimated 108 fires in the city, and the fire brigade could deal
only with less than 70 per cent. Very often the rioters barr-
ing the road with barricades of burning cars. Security forces
acknowledged that heavy machine guns and numerous shot-
guns, revolvers, rifles and light machine guns had been used
during the rioting.

The riots, or rather the preliminary rehearsal of civil war-
fare, had certainly been planned well in advance. Whence
the directives had come was anybody's guess. But a clear
indication was given almost simultaneously from outside the
border.

While Dr. P. Hillery, Minister for External Affairs in the
Catholic Republic of the South, made it known that he was
going to meet the British Foreign Secretary in Londdn "to
discuss Northern Ireland", another no less significant voice
was heard above the official communique. In Dublin the
Irish Republican Army announced that it had sent a direc-
tive to all its northern units to co-operate v/ith local defence
committees by giving military aid, leadership and discipline
necessary for adequate defence of people's lives in their
homes.

After that, there was certainly no longer any doubt as to
the direction in which the Catholics of Northern Ireland were
looking. Since all their Civil Jlights claims in the light of
the burning buildings now looked what they had always
been : namely, a smoke screen behind which the I.R.A. from
the very beginning had been promoting its campaign for the
gradual disintegration of Ulster from within.
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The aftermath of Religious Terror — Typical scene following a night
of Catholic-Protestant rioting

The scene pictured above was a typical sight after days and nights
of rioting both in Belfast and Londonderry. Cars were burned, houses
set on fire, dwellings demolished by explosives, petrol bombs hurted
against (he opposite" faction or against the police or the army. More
often than not the people thui injured ran into dozens or even
hundreds. There were deaths. Guns and even machine guns were

used.
The bitterness which such riots engendered became even more

intense on both sides. Since the physical deployment of brute force,
the wholesale destruction and the animosity which they caused, far
from solving anything, made the problems even more insohible.
After such battles the .antagonism between the religious^ factions
became crystallised into an Tntractible determination to ^finish the
"opposite side". In the picture, North Howerd Street, Belfast.
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^Anudst the mouSanren^M"CTness,against anyone'^
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Preliminary to Civil War

- feS^ "'• sxia"sl "-"-y "t ^ <„«,„„
Z (Tatholv:,promotion °f new riots

r ^^^'S'lr^-L'"'""^
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— The long hand of the I.R.A.

&m?UK <SIiS£±db"n '0° effici.,,,
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Catholic Nationalists, whose fundamental principle was the
total destruction of loyalty to Britain, the annihilation of
Britain's influence on the island, and the ultimate incorpora-
tion of Protestant loyalist Ulster into the Irish Catholic
Republic of the South.

The Socialist administration, 1964-70, had carried out this
disruptive policy, not on religious sectarian grounds, but in-
spired by ideological malevolence. The Socialists, in fact,
had identified the Ulster Protestants with the ruling class.
Hence in their eyes, being grossly conservative they had better
be eliminated. And what better opportunity to do so than
simply handing them over to the impoverished Republic of
the South?

The proposition, besides having been adopted by the
Labour Government and the Labour Party, had been given
impetus by the Catholics within and outside Westminster,
not to mention national, denominational and even personal
vested interests on the part of sundry individuals, organisa-
tions and religious cliques in London and Belfast.

The Conservative Government, who had been quietly
scrutinizing this, at the unexpected flaring up of the Ulster
cauldron decided to send an official enquirer to the spot. It
was thus that the new Home Secretary, Mr. Maudling, went
to Northern Ireland to see for himself.

He discovered what had been generally known. Namely,
that the riots had been organised by certain Catholic quarters
within Ulster itself, in co-ordination with the Southern
Republic. But, more serious still, that the Catholics in
Ulster, besides being armed to the teeth, had their arms un-
touched. Their enclaves had never been searched by the
occupying British Army. Indeed, the security forces were;
still carrying out the instruction of the fallen Socialist
Government: that is, do not touch the Catholics, close two
eyes to their activities, do not search or even patrol their "no
go land". "

The Conservative Home Secretary tried to discuss the
anomaly with the sundry members of the Ulster Government
and with the opposition. The Ulster Government and the
Protestants demanded that the British Army be "impartial".
The Catholics, the Republicans and the Socialists stalled at
the request. Besides rejecting the Army's impartiality, they
wanted the Special Powers Act removed.
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The women of "Free Belfast"
Catholic women praying for Belfast to become "Free." They

yere granulating their beads for "peace".- A Catholic jseace.
Catholic peace iii their context meant a peace where their Church
could dictate to the Protestant majority, could forbid jill legislation
and'regulations of which she did not approve where Catholics were
to enjoy privileges, where Catholic teaching had to be paid for by
the Protestant taxpayers, and where Catholic zealots could plot,
biow-up and burn without being molested by the police. Above all,
to the Catholics of Northern Ireland, Catholic peace meant a peace
"imposed" by the Catholic Republic of the South, after Protestant
Ulster had been "united" against her will.

Guns" 'and weapons by the "tons" were seized by the military
authorities in the 'area of Free Belfast during successive raids.

To the Protestants such one-sided interpretation of "peace" spelt
submission to an alien spiritual power, the Catholic Church. _The
forcible incorporation into an incompatible political^ unit, the Irish
Republic. Last, but not least, the gross reduction of their religious
and political entity—the curtailment of their liberties, and, above
all, the total loss of their independence. The Protestant women, on
the other hand, prayed that their "freedom" be preserved. A con-
flict even in prayer.
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Until then the Catholic civil war organisers had been pro-
tected by the Socialist imposed "partiality" of the Army.
The Special Powers Act had restricted their movements. The
Reds wouldn't listen to reason. They still wanted very
special treatment. Maudling was firm.

The Conservative Home Secretary that same evening
(30.6.70) gave instructions to General Sir J. Freeland, G.O.C.
Northern Ireland, to change his policy. The Army, from
now on, had to act impartially. Searches had to be carried
out for arms, wherever they were suspected of being hidden,
That meant not only in Protestant parts of the city, but
equally in the Catholic quarters.

The Catholic areas which until then had been absolutely
untouched by the British Army, thus suddenly saw the un-
believable. The security forces entered their "no go land"
and began a thorough search for hidden weapons, exactly
as they had done from the beginning with the Protestants.

There were heard screams of protest from all quarters
within and outside Ireland "at the outrage." The more so
since the day before armoured cars, disregarding the secret
Socialist instructions, had smashed their way for the first
time into the super-Catholic, super-Republican area of Bog-
side in Londonderry during the escalating riots there.
Saracen armoured cars had, in fact, rolled through the
Catholic barricades, scattering Catholic petrol bombs, throw-
ing rioters in all directions. Troops bringing up the rear
made snatch arrests.

Following the first moments of bewilderment, the Catholics
looked on in stupor at the invading Army. They could not
believe it had actually happened.

The operation had been successful. It delivered to the
until then spoilt Catholics the required shock, the iron fisted
equivalent of a slap across the face of a child in tantrum.

But more was in store for«ithe until then "privileged"
Catholic rioters. The new British Government had not
acted on mere impulse. It had discovered what the Socialist
Governments until then had kept well hidden from the
public: namely, that Catholics had vast deposits of arms.
And, even more serious, that they were being brought into
Ulster from the South, where even Cabinet Ministers had
been involved, and indeed, from Lo.ndon itself.

Detailed reports of depots of arms were received by In-
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A typical border of "No Go Land" — Catholic barricade in the heart
of the Catholic Area of Belfast

Nothing could demonstrate so vividly the extraordinary gulf which
separates "the Catholic from the Protestant population of the city as
the many barricades which were erected in most streets of Belfast
during the religious riots. ..... . ...

These barricades helped to divide the town into veritable religious
enclaves. Behind them whole closely knit sections polarised^ their
religious allegiances, grievances and odium against their religious
opponents. ... . .. .„

The Catholic communities became practically self-governing.^ N^
police or even army patrols were permitted to enter their ''free'
zones. For almost one whole year the British army was "forbidden"
to interfere in their "no go land". This embittered the Protestants,
whose enclaves were ruthlessly searched from the very beginning in
pursuance of the policy of the Socialist Government in JLondon,
which' had ordered 'the occupying army not to molest the_Catholics
but at the same time to be tough with the "bigoted Protestant
extremists". "When the Socialist "Government was eventually^ re-
placed by a Conservative one (June, 1970), the Catholic "little
republics", were searched and patrolled as the Protestant areas had
been the previous year.
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telligence searchers, by the Army in Ulster, and by Scotland
Yard in London. Acting upon them, security forces swept
unexpectedly upon the Catholic arms trafficking centres.
Soon major arms hauls were located at specific addresses.
On the 2nd July, 1970, following the Home Secretary's visit
to Ulster, a massive arsenal of weapons bound for Northern
Ireland was uncovered in London. The discovery included
automatic weapons, sundry rifles, sub-machine guns,
thousands of rounds of ammunition, and other military
equipment. Additional arms were discovered in various
parts of the capital. These included 20,000 rounds of am-
munition, Bren guns and pistols. Many Catholics were
arrested.

The news created a stir in Ulster. Riots broke out. A
factory was set alight in a small town of Coal Island. Police
ofiBcers were injured. Protestants were stoned. Troops used
gas to disperse the Catholics. Army spokesmen said that
well known I.R.A. men were seen among the ripters.

In Lurgan, Co. Armagh, Catholics hurled stones at a Pro-
testant band. In Belfast the Catholics had intensified their
riots. The next day, 3rd July, more than 1,500 British troops
came under fire in the Catholic Falls Road. Five soldiers
were shot and five more injured by hand grenades. The
Army said they were being shot at "from all directions."

The Army had moved into the Catholic area to enforce a
10.30 p.m. curfew, imposed after hours of violent rioting.
During this rioting one Catholic sniper was shot.

The riots had been organised mostly as a protest against
the Army's search of the until then virgin areas of the
Catholic "no go land." Following a night of violence, the
troops, having entered the Falls area, uncovered "a formid-
able arsenal of weapons." These included rifles, sub-machine
guns, grenades, incendiaries,

On the 4th July, the first cachet of arms found by the
Army included the following: 52 pistols, 34 rifles, 14 shot
guns, 6 machine guns, 20,750 rounds of ammunition, 251b.
of explosives, 100 incendiaries, 4 grenades, and quantities
of mercury used in making time bombs. This was only one
of many finds. Similar depots were discovered, not only in
the houses of Catholics but also in cemeteries—e.g. a cachet
of 67 petrol bombs in the Belfast Cemetery in the Falls Road
area. Ammunition was found even in women's purses and
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The extremism of loyalty of Northern Ireland
The fierce"ioyaity~of~the average .Protestant of '_Northem,

wou'ld ble"unbeTie'vable"were it not a fact_of Northern I,r'sh_li^_,The
extwnaT expression"'of loyalty to the Protestant's reli810u^bellefs.'

7, tradition and way'of life is symbolised in^ PerhaPimoreJ
lelse~'the "celebrated slogan of "No Surrender", said to

haw'"teen" pronounced'by Protestant youth wh_en^their ^ty^as
rfrout To'"faff"t'o~the "Catholic armies during the bloody Catholic.
Protestant war of religion. , ^ „_ _,__ ^._

-The"sloisan could* be seen painted on walls, doors, cnimneys,
barricades".'"~Very' often, painted on pavements and even across a
whole street, as seen in ttie above photograph. ^. ^

"The omini'atwe"portrait"of~king Billy of Orange _ridmg_h^ horse
wa^"t'o'be"Teen''b7'the"thousand; decorating _the_wmdows_of ^ost
P^testent" t'enace''houses"" The "kerbs of whole streets were often

pauited in the colours of the British flag.
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babies' nappies.
"Guns are coming in by the truck load," commented the

police. It was an understatement. Within a few hours, it
took two large Army lorries to carry away the arms seized
in the Catholic area.

The day and night prior to the operation, as well as dur-
ing it, soldiers were under a constant hail of bullets, explo-
sives and stones. The total casualties list was five killed,
about 80 injured, including 19 soldiers, and 300 were arrested.
Additional arms hauls were made in various parts of Britain,
Ulster, Londonderry and Belfast.

And so it came to pass that, after a whole year of tacit
immunity, the Catholic stronghold of Free Belfast had fallen.
Catholics in Belfast, London and Dublin deplored the "in-
cursion" into the Catholic "free Belfast." They protested,
with their Labour comrades, that the Catholics had been
abused by the British Army. Also that they had been dis-
criminated against by the security forces there.

Indeed, a Republican paper, "The Voice of the North,"
had this to say: (1)

"The 75,000 men, women and children of the Falls,
Ardoyne and Unity Walk were left with a mere dozen
obsolete weapons with which to defend themselves against
armed assaults by the para-military forces of so-called law
and order." A complaint that several Catholic leaders of
Belfast made personally to the present author, only one week
after the arms findings, as we shall presently see.

During the preceding ten days, time bombs and explosives
planted by the Catholics had caused hundreds of thousands
of pounds worth of damage in Belfast alone.

The backbone of these operations was formed by well-
trained men of the I.R.A. The hidden arsenals in the
Catholic houses and elsewhere were not meant to defend
Civil Rights marchers or to prevent local sectarian attacks
from the local Protestant commaftlties. They were there to
attain more important objectives. The Irish Republican
Army, in fact, by this time had openly abandoned its sup-
posed function, so widely publicised by the Catholics and
Red Press, to the effect that they were helping the poor help-
less Ulster Catholics. By now it came boldly into the open,
declaring its activities to be directed at ending Partition.

The Ulster Catholics thought likewise. That this was so
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Angry Catholic women attacking Scottish troops
The essence of civil war is the mobilisation, not only ofjmen

weapons, but equally of the emotions of the,Pa,rtlc,lPants-._Basl,cally'
the~'iatte'r~ is" as" important as the former. Indeed, at times it can
become the decisive'factor in victory or defeat

"The "Irish "Na'tionaUs'ts" and the Catholics of the North managed to
co-ordinate" and successfully exploit the theory and the practice
this" type" of emotional warfare This they did^ by puttmg^ women
and children into the streets whenever circumstances called tor it.
The practice became a cause of embarrassment to.the__aut^onu?;
Si'nce''its~ propaganda repercussions via the mass media magmf
act'ual"cnsis,t"-a'ithough'had the authorities acted hastily it

have provoked serious trouble. ^ ^ ^ ^ .
"Thrcampaign"was~ used specifically to break curfews. ^,ThB, ^whM

a curfew"was°Ym posed after a series ^ of bloody riots, the
women were sent out en masse to break it. The idea was toj
the "military' authorities to fire on them.^ After a Catholic
was shot "dead when^caught in the act of hurling a petrol bomb,
Catholics sent "battalions of screaming women" to attack the troops,
directing' the'ir anger particularly at the Scots, as seen above,
the Catholics regarded as Protestants.
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was proved by the fact that during the previous six months
about 700 Catholics from the Catholic area of Belfast alone
had quietly slipped past the border into the Southern Catholic
Republic for weapons training.

The consequences of such accelerated build-up of Catholic
irregulars became clearly apparent during the previous days,
when Catholic extremists, during the riots, were able to
sustain a terrifying intensity of rifle and automatic fire from
the Army.

The most startling result of such training was that two
days before two Catholic marksmen of the local Catholic
irregular force of Belfast fired 1,000 rounds of 303 ammuni-
tion in under three hours,

This was the human and technical material of which
deadly civil wars are made.
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chapter 14

Anatomy of the I.R.A's Strategy for the
Invasion of Northern Ireland

Two Cabinet Ministers charged with conspiring to
import ammunition illegally mtothe Fl'fe state-
Involvement of the Irish Republic in the pro]
invasion __, ^ , ,,

7 he Blue print for the abolition of " the ^
'London-Dublin 'Red-Catholic plot to finish Ulster

THE ROI.E played by the Irish Republican Army in the
political evolution of "Ireland has been minimized, magnified,
belittled and exaggerated, according to the personal ideologi-
cal or sectarian mood of its supporters or denigrators. .

The l.R.A. basically is romantic. It wants a United Ire-
land. A prosperous Ireland. A glorious Ireland. An Ire-
land as dreamt of by poets, bards and visionaries. This is
what gives it its renewed vigour and its patriotic fanaticism.
Ideals, however, more often than not are battered by harsh
and matter of fact reality. The reality of national aspiration,
when associated with prosaic political life, is not only most
unromantic: it can be. and in fact is, sordid.
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The author in No Man's Land—Protestant street barricaded
from Catholic road

^LOnltim^JLWM__rePeatedly asserted^by radio, TV and the
Bn.tis!Land. worldl pre.ss' that7^whe'reas"th"e' C^thoiic\vre^'uw^
hara!sed.and.the catholics. cut;off;'the'Prot'est'ant""o'nes°'wTreTeft

-by the OCCUPyin? British Army. "'The'author" checked "on th'e
^eracity^or> rather' the systematic deception of'a'dishonestTy "biased
m&ss media,

,Jhe-facts.which_emer?ed were^that the Catholics and Protestants
,wre..treatecl with eclual i"?Partiality_by the miTitary~authoritv'dun:r
?e_summer and autumn ri6ts- of'1970^Catholic"s{ree'ts"^ c'ut1 'o'l

,",orm^LCIreulation_as drastically'as/were'the Protestant'Mi^'
.Adiffi2rence b.etwen.the colou'rfufbutuntidy stree'tTarrirade's

elwtet b,Lthe ..two belligere"t. factions~and' the"Arm7ba?riers''°w;^

&^S^eS^at amr^to^ ^^^^
,™s ,^SOJ\l?w^ot^the_ fact .that. machine-gyns were always

there;.in_?e. sand:bagged .look-outs7"at"the"re^'dy.'?' "^ouakn^:
lhe-st-reet,behincrthe barricade"is a'ProtestanFarea bec"au^el"of

thGeodbaBnl^rs6utrhQueoe!nours of the-union' Jack^andl t"he ^1-0^1 ik"e
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When idealists are frustrated they lose control of the
ordinary common sense necessary to promote complex poli-
tical projects. They resort to unconventionality, flirt with
violence, and adopt terror as a substitute for calculated
strength.

What has characterised the I.R.A. has been just that.
Since its emergence when it came into being during the
Easter Rebellion in 1916 as the Army of the Irish Republic,
it has behaved like an unruly child who loves-hates his
mother.

During more than half a century it has fought in turn
against the British, against the Protestants, against the Irish
Republic which it helped to create, and even against itself.

Because of this, its many campaigns have been sporadic
and useless. It has irritated all. Indeed, its acts of terrorism
in the North and elsewhere have helped to consolidate Pro-
testant public opinion there. Northern Ireland, far from
being disintegrated by the threat of the I.R.A., became
polarised in its Protestantism and its British allegiance even
more than before.

We have already seen what the I.R.A.'s tactics were de-
cades back. Also how, having realised the ephemerity of
their unco-ordinated terror campaign, they finally adopted a
very up-to-date, coldly calculated strategy, modelled mostly
on the revolutionary dicta of Maoism, but above all on the
practical para-military guerilla tactics of Cuba's Communist
Fidel Castro.

This was characterised by the simultaneous magnification
of social grievances escalating into civil disorder. Such
grievances were meant to justify street rioting, the gradual
use of force, the mobilisation of armed units of local
Catholics officered by I.R.A. men.

As the campaign grew in impetus, the I.R.A. was to inter-
vene directly in Ulster's shadow civil war. Following this,
they would come out into the open to help the Ulster
Catholics. This would have embroiled the Irish Republic
of the South in the fray whose army would have to intervene.
The British Government in turn would have to "immobilise"
the Ulster Government. The British Army, after a token
resistance, would let the Irish Army take over. A status quo
would follow. The fait accomplie would have justified an
indefinite cessation of Ulster as an independent province.
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Modern CathoIic.occupied_Unity Walk flats in the distance, seen from
the hard core Protestant Shankill Road district'

One of the most publicised injustices which, it was claimed, the
^majority had worked against the Catholic minority'was

le^appalling housing conditions in "which the Catholics "had" to''live"'
Jhe^author ofjhis book found that the same living conditions

were^ shared equally by many Protestants. He noticed no difference
m ^ the ^ rows of houses in th-e Catholic and Protestant "districts^

d, he came across Protestant workers complaining that Belfast
was discriminating in favour of the Catholics. One, met "in"a "saloon
near ^the place of the above picture^omplained 't'hat'he,' his"wffe

were living in one room, "while the Catholics were
housed in modern blocks of flats, most of them still under con-
%^,ti?? <in- Iile, b?ckgrou.nd; .A paratrooper, after having been
attacked by Catholics with bricks nearby, a'lso' complained7°"fhey
give these people better houses than we'have got at*home7and"all
they do is smash them over their own head."

Nests or sandbags with machine-guns were visible on the roof
.<ls?!{ill,-spottleft andri.ght). At the time of the author's visit they
were heavily guarded by_ troops. In the foreground," a" Protestant

burngd down by Catholics.
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The Border between North and South would have ceased to
exist de facto if not de jure. Irish Unification thus would
have been achieved.

The socio-economic-political magnification campaign
which began early in 1968 was a tremendous success. The
religious smoke screen gave it, more than anything else,
gigantic vigor. As the campaign jprogressed, the escalation
of violence accelerated. Local I.R.A. men took the com-
mand in their hands. The locals became strengthened by
men from the South. Until eventually the I.R.A. itself
directed the operation inside Ulster, not only from Dublin
but also from Belfast and even London.

Arms were supplied with mounting generosity. Notwith-
standing financial, technical and political difficulties, the flow
of weapons continued. The I.R.A. and the Catholics of
Ulster were transformed into a veritable para-military army.

While the I.R.A.'s religious-political war escalation reached
its zenith inside Northern Ireland, a political confrontation
was rocking the South.

The Nationalists within and outside the Dublin Govern-
ment talked about ending Ireland's partition. A growing
influential minority advocated joining the I.R.A.'s campaign
directed at the positive disruption of Ulster from within, to
be followed by a concrete attack on the Border from without.

Opinions were divided. The Dublin Government was split.
The rift came out in the open when certain members of the
Cabinet itself were caught red-handed. Or so it seemed
to be.

Two Cabinet Ministers, Mr. Charles Haughey, Minister
of Finance, and Mr. Neil Blaney, Minister of Agriculture,
were charged with the buying of weapons for the purpose
of importing them illegally into Ireland. The accusation was
a serious one. It clearly implicated the Irish Republic with
conniving with the nationalistic elements and thus directly
with the subversive activities of the I.R.A. within and out-
side Northern Ireland. Not to speak of the repercussions
there could be within the Ulster and British Governments.

The accusation accelerated a crisis in Dublin, in the
I.RA.'s campaign in Belfast, and in London.

The Irish Republic, which during the previous year, as
we have mentioned elsewhere, at the height of the summer
riot had not only invoked the intervention of the United
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"SENTINEL OF DEATH" — British soldier on the roof of a
building in Belfast

The soldier seen in the picture was one of the thousands stationed
all over Ulster to check the escalating terror of the I.R.A. Many
of them were posted on the roofs of private houses, public buildings
and even churches, keeping a twenty-four hours vigil for potential
gunmen.

At times their vigilance was successful, at others it was not.
The rooftop pictured above was the observation post in Belfast's

Northumberland Street where rifleman David Walker, of the First
Battalion Royal Greenjackets, was standing on duty. Suddenly three
shots rang out from one of the deajglict buildings Seen below and
across the street. Walker was hit and died. As he was taken down,
crowds of children and women began to chant a familiar slogan:
"One down, more to go".

The killing of soldiers became increasingly frequent with the
escalation of violence. So much so that by October, 1971 twenty-five
British soldiers had been shot dead by the insurgents. The toll almost
doubled in subsequent months. Very often, after a soldier had been
wounded or even killed, hostile crowds jeered and insulted the
rescuers. There were even instances when the mob tried to prevent
the ambulances from doing their duty.
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Nations but had also sent units of its army to the Ulster
border, now had to show that it was not involved—at least
officially—in the purchasing of arms meant for use in a
forthcoming attack upon Northern Ireland.

And so it was that on May 6th, 1970, the two Catholic
Ministers were dismissed from the Cabinet by Premier Mr.
Lynch. J'hey were eventually to appear before a Dublin
District Court on a charge of conspiring to import arms and
ammunitions illegally into Ireland. Besides the two Cabinet
Ministers, there were in court two other men accused in the
gun-running business. Their status was ominous. They
were: Captain James J, Kelly, Intelligence Officer of the Irish
Army, and, even more significantly, John Kelly, Chairman
of the Belfast Central Citizens' Defence Committee. The
charge was that "between March 1 and April 24 this year,
within Dublin and in other places within and without the
State, they conspired together and with other persons un-
known to import arms and ammunition into the State of
Ireland, contravening the Firearms Act of 1925 as amended
by the Firearms Act of 1964;'

The men were eventually acquitted and discharged.
But the disclosure had focussed the light upon the involve-

ment of the Irish Republic in the running of guns into
Northern Ireland, That this was so was further confirmed
by the fact that Captain Kelly, a senior military intelligence
officer known as G.2, soon afterwards made a startling revela-
tion: Namely, that the very Minister of Defence, Mr. John
Gibbons, had been implicated in the afEair. "Any work I did
I brought to the knowledge of Mr. Gibbons at any and at
every opportunity. He is completely aware of anything I
did." When asked whether he had been engaged in gun-
running, he replied: "As an Army officer I cannot answer
that question. Anything I did do was done with the full
knowledge and on the instructions of the Minister of Defence.
Under the Official Secrets Act I cannot say any more" (1)

The implication of the Irish Republic—or at least of such
influential Ministers—in the plot can be best understood
when we are cognisant of what was afoot.

Since the I.R.A.—or, rather, its most militant section,
with whom all these activities were directly and indirectly
linked—was preparing to set in motion daring plans of its
own. It proposed, once the arms smuggling had been suc-
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cessfully carried out, to invade Northern Ireland. Nothing
more nor less.

The proposed attack would have taken place at the
Northern Irish border town of Strabane. Strabane is on the
border of County Tyrone in Ulster and Co. Donegal in the
Irish Republic, and is divided by a bridge which could be
held by a few men. The strategy of the attack was inspired
by an old I.R.A. strategy known as the Newry Plan. This
originated from the 1930's, when the leaders of the I.R.A.
had decided to capture the Ulster town of Newry and hold
it in the same manner as the "martyrs" of 1916 had taken
key sites in Dublin and held them against the British Army
for a week. In this case the I.RA.'s object was to provoke
the British Army, then occupy Ulster.

If the British Army engaged the invading I.R.A. group,
the I.R.A. hoped (and it had reason to believe it would
succeed, in view of the supporters it had within the Dublin
Government itself) to be able to force the Army of the Free
State to come to its defence. The Catholics within Ulster,
with local units of the I.R.A., by now all well armed, would
all have rushed to their help. The United Nations would
have been asked to intervene by sending U.N. troops. The
fait accompli having been established, the status quo would
have been maintained indefinitely. Then the British Labour
Government, following well rehearsed shows of phony
jingoism, would have withdrawn the British Army and
washed its hands of the Irish question. Ulster thus would
have become an integral part of the Irish Republic.

The plan had the tacit approval of certain circles in the
Labour Party and, above all, of the Labour Government. In
fact, the Socialist Government until then had pursued a
policy meant precisely to reach such a climax.

All the energetic preparations in Ulster, in the South and
in London were directed to TheJSay.

The Catholics of Ulster had armed themselves as never
before. The I.R.A, amidst them had formed themselves into
military units, one I.R.A. man boasting that he "controlled
eleven out of the twelve I.R.A. battalions of the Belfast
Brigade." (2)

The I.R.A. had attempted an invasion not so long ago.
In December, 1956, in fact, they had launched a 150-man
attack against Ulster after getting weapons in Paris, Man-
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No Pope here. No surrender. God save the Queen. The three
standard slogans of Protestant Ulster

A typical writing on the wall, which could be seen in many parts
of Northern Ireland, to match the anti-Protestant slogans seen on
the walls in Catholic areas.

The slogans above, however, more than a challenge to the
Catholics identified with their call to have Ulster incorporated into
the Catholic Republic of the South, were assertions of loyalty to
the British Crown, demonstrations of determination to resist the
Catholic attempt to destroy Northern Ireland as a semi-autonomous
British province, and traditional mottos indicating dislike of the
Catholic' Church symbolised by the Pope, always regarded as the
foe of all Protestants.

Rem 1690 means: Remember the Battle of the Boyne, fought in
1690, when the Catholics were soundly defeated and the Protestant
hegemony began. The author between blocked door and window.
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Chester and elsewhere. They controlled parts of the country-
side for several months. The attack was a failure. Since
the I.R.A. then was alone.

Now, however, it had powerful allies. The well organised,
well armed Catholics inside Ulster, the I.R.A. secret batta-
lions in Belfast and Londonderry, the Republican Govern-
ment in the South, and the Socialist Government in London.

The preparatory strategy was a simple one. The I.R.A.
and the Catholics inside Ulster had to create such disorder
by riots and street fighting as to make the situation unbear-
able, so that eventually the Army of the Irish Republic, with
the prearranged consent of the Labour Government of
London, would cross the border, occupy Ulster, and thus re-
create a single United Ireland.

Catholic Nationalist leaders were frankly honest about it.
Witness Mr. E. MacAteer, President of the Nationalist Party
in Ulster: "If the worst came to the worst," he said in June,
1970, "e.g. bad trouble like last August (1969), I would
like to see the Irish Army, preferably with the approval
of London, come in and protect people." (3) "We are
Sudeten Irish up here, and we look to Dublin if we are in
real trouble," he added, with ominous reference to the
Catholics of Sudetenland, who before the Second World War
had acted exactly as the Ulster Catholics were then acting,
in order to justify the intervention of Hitler to unite them
with the German Fatherland. The event was described in
detail by the present author in one of his major books, "THE
VATICAN IN WORLD POLITICS."

The Head of the I.R.A. himself made it clear that there
was no other way "to freedom and emancipation of the
Irish people" except through force, (4)

The pattern was set. The promotion of a campaign of
escalating disorders was initiated, The date of the Irish
Armaggedon was fixed: the 12|fa of July, 1970, when the
Orangemen, the backbane of Protestant Ulster, were busy
celebrating the Victory of the Boyne which had ensured
Protestant predominance of the province.

Everything was moving smoothly, as planned. The flow
of arms was reaching the Ulster Catholic recipients. Not-
withstanding the Dublin setback, the I.R.A. had been
mobilised. The Dublin and British Red governments had
come to a tacit working understanding and were set to act
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ypon llt-. A,11 there was to do was to wait Patiently til1

But then ^unexpected thunderbolt threw everything into
Harold'Wilson, the Socialist Premier, ai;d^ his

"clique," inebriated with unwarranted pride,^ decided to
lmore~p'owCTto what they already had. They

re General Election'in June, 1970, sure of an over^
^h'eiming"popuTar mandate. They were ignominiously and

deservedly defeated.
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chapter 15

Sinister Significance of the Secret Journey
into Ulster by the Minister for External
AfEairs of Eire

Stop to the appeasement policy
Confusion amidst the plotters of London and Dublin
The virgin Catholic areas were searched
Seizure of Catholic weapons "by the lorry load"'
General Catholic outcry
The secret journey into Ulster
Catholic pressure to ban the Orange celebrations
Why Dublin sent its Foreign Minister on his secret
journey

THE LABOUR DEFEAT was not only a disaster for the British
lalists. ^It was a catastrophe for the Irish Interventiomsts^

shifting of power in Britain bore an ill wind'for'the
grandiose _plan of invasion, occupation and annexation of the
North by Southern Ireland.

Their_ forebodings proved justified. For the new Conser-
vative Government, as already seen. reversed Labour's'Insh
policy. The accelerated appeasement of the Reds came to
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a halt. The commander of thes British troops of occupation
in Ulster was told to stop the policy of partiality towards the
Catholics and the I.R.A. The Army henceforth would deal
with the Catholics exactly as they had previously dealt with
the Protestants. The age of discrimination had past.

There was a flurry of anxious activities amid the Catholics
of Ulster, Dublin and London, Should they accelerate the
pace of their plans of invasion, or should they postpone the
Irish Armaggedon?

Rifts appeared amid the Ulster, Dublin and London Inter-
ventionists. The I.R.A. wanted action. So did the most
extreme elements in Ulster. The Dublin Government urged
caution. An Irish invasion of Ulster might not turn out to
be the peaceful "walk-in" arranged with the Socialists and
the inner clique of the Irish-Reds of Westminster.

The Interventionists within the Irish Republic and the
I.R.A., both in Dublin and in Ulster, however, decided to go
ahead. The July date had to be kept. British Government
or no British Government.

The Tones got wind of what was afoot. The accelerated
transport of weapons into Ulster had been intensified to an
unprecedented scale. The sundry depots of arms located in
Ulster, in the South and even in England were being activated
"on the quick."

There was no time to lose. The 12th of July was
approaching fast. Intelligence reports came thick into
Whitehall to the effect that serious movements of men and
arms were taking place. Acting upon them, finally the
security forces clapped on a curfew and entered the'until
then "virgin" Catholic areas of Belfast, searching for hidden
weapons.

The British Army's change of policy had been prompted
by alarming reports which the British Ministry of Defence
in London had received concerning the recent I.R.A. arms
finds in London itself.

On the 1st and 2nd July, Scotland Yard and Special
Branch men, in fact, had seized large quantities of arms and
ammunition in several houses in London. The search con-
tinued simultaneously with the search in the Catholic quarters
of Ulster. The first search, lasting from the 3rd to the 6th
July, produced a veritable arsenal" of lethal weapons, as we
have already seen. Hundreds of Catholics were arrested.
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kntish.-()cc_UPati.onaI Troops attacked by Catholic
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The outcry at "the outrage" committed by the British
Gestapo, as the Catholics now began to call the British Army,
was deafening. Catholics in Ulster, Dublin and London
screamed at "unfairness". Instant horror stories were in-
vented. The British soldiers were looting, destroying and
harassing Catholic women and children, ripping up parlour
floors—with no mention of the Bren and machine guns
hidden under them—and such like tales.

The Catholic screams reached such an hysterical innuendo
that even the pro-Catholic or Socialist British Press winced
at it. "The British troops," commented the Socialist "Sun,"
"have held the ring in the Lower Falls area (Catholic) with
an absolute minimum of bloodshed." This was a reference
to the fighting which the Catholics had started when the arms
search began. There were many wounded and several dead.
"Last autumn," it continued, "they did the same thing in the
Protestant Shankill area. Where does that leave the accusa-
tions of anti-Catholic bias?" "They have captured a whole
armoury, including sophisticated automatic rifles," (1)

It was an understatement. Since the Army had seized
"weapons by the ton.'' As another paper put it: "In Belfast,
arms, ammunition and explosives were being recovered by
the lorry load."

In the House of Commons there were explanations and
protests at the vicious Catholic innuendos. The Minister
of State, Ministry of Defence, told the House why civilians
had been killed:

"After a successful search for arms in the Falls Road
area, the Army came under heavy attack from grenades
and firearms and a street battle developed."
Another member voiced the approval of Parliament,

although not of the Socialists, now in opposition:
"The majority of ordinary people in Northern Ireland

of every class welcomed the successful searches for arms
carried out at the week-end. The population is appalled
at the carnage and arson which has been perpetrated by
a small vicious group of terrorists who have killed nine
civilians in the past week and injured more than 400 in
the streets of Belfast."
Yet another came to the crux of the matter:

"What appears to have happened is that the Army have
frustrated in advance a dangerous conspiracy of armed
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Th.e-,Aulth?r in the heart of tbe Protestant Area of Belfast with
troops, machine gun nest on the right andheavily"armed

jeep on the left
^ the Catholic leaders^ bitterest complaints was that while

_areas were "swarming" with patrolling troops and guns,
ones^were not. They refused to beiieve"~the'"aS~hor

.-tokLthem.how he,.had noticed the same troops and
m-the...protestant'area; The wttser thereupon walked aTrandom
many times in the Protestant streets. There'he met-roamir

guns at the ready, moving at intervals of five'o7"ten"minut'es"
gun emplacements and racing jeeps were as" frequent" a"s"in

areas. While approaching a machine gun"'nest
tected.by.sand bags> a PatroUmg jeep with a~soldTer,°finger'"onlt'he
trigger, stopped to check.' -- • ..-—-——.,

Notice barbed wire on the pavement. Also festive buntine and
decorating the street 'for the Orange CeYebrations"otf The

the Boyne. The patrol was met in'Cooper Street
Protestant area of Belfast. ' ~" '"" '" ~"'"y" ""->--,
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rebellion against the Crown, and the House owes them a
deep sense of gratitude and support." (2)
Vet, notwithstanding everything, the official voice of

horrified protest came suddenly from Dublin itself. The Irish
Republic's Government, on the 5th July, called for "the

tion of the Roman Catholic minority in Belfast. In
an official statement issued after a Government meeting, it
said:

"There has now (following the seizure of Catholic
weapons) been unilateral disarmament of one section of
.the Belfast people, the Catholic minority of the Falls
area. . . . The Government is getting very full and reliable
information from people living and working in the North,
particularly in the affected areas."
The Irish Republic of the South could not have made ii

clearer that the unexpected seizure of the great arsenals in
the Catholic zones had hurt them where it hurt most.

And yet more was to come. The next day, the Irish Re-
publican Government, in its frenzy, overstepped all the
boundaries of diplomacy and even of diplomatic and political
decency. Disregarding all the basic rules between civilized
nations, and, indeed, prudence, it now overreached itself.
Dr. Hillery, Minister for External Affairs in the Irish Re-
public, went into Northern Ireland, without informing either
the British or the Ulster Government, on an undercover
mission and in total secrecy.

Upon his return to Dublin he announced that he had met
"the ordinary people" in the Catholic area of the Falls Road
in Belfast, and that he gained the impression "that they had
received an unwarranted visitation from the British Army".
A reference to the Army's seizure of the vast Catholic
arsenal, seized in the area. "The British Army," he added,
was "no longer regarded as a friend and protector."

The Northern Irish and British Governments were shocked.
The British Foreign Secretary described the visit as a "serious
diplomatic discourtesy." "The Times" of London called it
"unprecedented." The Foreign Office were unable to cite
another instance of a Foreign Minister having gone covertly
into another country. But more was yet in store. Dr.
Hillery disclosed that he undertook his secret visit "at the
request of the Prime Minister of the Republic of Ireland,
none other than Mr. J. Lynch himself." Then, to add insult
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Paratroopers running for shelter under a hail of missiles hurled
. against them by the Catholics

_nots organised ^ by the Catholic? in 1970 were aimed at creat-
!ng_a-s.t.ate of.confysipn and civil unrest, with the'set" obiecti've""of
p,rorn?tmg.a-kmd ofEaster Rebellion. There was'talk of"approach'
»m£ "^ ,war.and even of open. intervention'by "weff-armed^unitrof

,iI<R;A,uwkh"l M<:l.outside VMer- "The date,'_'it' was'Tum'o'ured',
S;ou!ibLthe..l2th of July- on.tlTfeve of'theT6o',OOOyst'rong"6Tan;g'e

l,^ which actually took place on the l3th.
The^ ideologically bigote'd Labour Government,"which had sec

?1n.T^geTd^uchopn°Iic^l however^fe11 with-^
/M!' 'T?,70;_ TheConsMvative admm>strat"ion''whichToUowed

^:s.h1L,pe^the^u-lst_er_ Policy- They ordered7the"securit'y"force"s"^
lhe c^hoiic."eas '!w weapo"s,~as'~they~had"done 'witTth^

s_-Form;dabIe quantities^of_arms"were"seized"'on'l'y'J
^ propMed.."Armageddon.-" Jhe-rebe"'o" "waTthus"nip"p"eJd

mjh^ ^.tlth^d^omfort.of,the Reds of"Brit'ain"and"oTDub'linu.
not to mention the I.R.A., who had to reshape't'heir pl'ans." """""'
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to injury, he boldly stated that he had asked all the Am-
bassadors in Dublin to put pressure upon the British Govern-
ment to ban the forthcoming traditional Orange Parade of
the 12th. Also that he had requested the United Nations to
have the Ulster issue debated there.

But that was not yet the end. The other semi-official
comrade-in-arms of the Hire Government also came to the
fore. The Irish Republican Army's council in Dublin, in
fact, that same day condemned "sectarian fighting in Belfast,"
criticising the British Army for its behaviour. It added that
"with the introduction of guns, the situation became a vicious
battle of Catholics against Protestants." An inappropriate
reference to the fact that six Protestants were killed two days
before.

The visit and declaration created a furore. It showed from
where the inspiration of the Northern Ireland turmoil came.
The British Foreign Office regarded it as an "aberation." It
compared the visit and the I.R.A.'s statement to the inter-
vention of the year before, when Mr. Lynch wanted to send
the Irish Army into Northern Ireland, and then, having been
refused the request, sent army units hovering along the border
"in preparation."

What was behind it all?
What many had feared and what both the Ulster and the

British Government—not to mention the British Army of
Occupation—well knew. Namely, the security forces had
detonated, just in the nick of time, a political time bomb
which was about to explode in Northern Ireland. This it had
done by the sudden massive confiscation of the enormous
haul of weapons ready in Catholic hands. The flash point
had to be the 12th July. The I.R.A, and associated Catholic
Interventionists had planned to use the huge Orange Parade
in Belfast as a starting point for a bloody armed insurrection
on the same pattern as the Dublin Easter Week of 1916.

Brilliant and swift co-ordinated work by the Military In-
telligence. Special Branch and Interpol in Ulster, Eire, Britain
and elsewhere had prevented the Irish Interventionists from
pressing the trigger.

Dr. Hillery had been sent there to confer with the leaders
of the Catholics and allied Interventionist organisations in
Belfast, to gather an accurate view of the true situation there.

Dr. Hillery, Minister for External Affairs in the Irish Re-
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Avro Manhattan^ in the heart of_ the _CathoIic Area of Belfast with
Patrolling Riot_ Squad Paratroopers

-The.catholic,leaders.of the Centraf Citizens''"D'efence Committee.
h^e£Jn ih^ barricaded/ca^

the author how they were being"hounded""Uke*wiid
^£ b>Lthe Ratrdlmg.Brltish^Army- "''Th°ey'"comp'laineT vve1^
bitterty ti?at,in the ^Protestant "areas" "there w'ere 'no"S^roo''Dsy

of soldiers with guns pointing skywards'"at the ready ""w'ere
passing every five ^minutes along the Catholic st'reets' "They were

STnd tbt^mrTghgenre gun nests> also by racin8'-reeps'carryinrtro'op*s':

An.the,.Phot0.' .Pne of the Pat»ls which the author met in the
Falls. It was composed of one officer'and"two"Dara^

troopers. ^ Three more were behind the camera7"Notrce~the"toueh-
?.ess ^[-the?,-expressions- Also the heavy "Yruncheoiis" they 'carTy^

hers, like the paratrooper in the middle, were-aUcarrvmg''the1r
guns pointing skywards "at the ready". ~"--"'

-slmuaL Patrols were.to be. seen in both areas—Catholic and
The men behaved with icy impartiality ,~even"when

prolonged provocation as demonstrated-rlong"aft'er'the abow
picture was taken.
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public, had gone in the utmost secrecy to Northern Ireland,
NOT to see "ordinary people," as he had declared, but to
confer with Catholic leaders in the Falls area since it had
now become imperative for the Interventionists in Dubln
to know first hand what the position was now that tons of
weapons were no longer in their hands.

No single ordinary Catholic in the Falls Road area saw
him. When, a few days later, the present author asked
dozens of Catholics all along the Falls whether they knew
of anyone who had seen or spoken to Dr. Hillery they openly
disbelieved that he had ever been there. As the London
"Times" also put it: "It was virtually impossible to find any-
body who had actually seen him." (3)

Dr. Hillery, however, had definitely gone to Ulster, where
he had conferred with certain Catholic leaders. Only a few
days later the author of this book went into the same build-
ing which Dr. Hillery had visited so hurredly and ^o secretly;
This was a Catholic School-Monastery in the Falls Road
itself, the Headquarters of the Central Citizens' Defence
Committee of Belfast, Ulster.
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chapter 16

The Armageddon which was not

12,000 armed troops to protect a procession
Symbolical and historical significance of the Orange
Order
'A few old broken guns"

The padre who knew too much
Signficance of the Central Citizens Defence Com-
mittee being housed in a monastery

Mr. Dolley" and the author visit "houses burned
out by the Protestants"

Catholic and Protestant patriotism

ON THE 13th July 1970 in Bettast, Ulster, there took place
a gigantic procession of the Loyal Orange Institution of
Ireland. It lasted uninterruptedly for over four and a half
hours. It was a merry, colourful affair. One hundred
thousand people participated, with sashes, banners, regalia,
to the tune of hundreds of bands of accordions, pipes and
drums. Had it not been for the sombre circumstances, it
would have seemed a gigantic carnival, characterised by mass
gaiety, songs, dancing and general merriment.
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Most of the Protestant and even Catholic population of
Ulster, not to mention hundreds of millions of TV viewers,
watched the procession go by peacefully. Yet the sight of
nearly 12,000 troops along the route, backed by more than
200 armoured vehicles, helicopters and every available anti-
riot weapon, was a grim reminder of the tense situation.
Since the Loyal Orange Institution of Ireland that year de-
monstrated more than ever in the past what it meant to the
threatened province.

The Orange marches have always been symbols. Never
more than that year. Since the pressure to stop them had
also never been so widespread, so powerful or so relentless.
It had come mostly from the Socialists of the Labour Party
and from the Irish Government. Dr. Hillery and the Irish
Premier had asked repeatedly for their suppression. A
vicious British Press had done its best to whip up public
opinion against them.

Why such hatred against what to anyone not conversant
with Irish history seemed a misplaced zeal for outwardly
empty parades?

The large contingents of Scottish Lodges in the procession
perhaps can give the best clue. Every manifestation in Ire-
land has roots deep in history. We have already glanced at
the origin of the great divide between Protestants and
Catholics. It had all begun with the arrival of the Protestant
settlers sent over by James VI of Scotland in the 17th cen-
tury. They were the original Ulster Loyalists. It is said that
Orangism was born in 1688, when groups of people came
together to help King William III to "restore Protestantism."
The real emotional background to today's Orange Protes-
tantism, however, springs from the events of two years later,
when 30,000 Scottish Protestants defied James II at the Siege
of Londonderry. But even more so from the moment when
the two champions of Protestantism and Roman Catholicism
met on the field of battle at the River Boyne. The Battle
of the Boyne was fought on July 1st, 1690. The victory, a
few days later, caused the fall of Dublin. This is the general
background, as seen elsewhere.

The foundation of the Orange Order as it is now dates
from the 18th Century, when Catholic reaction produced
bands of Catholic fanatics calling themselves "The Defenders
of the Faith". Their goal : to wage war against the
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A Catholic NationaKst teaderand Avro_Manhattan in the centre
area of Belfast

Jonta_ctmg.the super-Catholic leaders'ofthe I.R.A.. as well

Jh?^ he.,tta,lk,elw.ith^arious Priests, one of whom openly admitteds^i^^^pE^S?S^Sf^iissse^^^ ^s£
.Mr:,_"Dolley"' seen above with f^ author, and most

?ortsi1^€1£^lj°P,^^^^^
1° burnJh.e .church ,(seen above"i"^he'backgTOund'f°'Furthe™tOT'eu

ihset §r&.SS«efdsh^;^L^teJtu^^^^^
i^dotfhFrohtesritantsT^ s^^anc?tTy^=;' trs? W^IV

'. The implication was 'obvious.
T;Bidc%°"n^L t.h.e__'Plctu.re' CIonnard""Church, Falls, Belfast.

N9tlce-the barbed wire."Jn-the foreground.''"Wthmxkssa' th^"at^n
mJnT.\^J-4AJUiii9TO'"the7amBhOTU"^
"at the ready," plus several armed Jeeps,' irTthe1 ad joining1 sltrert.ii
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Protestants.
Since then the two religious factions have become more

polarised than before. The Orangemen, defending Pro-
testantism and siding with its champion, England. During
the 1798 rebellion the Orangemen fought on the side of the
British troops; they supported the 1800 Act of Union; in the
last years of the 19th century they resisted three attempts by
the Westminster Government to introduce a Home Rule Bill
for Ireland; and they played a prominent part in the signing
of the Ulster Covenant and the eventual partition of Ireland.

The tradition has continued. Since every sound Orange-
man fought in the two World Wars and has stubbornly
nursed his fierce loyalty to Britain.

This loyalty is cemented by profoundly held religious
tenets. So that their revered symbols, the Bible and the
British Crown, have become almost synonymous with
Orangism.

The Orangeman's favourite march is "The Sash" It is the
historical, romantic and proud reminder of a tradition which
is handed down from generation to generation;

"My father wore it when a youth
in by gone days of yore,

So on the 12th I proudly wear the
Sash my father wore,"

In the present days of tension, therefore, the Orange Order,
more perhaps than anything else in Northern Ireland, be-
comes not only the symbol but equally the manifestation of
the visible determination of Protestant Ulster to remain
Protestant and to stay British.

Translated into cool reality, that means Union with Britain.
This in turn spells opposition to the Catholics' efforts, both
from the North and from the South, towards partition, and
thus towards incorporating Protestant Ulster into the Catholic
Irish Republic of Dublin.

Immediately after the colossal Orange Procession, the
present author spoke to the Grand Master of All Ireland.
We have a loyalty to the Protestant faith and to the British

Crown, as ever", he said. To the author's query whether
the Orange Order was anti-CathoIic, "We are not anti-
Catholics. We are not against anybody", was his reply.
"We only wi$h to remain Protestants and British. That's
all."
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Catholic mourners armed with hurling sticks attack police
a funeral, 1971

,A, grol,lp ofJ-R-A' men' one of them seen above, attacks members
the Ulster Police when the cortege of the funeral of an~LR.A."man

^the^ previous night's fmts was refused passage"through
Heathfield Ro&d\ Belfast.. The feet of one"of'"the''po"Uceme"n"wfio
was felled by a blow can be seen at the right-hand top 'comer'of "the
picture.

On this occasion the funeral procession was preceded by a band of
men armed with hurling sticks." The procession was "attacked "twice'.

i, bricks and bottles were thrown at the cortege."~The' l.R'A.
men with hurleys rushed at the attffcers. During" the ~fray"the
CArowds> as_well,as the attackers and the aftacked7sa?ig"party"songs~

graveside _one speaker declared that the victim '"had "of'tiii
felt God had appointed him to sacrifice his life'for't'he

of our country . . ;:He had gone to join "a band'o'f
martyrs."

The Protestants talked likewise at the funerals of their dead. God
^?s repeatedly invoked with equal sincerity by the'two'opposTng sides"

saddest part of the tragic situation was that each ~par?v"was
genuinely convinced of the righteousness of their cause."
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These sentiments were shared by all and sundry, from top
to bottom of the Orange Order. The author spoke to hun-
dreds of Orangemen, who were all emphatic on the above
principles.

Yet to the Catholic Interventionists, the Orangemen are
evil, sinister, and the cause of all the troubles of Northern
Ireland. The Eire Foreign Minister, Dr. Hillery, the day
before declared "We want these provocative parades
stopped" adding somewhat ominously, "We know there will
be trouble". Mr. Lynch, the Irish Premier, made a special
appeal for peace on the eve of the parade. Catholics every-
where were mobilized to press for a ban on the Orange pro-
cession. Even a group of actors from Hollywood, better
known for their film butTooneries than for their brains, ap-
pealed to the British Government to "prevent a massacre this
week-end". Among them, John Ford and Gene Kelly. The
Belgian League for the Defence of Human Rights also on
the eve of the parade informed the world that "British troops
in Northern Ireland are being used to support a regime con-
trary to human rights", at the same time forgetting to protest
about the Communist regimes, or about black countries in
Africa who were expelling whites and Asians alike en masse
simply because they were not black—e.g. Kenya—or about
the Indian Government massacring rebellious religious or
political minorities.

Nothing happened. The well-planned Armageddon having
been nipped in the bud by the presence of well over 18,000
well armed troops and security forces throughout Ulster.
Also by the large seizure of Catholic weapons. Not to men-
tion by the split between the Catholic Interventionists, both
in the North and in the South.

When, the next day, the present author spoke to one of the
leaders of the Catholics of Belfast, the latter asserted that
"the Oransemen did not massacre the defenceless Catholics
of Belfast because the eyes of the world were on them during
the procession". Yet when the author told him how, only
a few hours before the procession was due to start, the most
powerful time bomb ever found in Belfast, had been dis-
covered under a spot where the procession was due to pass,
he dismissed the episode as "Protestant slander". Had the
bomb not been discovered in time, hundreds if not thousands
of people might have been killed by it.
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Paratroopers rushing towards Avro Manhattan as a sniper shoots
from a side street

The above picture is blurred because of the dangerous circum-
stances in which it was taken. The author and a friend had gone to
see/'no man's land", where Protestant and Catholic areas meet in
Belfast^ Although it was Saturday, about 11 a.m., the ~st7eets~ were
deserted. As the author was approajfcing an officer whom he'wished
to interview, the Iater_urged him to "withdraw instantly" as they
were "waiting for trouble".

Almost _ simultaneously, paratroopers rushed towards the author
carrying their transparent shields. Before realising what was happen-
mg a whistle was heard nearby. Notice the running paratrooper
injhe centre, looking in the direction of the sniper.

The friend photographer, who meanwhile had begun to retreat
foUowing the officer's warning, had just time to click the camera
before having to withdraw with the greatest urgency from the scene.

The incident was later reported in "the National News BuUetiiL
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The hyperbolic distortion of the statement was the more
remarkable since the Catholic in question was not one of the
humble Catholics to whom the author spoke in those days,
but one of the leaders operating from the very seat of
Catholic power, nowhere other than the Headquarters of the
Belfast Central Citizens' Defence Committee, Falls Road.

It must be remembered that the head of this Defence Com-
mittee was the same Mr. J. Kelly put on trial only shortly
before by the Dublin Government, with the two dismissed
Cabinet Ministers, for illegal gun-ruoning into Eire and
Ulster, as mentioned earlier.

The huge haul of arms seized by the Security forces, which
caused such bloody riots the previous week, had been dis-
covered within the perimeter and in Catholic houses all
around the Headquarters.

One of its Catholic leaders, who asked the present author
to call him "Mr. Dolley", furthermore assured the author
how the Belfast Catholics had always been and still were
utterly "defenceless". To the author's query on how he
squared that with the tons of weapons so recently seized
nearby, "Mr. Dolley" replied that the Catholics "had only
a few old broken guns". This must surely have been the
greatest understatement of the 20th Century.

A padre with whom the author and a Swedish newsman
had tea at the Headquarters of the Central Citizens' Defence
Committee, when asked whether the Catholics in the area still
had arms in spite of the great seizures, was more honest.
After some hesitation he replied in a deliberate, matter of
fact voice : "In great abundance".

The present author took the padre's words at their face
value. Not so much because the padre obviously knew more
about the true state of affairs than he cared to tell, but also
because of the personal experience which the author had
gone through only a few days before.

He had gone to the No-man's-land between the Protestant
and Catholic zones on Saturday, the llth July. Although it
was about 11.30 a.m., the street was wholly deserted. Having
approached an officer, he was ordered away, since they were
"waiting for trouble at any moment now". There followed
a shot. It came from a sniper on the Catholic side. The
incident, although not serious, was indicative of the dan-
gerous tension which existed in the town on the vigil of the
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The first massive Arsenal of weapons seized by the Army from the
Catholics ^after a whole year of Catholic "immunity""

,in 1969 Northern Ireland was occupied by~io,o6b armed
troops of the British Army, while all the Protestant "areas'wereTuth^

Patrolled, searched^ and policed, the Catholic "ones, foflowmg
Government's precise instructions, were left "alone.

The result was that the Catholics set themseives above the civil
mMitary authorities, enjoying an autonomy denied" to'everybody

?. s^,.-Tlliis_permitted t.hem.to build up a steadywd well reguiated
ly of weapons under the very nose of the military. "The° effect

this was soon to be seen. When during subsequent riots", rifles^
^n^_pi?to?.s^nd I^achine guns were iged with increasing frequency

_the.catholics' first agai"st the Protestants and the-n°againsTthe
Army itself.

After the Socialist Government fell, the Tories ordered the British
to search_all areas impartially'. It was thus" that-in~1970" the

Catholic /'Free Belfast" zone was unexpectedly searched. The mas-
sive haul of ^ weapons found in Catholic homes in "this" first" search

how justified were the suspicions that Catholics were'helfbent
on trouble.

In the picture, above, weapons seized in Catholic Houses of the
Falls Area, Belfast. 3 and 4 July, 1970.
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Grand Orange procession. One could sense the tension
everywhere. It was certainly very high in the Headquarters
of the Central Citizens' Defence Committee during that early
afternoon of the 14th July. The Catholic leaders there were
very courteous, although discreetly cautious, if not altogether
suspicious. No wonder. Their chairman had just been
before a Catholic Court in the Catholic Republic of the
South. Another leader, Mr. J. Sullivan, whom originally the
author and the Swedish newsman had gone to see, had fled
across the Border, just in the nick of time before the sudden
swoop of the British Security forces which led to the arms
seizures. Dr. Hillery, the Catholic Minister for External
Affairs, had just come and gone, after having been briefed
on the true position in Belfast. And, although the great
Orange procession was over, the expectation of Armageddon
was still in the very Catholic air of the monastery.

There was certainly a sense of tacit frustration on the faces
and demeanour of the Catholic padres there. Also on those
of several tactiturn, hefty individuals hovering suspiciously
though unobtrusively around us.

The Father who acted as the spokesman admitted also that
the students at the local University, who in-the past had
participated in the Civil Rights disturbances which led
eventually to the riots "were still very active".

The active participation of Catholic padres in these violent
activities, also the fact that the Headquarters of the Belfast
Central Citizens' Defence Committee was housed in a moaas-
tery school, was highly significant. It incriminated the
Catholic clergy without redemption. And, with the Catholic
clergy, the Catholic Church. Since there had been other
cases where the militant Catholics had used schools, even for
armed activities. Witness the School of St. Joseph's, in
Raglan Street, also in the Falls. A Belfast Riots Court
shortly before had been told that the School had been used
by snipers and that the British Army had to storm it before
entering and arresting 28 Catholics, all of whom were
accused of possessing explosives.

"Explosives were found in the School", the magistrate said,
"and the Army reported sniping from the building. This is
one of the gravest accusations which could be brought against
any person, especially at this time. Although we have heard
the school was being used as a first-aid centre, the Army
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had to assault it rather like a fortress". (1)
Mr. Dolley then accompanied the author and friend on a

tour of the Catholic Falls. They visited Bombay Street,
where 43 houses had been burned down by the "Protestant
extremists". Also the new houses which the local Catholics
had built "themselves" to show the Protestants and the City
of Belfast "what we Catholics can do if we had our liberties".

The Catholic families housed there seemed to-be decent,
moderate people. No, they "did not hate the Protestants",
In fact, before their houses were burned, they had lived at
peace and in friendship with their Protestant neighbours.

Who, then, were those responsible for it all?
"Mr. Paisley," replied a housewife. The others nodded.
"Mr. Dolley's" pet hate, however, were the British troops

patrolling the streets at the ready, finger upon the trigger.
"We are treated worse than a nigger colony" he repeated.
Posters depicting a British soldier standing over a fallen maq
were stuck in most Catholic windows. Underneath were the
words: "Do not fraternize with the British thugs." The
posters told the Catholics not to ask the troops into their
houses, not to speak to them, not to offer them cups of tea,
A far cry from the Summer before, when the Catholics asked
for them and welcomed them as their liberators.

"The Protestants want to destroy us", Mr. Dolley went on
repeating. "What about a United Ireland?" asked the
author. "That's what we want", he replied. "It will come
sooner than they expect." By "them" he meant the British
Troops and, above all, the Protestants.

Before and after these encounters with the Catholics, the
author had also met the Protestants. He went repeatedly
with the Rev. lan Paisley to sundry meetings, processions
and assemblies. The most remarkable feature was that
many of the moderates whom the author had met two years
before now had "hardened up". ^

One of the most striking assemblies was that held in a
field about 20 or 30 miles outside Belfast one Sunday even-
ing. Paisley had the 8,000 or 10,000 under his spell. It was
obvious they were all his firm supporters. Both in the
religious and in the political arenas. They wanted a
Protestant leader who stood uncompromisingly for a
Protestant and a British Ulster.

Yet there was no odium against the Catholics as such. The
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people just did not wish to be absorbed into the Catholic
Southern Irish Republic. That's all. In that they were
adamant.

Thus the polarisation of the North versus the South and of
the South versus the North basically became a matter of
nationalism and even racialism. The issue was saturated
with religious antagonism, because religious principles were
involved.

The Ulstermen all wanted to stay Protestants. And
British. They regarded the Catholics in their midst as dis-
loyal Ulster citizens because they worked hand in hand with
the Catholics from the South to bring about the total des-
truction of Ulster. The end of partition, the objective of most
Catholics, North and South, meant the end of autonomous
Protestant British Ulster.

The Protestants felt it their duty to defend their iadepend-
ence against whoever wanted to destroy it. Was that being
anti-Catholic? they asked again and again.

The question was a pertinent one.
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chapter 17

The Forthcoming Race War in Ireland

Mass repatriation of all Protestants
The I.R.A. men from Ulster and Dublin
The Catholic Professor and the list of Scottish
names
The writing on the wall :

"Thaigs ga South"
"Prods go back to Scotland"

A FREE, independent and United Ireland is the paramount
objective of practically all Catholics, North and South.

Its implementation, however,'*will bring dangers of im-
mense magnitude to all Irishmen, regardless of their religion,
Since its completion will unleash forces which no one will be
able to master.

The blessing or curse of a romantic but out-of-date
nationalism until now has brought misery, tragedy, instability
and unrest. Unless checked, it will bring ultimate destruc-
tion.

Equally, the blessing or curse of two hostile religious
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The Writing on the Wall. Preliminary to the Forthcoming Racial
War in Ireland

"Taigs go South." The words are ominous, not only of a war of
religion, but also of a war of race. Their message : Catholics—or,
rather." Celtic Catholics— go into the Celtic Catholic Republic of the
South.

"This was the Protestant reaction to large slogans similar to
above splattered upon the walls of many CathoUc Houses in the
Catholic area, which read, "Prods back to Scotland". Or "Prods go
home". Which meant, Protestants—or, rather, Scottish Protestants—
go whence you first came, i.e. across the waters.

Because of this the religious-nationalist polarisation of the Catholic
Protestant conflict had assumed an additional sinister turn; racialism.
Although not all the Catholics and Protestants expressed racialist
sentiments, nevertheless a growing number on either side came to
accept"the' identification of the Catholics with the Irish Celts and
the ~ Protestants with the Scottish Celts or, even worse, with the

English.
Above, the author in a Protestant street of Belfast. A ^group

Protestant women tried to prevent this picture from being taken.
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credences, Roman Catholicism and Protestantism, liave
caused the bloody polarisation of two vigorous sections of the
Irish nation into mutual mistrust and perennial denomina-
tional antagonism. Religion, thus, having become the pro-
moter of strife within a nation, has rendered the division
more bitter and deep than it would have been without it.

The amalgamation of Ireland into one single unit would
bring to the surface two additional destructive forces, the
roles of which it is impossible to predict: racialism and
idealogical war.

These would not be created by Unification as such. For
the simple reason that they have existed already for a long
time, both in the North and in the South. Until recently
their presence has gone almost unnoticed amid the hue and
cry of the Interventionists, of the Catholic-Protestant battles
and the general politico-religious turmoil,

Yet these ominious forces, having lifted their ugly heads,
are shaping the present and future policies of the Irish
Nationalists, of the Catholic Republic of the South, of the
Catholic Church in Ireland, and, indeed, even of the Pro-
testants and Loyalists of the North.

Racialism is an ugly word. It is even more so as a senti-
ment. At present it is identified with the muted hostility of
the coloured races versus the white, or vice versa, according
to the prejudices of its denigrators or of its advocates. Yet
racialism has existed, exists and will exist in Ireland for a
long time to come. It is as intolerant, as unreasonable and
as ferocious as that between the white and coloured peoples.
Indeed, it is even more so. Since it is strengthened by -reU-
gious zeal and nationalistic obduracy of a people notorious
for its excesses in these two fields.

Underneath the sound and fury of the Catholic-Protestant
war glimpses of subterranean racial odium have come ever
more frequently to the surface^o kindle the fires of racial
hatred.

The political-religious issues having held the field, this
hidden racial factor has been hardly "noticed. Or, indeed,
it has seldom been gauged as one of the most serious factors
of the unrest. Yet it is one of the most energetic contribu-
tors to the resistance of the Protestants. The latter refuse
integration with the South, not only because of their religion,
not only because of their loyalty to Britain, but equally be-
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cause they suspect, and, indeed know, that the Catholic
Nationalists consider them as "an alien race" planted on Irish
soil by foreigners, against the will of the "true Irish.

By'"true "Irish" Is meant Catholic Celts, mainlyin the
South. And by "alien race" the Scots and _the English,
"planted" there'mostly during the 17th and 18th centuries
by sundry Protestant rulers. In other words, the Protestant
settlers. 'Which in this context signifies all their descendants
or practically the whole Protestant population of Northern
Ireland.

The Southern Catholic antagonism against the Ulster Pro-
testants, therefore, is not only politico-religious. It is also
racial. This has manifested Itself in various degrees in the
abstract and practical formulation of the future policies of
sundry nationalistic and Catholic groups.

These groups have a kind of blue print directed at the
gradual but concrete disposal of most of the Protestants of
Northern Ireland. The formula is boldly racialist. The fact
that it is wrapped in a religious-political wrapper does not
hide the brutal "reality that basically it is inspired by genuine
racialism.

To be sure, planned racialist programmes have never been
encased in written formulae. But that they are already there,
and that there are individuals and organisations ready to
implement them at the first opportunity, is a fact known by
many but openly discussed by few.

Although seldom mentioned, even during the bitterest ex-
changes between the Catholics and the Protestants, never-
theless it has been a most potent imponderable in the South-
North Catholic-Protestant "struggle. Its reality has created
fear. It has hardened Protestant opinion. Thus rendering
the possibility of a quid pro quo between the two hostile
factions an impossibility.

The hidden blue print consists of a well thought out plan
of "efficient riddance" of all "foreigners." "Foreigners" in
this context mean all those who had come to live in Ireland
"uninvited," 100, 200 or 300 years ago. That is the English
and Scottish settlers who had been "planted" on Irish soil
by Cromwell and his Protestant successors.

The prospect is a sombre one. And it is more so since
nobody has ever dared to bring it honestly out into the open.

These Hitlerian-Stalinistic plans were ridiculed whenever
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mentioned as Protestant propaganda. The Civil Rights
marchers were particularly scornful. Although some of their
leaders proved to be its main advocates.

Notwithstanding that, however, the reality of such racialist
sentiments came unobtrustively to the fore. It appeared here
and there. However delicate and prudent the hints at it,
these were frightening. Their supporters began even to
express^them in the national Press:

"Great injustices were done to the Irish people ... Is
it not time for the British here ... to withdraw to their
homeland and leave the natives to run their own country?"
asked one writer. "The imposition of Anglo-Scots rule
(read of the Protestant Loyalists of Ulster) could never
work," he added. (1)
Catholic Irish on the other side of the Atlantic reasoned

likewise. "Is Mr. Manhattan unaware that the treaty of
1921 cut off the six Northern counties (Northern Ireland)
when they were taken over by the British to satisfy the
many Scottish Protestants?" asked the Irish American in
response to the author's article in an American journal.
"The trouble in Northern Ireland," explained the writer,
"stems from the Ulster Plantation of the 1600's, when Scot-
tish people . . . were 'planted' in the homeland of the Irish
originals." (2)

Sundry letters were published also in the British gutter
Press advocating the "repatriation" of the Anglo-Scots (read
Protestants) of Northern Ireland.

Such opinions were whispered and approved equally in
certain quarters by the Irish Nationalists, the I.R.A., and
even unofficially in certain high level places in Dublin,
London and Belfast.

The policy found an echo even in the London "Times,"
which proved that the plan was not an insubstantial figment
of a Protestant imagination, byl. potentially a frightening
prospect. Auberon Waugh, writing in that paper during
the bloody riots of the summer, among other comments,
had this to say:

"There are still those who cherish the dream of a United
Ireland, where the English and Scottish settlers of the
North (Ulster) could remain if they wished, or could
demand assisted repatriation to their country of origin, if
they preferred. There were those, like Quintin Hogg
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A touch of science fiction to tragic reality. Nightmare in
in the street

The seriousness of the war between the Catholics and the Protes-
tants7 between the latter and the Army and between the former,
too,"'and the troops necessitated the most sophisticated armoury;
Rubber bullets which, when fired from a C.S. gas gun, snaked
through crowds, injuring rioters, arrow heads, transparent riot shields,
water cannon and similar devices. One of the most widespread
weapons, however, was gas. Gas was most effective in dispersing
riotous demonstrations. But very often it became double-edged
weapon. Since the military were as vulnerable to its lethal effects
as were those against whom it was employed. As a result of this,
paratroopers on"many occasions had to go to the attack wearing
gas'masks, protected" by semi-transparent shields. When in action
S~night,~with burning edifices, clouds of gas, running and shouting
rioiere accompanied by cracks of gunfire, the sight was one of a
nightmare turned into concrete reality.

the picture above was taken during a riot, autumn-wmter, iy_/U-
197 i7 when hundreds of people on both sides were made to disperse,
their eyes streaming, choking and coughing. The use of tear ^gas
bombs" to" disperse noters was" questioned. Since it^was claimed
gas"had"a Tong- range delayed effect on children, elderly people
persons in poor health.
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(Lord Chancellor Hailsham in the Conservative Govern-
ment which went into power in June, 1970), who are on
record as being prepared to fight rather than allow this
to happen." (3)
If the Lord Chancellor of England was prepared to fight

rather than allow this to. happen the implication is that a
wholesale repatriation of the descendants of the alien English-
Scottish-Protestant settlers of Ulster by the Southern
Catholics was a real, a concrete and a menacing possibility.

If this was to prove the potential of future racial pro-
grammes, that would be bad enough, But the present author
had personal first-hand evidence of the reality of such
schemes from the most authoritative sources.

The first time he came face to face with it was after meet-
ing a top I.R.A. man in London. Initially he had been asked
to have a debate on behalf of a broadcasting station on the
Irish problem "with a gentleman from Ireland." He did so.
After the debate, he and the "gentleman from Ireland " con-
tinued their exchange of views in private for the rest of the
evening.

The gentleman was born within one of the hottest Catholic
trouble spots of Northern Ireland. Not so long ago he had
been interned by the British for four years. "Without trial,"
he said. He had a son in jail for "smuggling arms into
Ulster." He was courteous, and honest. He had integrity.
He quietly disclosed that he was one of the I.R.A. He had
participated in the troubles of the fifties, and of fifty-five,
when the I.R.A. had crossed the border, as we have seen
elsewhere. And he was active now.

He wanted a United Ireland. But a Socialist Ireland.
Also, an Ireland free of "foreigners." Some of them (the
foreigners) had been taught a lesson. He was referring to
the farms of the South owned by Germans, which had been
set on fire the year before. "A» for the others," he added
several times with an ominous inflection to his very quiet
voice, "they had better go home before we send them back."

On being asked who "the others" were, he replied: "You
should know. . . your friends the Ulster Protestants."

"Ulster is their home, surely?"
"It is not. They are Scots and English. Planted there by

Cromwell and his successors. They are not Irish."
The author's argument that many generations had been
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CathoIic-RepubIican fanaticism in action Easter Sunday, 1970
During Easter, 1970, the Catholic Republicans organised marches

throughout Ulster, as a brazen provocation to the Protestants. They
clamoured for union with the Catholic South and the destruction of
Northern Ireland, insulting the Protestants, who wished to remain
loyal to Great Britain. Trouble started when a procession of 3,000
Catholic marchers spotted a Union Jack flying from the main_ police
station at Londonderry. Although supposedly citizens of the United
Kingdom, they went 'into a frenzy at the sight. Drain grids^were
ripped, wooden boardings and stones were hurled against the Union
Jack. ' Then the Republican flag of Catholic Southern Ireland was
hauled and hailed by the Catholic mob. At Lurgan, 1,500 Catholic
Republicans clashed'with the Protestants. The British Army had to
intervene in sundry places. Petrol bombs and grenades were hurled.
The I.R.A. announced that they would fight the British troops,
indeed.that they would shoot a British soldier each time a civilian
was killed by British bullets. Above, screaming Catholics hurling
stones at the advancing British troops.
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born in Ireland was not accepted. "They are Anglo-Scots
on Irish soil," was his stubborn reply. When Ireland is
united, they must go home."

"And if they don't?"
"We shall make it so hot that they will be happy to leave

us," was his ultimate argument.
These statements were spoken in a very assured, tranquil

tone of voice, following long pauses. The. man always
seemed to weigh every single word before speaking. I took
his words with the utmost seriousness. Not only because of
his obvious sincerity and conviction, but also because of the
fact that only a few days later Scotland Yard began to seize
large hauls of weapons hidden in London. These were
destined for Northern Ireland.

It was the start of the arms search which was eventually
to lead to the seizure of the formidable arsenals in the
Catholic areas of Belfast.

Almost simultaneously the present writer met another top
I.R.A. man. He differed from the first in so far that he
came from Dublin. Also, that he was violently anti-Red.
The theme of the Ulster Protestants was discussed. The
same argument of repatriation was put forward. They were
Scots and English, They were Protestants. Unless a Free
State got rid of them, they would remain a "permanent
source of trouble." Ireland had had too much trouble in
the past to be able to afford the luxury of trouble makers
in her midst in the future. The new united and free Ireland
would need homogenity, not only political and religious, but
also ethnical.

The emphasis of the Dublin I.R.A. man seemed to be
religious. While advocating repatriation on the grounds of
racial origins, he seemed to object most to the presence of
the Scots on Irish soil, on the grounds that they were Pro-
testants because they were Scots.'^;

The same ideas, though expressed with more subtlety,
were put forward at the very Headquarters of the Central
Citizens' Defence Committee in Belfast by "Mr. Dolley"
already mentioned.

Mr. Dolly was an extremely intelligent individual. He
knew his Irish history by heart. He gave the present author
a good dose of it. He was concerned chiefly with the owner-
ship, division and theft of Irish land, from early in the llth
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century to the 20th. He spoke with mounting bitterness
about the mass stealing of Irish land carried out by the
English and Scottish "invaders."

In the Free State there were still "pockets" of land owned
by the English. In the North, the whole problem was going
to be settled "rationally" once the partition problem no
longer existed.

How?
The solution put forward by Mr. Dolley was moresophis-

ticated than the action men of the I.R.A. Although it could
prove to be as efficient, if given the chance of a test. His
theory was that the problem could be solved by a thorough
redistribution of the land. "They" can take it or leave it,
was his comment. "They" (the Anglo-Scots) "can stay if
they wish to see our victory. But should they wish .to go,
we'would assist them in going. As a matter of fact," he
ended, "some of my students are at this moment compiling
a list of Protestants with Scottish names. The list should be
available soon."

Mr. Dolley, a lecturer, a writer and an expert on Irish
history, would have told more, if it had not been for the
cautionary look of Father M.

The implication of the "lists of Protestants with Scottish
names," was obvious. But the gravity of the matter was
not so much that similar feelings and schemes should have
been entertained at the top. It was that the promotion of
these policies from the highest level Catholic enclaves had
come down to the streets. When talking to Catholics in the
Falls area, the present author was struck by the frequent
references to the Scots. This especially after the Great
Orange Parade of the 13th July, when large contingents of
Scottish Orangemen from Glasgow, Edinburgh and other
cities had participated in it with energetic clannish zest.
When not referred to as the "Scots," the Protestants were
frequently referred to as "those Prods." "The Prods should
go whence they came. They should go home."

These feelings were expressed on the walls of Catholic
houses. "Prods go home. The Prods to Scotland."

The author once tried to take pictures of these slogans,
whose letters, one foot or more high, looked prominent. But
he was prevented from doing so by a couple of sullen men
from a nearby public house.
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Racialist Warnings on the Battered Doors of a Protestant House
The above house had been ransacked and battered by the Catholics

during recent riots. The riots were crowned by the usual number
of wounded, of burned out cars, houses and buildings. Shots had
]jeen fired from the Catholic and the Protestant sides, on the pattern
of veritable street or guerilla warfare.

The standard Protestant slogan, "No Surrender", can be seen
above. "God Bless Paisley", and "go Pope Here", became 'equally
standard slogans in the 70's. The most telling words, however, are
those written on the provisional door, "Taigs keep out . That is,
Celtic or Southern Catholics keep out. " The sectarian warning" having
been given an ominous racialist intonation with the word r'Taigs'r
The letters U.V.F. signify Ulster Volunteer Force, the Protestant
equivalent of the Catholic I.R.A. The house was uhinhabited when
this photo was taken with the author. Notice the walled-up window.
The U.V.F. became the pet hate of the Catholics, since it had the
reputation of being determined to defend Protestant Ulster with the
same methods as those used by the Catholic Irish Republican Army.
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That the Protestants were aware of these feelings was
proved, not only by their references to the Catholics, but
equally by their visible proof that they reciprocated the
Celtic-Catholic feelings. Since many Protestant houses also
bore large lettering: "Taigs go South," read one. "Taigs
keep out," read others.

While the author was observing the walls with the first
slogan, a group of Protestant women came angrily towards
him and the photographer and tried to prevent the taking of
a picture. "You will use this to make trouble," they said.
As to who had painted these words, the women unanimously
replied: "Children."

Although it was obvious even to the least informed that
the work was that ot professional painters.

But perhaps even they subconsciously and without realising
it had become fearful of the far-reaching significance of those
racial slogans on their walls. It was a tiny ray of hope for
the future of fair Ireland.
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chapter 18

The Forthcoming Class War in Ireland

Red against green Ireland
The Marxist plan to destroy Catholic Dublin and
Protestant Belfast
Away with all foreigners !
The Catholic Church and the Irish Revolutionaries
The evangelical preacher in Dublin and the Dublin
worker in Belfast
The classic Catholic -formula for the spiritual
annihilation of all Protestants of Northern Ireland

AS IF CONFLICTING NATIONALIgM, religious animosity and
racial prejudice were not' sufficient, ideological passion had
come simultaneously to the fore throughout Ireland.

Although almost undetected, it had been simmering in the
shadows with accelerated vigour, preparing to do battle.
This new peril held potentialities for disaster greater than all
the others put together. It could become the most destruc-
tiye element against the future stabilization and prosperity
of the country.

The ferment of ideas concerning the economic and social
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Structure of Ireland did not leave the Irish society untouched.
Although seemingly in stagnation during these last few de-
cades, they had vigorously germinated underneath the placid
surface of the Irish Free Republic, foreboding perils as yet
not envisaged in many responsible quarters which should
have known better.

The concrete ramifications of this ideological octopus had
already pushed themselves to the surface, ominious portents
for the establishment.

Without making a detailed analysis of the causes for the
economic and social stagnation of Ireland since its partial
independence more than half a century ago, suffice it to
glance at one of its most energetic manifestations: the I.R.A.

It might be objected to that the I.R.A, is not representative
of the thinking of the majority of Irishmen. Which may be
correct. Also that being what it is it has nothing to do with
ideological problems. Also that it is a tiny minority.
Minorities, however, have always been more representative
than the majorities as regards certain pertinent issues. Also,
being the concrete expression of immediate passions, they
are the most tangible evidence of the urges, divisions and
frustrations current in the society in which they strive.

The I.R.A., as we have seen, is an extreme Nationalistic
instrument of Irish patriotism. Its objective is the fulfilment
of a Nationalistic dream: the total independence and unity
of Ireland.

Yet, although obsessed by this, and although dedicating
all its energies to guerilla, para-military and even military
activities, it could not avoid being attacked by the ideological
bacillae.

The non-political body of the I.R.A. as a result was not
only greatly hampered in its uncomplicated military exercise,
but was split asunder into three conflicting parts.

To take a para-military organisation as an example of the
forthcoming ideological transformation might not seem justi-
fiable. Yet, being an extreme, vocal and energetic sample of
Irish nationalism and, furthermore, being mostly devoted to
military objectives, it, perhaps more than any other institu-
tlon, can tell the disturbing tale of the conflicting forces at
present in dangerous ferment below the sound and fury of
the Catholic-Protestant, Free State-Ulster conflagration.

Since, if a purely non-political body is split because of
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Wounded by a woman's scorn. The endurance of British soldiers
in religion torn Ulster

The task of the 14,500 British soldiers stationed in the cities of
Ulster was one of the most unenviable ones. At first welcomed by
the Catholics and unwelcomed by the Protestants, then welcomed by
the latter and hated by the former, they were intermittently called
'troops of occupation" and cordially hated as such.

The Catholics, who back in 1969-70 had asked for the troops to
come to protect them, later regarded them as the supporters of
"Protestant tyranny". The soldiers were insulted, wounded and even
killed almost daily. Since they had strict instructions not to use their
guns except in extreme circumstaa^s, they had to suffer countless
humiliations. "'

The picture above is a typical example of what a single individual
had to put up with. The place was Londonderry, when about 1,000
Catholic women and children, many with babies in orams, went
marching from the Catholic Bogside area, chanting "If you kill a
British soldier, clap your hands".

This photo was taken at The Diamond, when a woman snatched
a soldier's beret and tossed it to the crowd. A colonel on the scene
was woman-handled, his uniform torn. The soldiers, expert at
handling guns, stood frozen into immobility until the crowd dispersed.
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ideological issues, its significance is portentous. It means
that the ideological bacillae must alfeo have attacked the
more conventional, less vigorous sections of such society.

All the potentials for an ideological explosion, therefore,
are there. An ideological explosion would spell a class war.
That is, a struggle between a Conservative and a Socialist
society.

The struggle might be a peaceful one. The probability,
however, is that it would erupt into violence. Violence in
this case would mean intercine war.

That the danger is real is proved by the fact that the
I.R.A. is already thinking in terms of social revolution. In
Ireland, revolutions are carried out not by the ballot but by
the bullet.

The I.R.A. has been split right down the middle on this
very issue. The monolithic simplicity of the past, when the
only goal was independence and unity, has gone. During
these last yeass the I.R.A. men have been planning what kind
of Ireland there will be once their nationalistic objectives
have been achieved.

One wing has envisaged a Conservative society, another a
Socialist-Communist one. The first, the green I.R.A., wants
an Ireland where the class structure will stay as it is, with
the minimum change. The Red I.R.A., on the other hand,
wants the country to be inspired by Marxism.

Both wings are already preparing to fight each other with
the same methods with which they have fought the British,
the Protestants and Partition; that is, with guns.

The most tragic significance of this is that they reflect. the
feeling, muted or otherwise, of large sections of Irish society.

The Irish Government itself has been deeply affected. The
Red wing of the I.R.A. has allies among other extreme
nationalistic organisations, the Sinn Fein and the like, which
want a, Red revolution on the pattern of Communist Fidel
Castro's of Cuba. They want a radical change in the South
and North alike. "Indeed," commented one of the Sinn Fein
leaders in Dublin, "there is more jobbery and corruption here
in the South than in the North." (1)

The green I.R.A. and supporting nationalistic elements, on
the other hand, are determined to prevent Communism being
planted in Ireland.

The bitterness of these ideological extremes was made clear
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to the present author by representatives of both sides. The
I.R.A. man already mentioned, who spoke about the burned
farms of the Germans in the Free State, had no doubt about
what kind of Ireland he and his friends wanted. A Socialist-
Communist nation.

"After we have finished with Ulster," he told the author,
"we shall deal with Dublin. As a matter of fact," he added,
"we should deal with Dublin even before we finish with the
border."

At the query "Why?" the I.R.A. man had a precise ex-
planation. "They in the Catholic Free State are reaction-
aries. We do not want an Ireland paralysed by foreign
capitalists. All foreign capital must release its grip on us."

The President of Sinn Fein expressed similar views. "Only
revolutionary tactics could break the British grip on Ireland,
amounting to 40 per cent. of our economic production, dis-
tribution and service trade in the South, and over 75 per cent.
in the North. (2)

The I.R.A. man from Dublin was equally determined to
prevent the Reds from taking over. "We have not forgotten
Franco," he told the author, "should the worst come to the
worst. Meanwhile, we pray God that it won't."

Here there was already a future Ireland bitterly divided
into two hostile factions. Ready to fight anck to destroy one
another.

To add to the confusion, there was the middle section.
"Mr. Dolley," also already mentioned, when describing the
future of Protestant Ulster to the present author in the head-
quarters of the Central Citizens' Defence Committee of Bel-
fast, besides referring to the lists of Scottish names, referred
to the redistribution of the land to all true Irishmen through-
out United Ireland. This was going to be carried out on the
ancient pattern of the old Irish family structures. Although
Mr. Dolley had gone in to a protonged and detailed explana-
tion to the present author, the idea sounded like an amalgam
of obsolete Celtic primitive agricultural farming, with a
vague chimera of the naive home-spun doctrines of Ghandian
memory.

Other voices representing extreme reformists spoke with
very ominous revolutionary parlance.

Witness the United Irishman, organ of other extreme sec-
tion of revolutionary Ireland: "Republicans," it wrote,
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A new generation ready to do battle in the future
The "great divide" between Catholics and Protestants is not con-

fined only to the present. It trespasses straight into the future. The
link which binds the generation of today with that of tomorrow is
real, concrete and ominous. The young adolescents .and even
children imbibe not only the religious credences of their fathers but
equally their cultural traditions, racial prejudices, folklore legends
and sectarian animosities.

The sights and experiences of years of denominational intolerance
have conditioned the young of both sides to take for granted that
the opposite religious faction is the "enemy." The actual physical
fighting, even the mode of battling—as characterised by the troops
holding shields—have not failed to leave their mark on the young
minds, the most impressionable victims of the religious terror in
Ireland.

In the above picture, youngsters holding dustbin covers in the
guise of shields. Notice the large Union Jack. These children are
the oncoming generation of Protestants, the British flag the external
symbol of their Protestantism. This in contrast to the Catholic
children, displaying the tricolour of the Catholic Free State of the
South.
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"should be availing of every opportunity to increase public
awareness of the effects of British imperialism on their lives
by pointing to the exploitation of the common people by
native and foreign industrialists in search of cheap labour
and big profits, by the belted Earls of the Norm living on
their large estates behind their 'private fishing' notices, by
Britain's Orange and Fianna Fail's Green Tory establish-
ment." (3)

Even more extremist Reds are planning a super-Red Ire-
land. During demonstrations in London the author saw
Marxist flags. One read; "International Marxist Group of
Ireland." The demonstrators gave the Communist salute of
clenched fist before Downing Street. The following words
need no elucidation:

"The Republican Movement does not exist solely for the
purpose of contesting elections: its job is to engage the mass
of the people in the struggle for economic, social, cultural
and political freedom. This is an everyday activity that must
continue until the Irish people have won the battle to estab-
lish the Irish Socialist Republic of Pearse and Connolly." (3)

Where did the Catholic Church stand in all this?
As in the case of the Partition, the Catholic Church will

become a source and a cause of irritation. Indeed, she will
help to aggravate the conflict between the opposing parties,
to her own advantage.

The I.R.A. man in London, when asked about his position
in regard to the Church, replied: "I am a Socialist first, and
Irishman second, and a Catholic third."

The I.R.A. man in Dublin, however, put it the other way.
"I am a Catholic first, a Conservative second, and an Irish-
man third."

"Mr. Dolley," on the other hand, made it clear that he was
an Irishman first, a Catholic second, and a land reformist
third. ^

Since each individual was representing the ideological
pattern of thousands throughout Ireland, it is obvious that
all the elements of a forthcoming war are present, and,
indeed, are already at work.

Ideological enmity, when buttressed by religious dogma-
tism, becomes intractible. Ireland has never been light-
hearted when dealing with the Church. Marxism is humour-
less. A humourless Marxism and a humouriess Catholic
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Church will create a war of brutality. When promoted by
the latent Irish extremism, such a war could surpass all the
savagery of recent civil wars.

The Catholic Church, if her past is indicative of her future
behaviour, will side with the Conservative establishment. As
she did with Franco's Spain. Her support of what the
extreme left call "reaction" will exasperate the revolutionary
forces, with the result that their struggle will degenerate into
political viciousness. This in its turn will crystallise recipro-
cal antagonism. Until finally the ideological war will turn
into a chronic cancer, the deadly corroder of the body politic
of a Free and United Ireland.

In such a Free Ireland, freedom would be increasingly
reduced by the predominance of the monopoly of the
Catholic Church, In such a United Ireland, disunity of
minds would make the country disintegrate into ferocious
factions between which problems will be solved with the gun.
In such an Ireland, freedom would be a meaningless word.
Since the heavy hand of the Church would reach everywhere
and everyone. Above and behind any high-sounding con-
stitution or laws or regulations.

It is at work in the present. And everyone who has eyes
to see well knows the devious ways it works.

The Irish Free Republic is saturated with the spirit of
the Church. Its government acts within her writ. The Irish
establishment never goes against her edicts. Not only in
ethical matters, but equally in social and even economic
ones. All Irish institutions are Catholic agencies. Groups
and individuals act as her most active agents. Her politi-
cians speak like her spokesmen. Irish diplomats never hide
the fact that they use diplomacy for the Church first and for
Ireland second. Although they are happier when they can
act simultaneously for both.

When any country is infiltrated with Catholicism, liberties
are mere mockeries of the real thing. Certainly freedom of
speech can be found written in the constitution of the Re-
public. Even freedom of religious worship. There are
instances when these are permitted. But there are far more
when they are not. Most of these anti-libertarian instances
are seldom mentioned. Some pass unnoticed. Others, again,
are not worth recording. Even when ominous.

A minuscular episode witnessed by the present writer is
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"How can you shoot when the enemy is aged eight?"

These words were uttered by a British Army officer after a boy
aged eight tossed a bomb against an armoured vehicle in Belfast
during the escalating violence in August, 1971.

By this time the violence had reached such ferocity that the I.R.A.
and their supporters did not hesitate to send children into the fight.
Before October, 1971 children had been confined to jeering, insulting
and hurling stones at the troops o^, whenever possible, at the
Protestants. A task which they carried out enthusiastically when-
ever the opportunity arose.

After that, however, they were deliberately used "as missile
launchers". The first authenticated case happened in Belfast on 10th
October, when nail bombs were thrown by two small boys, aged
eight, against an armoured car. The-two boys came out from the
crowd in the market area and tossed their bombs as expertly as old
veterans.

One of the bombs rolled under the patrolling vehicle and exploded.
The soldiers, although shaken, held their fire, even although one of
the boys went forward to pick up the unexploded bomb. "Anyone
throwing a nail bomb is liable to be shot", commented an officer.
"But how can you shoot when the enemy is an eight-year-old boy?"

To such depths had the Ulster civil war sunk. In the picture
above, children fighting during the riots in Belfast.
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typical of this state of affairs. One early summer evening,
while in Dublin, having noticed a small crowd off O'Connell
Street at the junction with Abbey Street, he joined it out of
mere curiosity. Many of the bystanders were heckling a
speaker, a small, humble and patient individual busily ex-
plaining some obscure passage from the Bible. The preacher
was constantly interrupted. Shouts made his voice inaudible,
Finally, the crowd began to chant: "We don't want Protes-
tants here. Clear off. If we need preaching, we want one
of our priests to do it for us. Clear off." The man finally
packed up his movable organ and went away, to the delight
of most of the bystanders.

It was a very sad spectacle. Since the crowd seemed a
cross-section of the Dublin population, composed of other-
wise courteous and civilised people. (4)

Multiply this by the thousand, and freedom of speech will
become, to say the least, dead.

Another tiny episode was equally telling.
A Protestant resident in Dublin told the present author

how he had been dismissed from the job he had held for
many years because, having gone to Northern Ireland, he
had walked with an Orange procession. His employer had
recognised him on a TV news reel. Thereupon, after profuse
apologies, he had sacked him. He could not, he explained,
"compromise" his business "with the others." Whether he

meant the priests, the Nationalists or somebody else was not
clear. The man, after telling this, begged the present writer
not to mention his name, lest he be "compromised,"

Once more, multiply this case by the thousand, and dis-
crimination will become an accepted pattern of life.

This is not abstract speculation. It has potential concrete-
ness. Since the Catholic nationalists of the Free Republic
have directed all their energies to the absorption of Northern
Ireland in the South. That is, at the forcible incorporation
of all Protestants into a Catholic land where the Catholic
Church dictates the mode, rule and way of conduct of every
individual and institution. Including the government.

Were that to occur, what would be the treatment meted
out to the Protestants? The same treatment, multiplied by
the thousand, as was meted out to the little preacher off
Connolly Street and to the worker dismissed because he
dared to march in a non-Catholic procession.
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The street which religious hatred destroyed
The scene could.be in a bombed city after an air raid. It is not.

Since ^ it is in a street which was partly destroyed by crowds of
Catholics and Protestants fighting 'each other'with' a ferocity
reminiscent of by-gone centuries.

Smoke is still leaking from the rubble, the barricades are also
half standing across the street. Many buildings, however, are not.
Several have been ^ demolished with high explosives, others were
deliberately set on fire, others wereAsedas provisional trenches for
the gun-firing snipei-s.

Groups of bewildered people are gathering on the corners,
observing^the scene of desolution early the morning after.

The religious whirlwind passed near and around"William Street,
Londonderry, with the same violence as a tropical hurricane. It
came,^ destroyed and went as suddenly. Except that the religious
hatred which provoked it remained as virulent as ever in the hearts
of its promoters. Such hatred, far from diminishing, became the
cause for additional destruction—like the above—beside wounding
and killing the following years.
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The mere fact that Catholic Ireland is determined to in-
corporate the Protestant population of Ulster uguinst their
expressed will is the most blatant proof that the Catholic Free
State—and, behind it, its mentor, the Catholic Church, DO
NOT believe in freedom or, even less, in self-determination.

This cannot be otherwise. Since the basic attitude of the
Catholic Church has been, is and will always remain the
same. Freedom for herself to exist, to expand and to destroy
others when not in a Catholic land. Extinction of freedom
to non-Catholics when these are in a Catholic society.

Put in a nutshell, the formula is simplicity itself.
"When we Catholics are in a minority (as in Northern Ire-

land) we demand freedom in the name of YOUR principles.
When we Catholics are in a majority (as in the Irish Free
State) WE DENY your freedom in the name of OUR
principles."

A more ominous formula indicating the sinister implica-
tions of any potential reunion could hardly be found.
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chapter 19

The Tacit Participation of the Catholic Church
in the Irish War'of Religion

Her active silence and her silent participation
No Catholic condemnation of terrorism
Bombs in the House of Commons
Rift between the Catholic Church and Irish
Nationalism
Thejrish Republic tries to build a bridge with
the North
The Catholic Church as the most dangerous
obstacle to the social reformation of the Irish

SILENCE CAN be more significanf than the most deafening
clamour. It can be more telling than a peroration echoing
to the heavens.

From the very beginning of the Irish war of religion, the
policy of the Catholic Church was one of silence" Yet,
although seemingly relegated to the background, she was
omnipresent and, even more ominous, sinisterly active. Since
no move was ever made by the Catholics on either side of
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the Border without her knowledge, approval and evsc parti-
cipation.

"Indeed, basically she was one of the main advocates, if
not the main advocate of the disturbances. Hence her care-
ful avoidance of clear public condemnation of the mounting
acts of terrorism carried out by her "Irish children,"
of whose outrages any religious authority claiming to be
the repository of morality should have condemned, irrespec-
tive of the religious or political causes that motivated them.

Except for rare platitudinous inanities, repeated almost
word for word by the Communists and Fascists alike when
employing brute force, the better to mask their true policies,
her voice was never heard to thunder clearly, loudly and
unequivocally against the ghastly deeds of Catholic terrorism.

On the contrary, the Pope more than once poured oil on
the denominational flames by openiy supporting the Catholics
of the North "for equal rights," complaining of the "harsh
repression" they suffered, and calling for a solution "based
on justice" (that is, the forcible incorporation of the Protes-
fants into the Catholic Free Republic of ths South. (1)

The Irish Hierarchy followed in the papal footsteps by
indirect action. In the circumstances, the most effective
means of helping "their cause." One typical quotation from
the Press should suffice to illustrate this.

"Four hundred women and children who fled from
Belfast at the weekend to an Irish Army camp at Gor-
manstown. Co. Meath, had a. surprise visitor last night.

"Cardinal William Conway, Primate of all Ireland,
chatted with the refugees as they showed him their make-
shift homes." (2)
The propaganda value of such visits by the Cardinal was

invaluable. The refugee issue was a well-planned Catholic
publicity stunt (there were no Protestant ones), since besides
putting on the world map the picture of the "innocent
Catholic" fleeing from Protestant terror, it gave the problem
a semi-official status and therefore news value for the
Catholic cause.

The Cardinal, his Bishops and clergy, on the other hand,
never went amid the Catholic petrol bomb throwers or
I.R.A. men hurling hand grenades or setting buildings on
fire, to tell them to use more peaceful and Christian methods.

Without referring to the policy of escalating riots, which
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we have already examined, the policy of intimidation against
individuals and institutions via terror was also carried out
with the tacit approval of the Catholic Church. This was
proved by the concrete fact that she always kept silent when
one of such instances occurred. For example, the spectacular
acts of intimidation carried out by Catholics against Protes-
tani personalities.

Thus Catholic terrorists hurled bombs against the private
residence of a Northern Ireland High Coyrt Judge, Lord
Justice Curran, because Lord Curran was one of the three
judges who rejected the appeal of the Catholic Miss Berna-
dette Devlin against a sentence of six months in jail for her
part in the riots of the previous year. When, however, the
same Lord Curran acted likewise and rejected the appeal of
a Protestant, Mr. Spence, condemned to a twenty year jail
sentence, the Protestants did not hurl bombs against the
judge's public or private residence. They acted' with the
utmost legality to obtain a new trial, as we have already seen.

Furthermore, when the Protestant leader, the Rev. lan
Paisley, was also sentenced to six months' imprisonment by a
Catholic judge, none of the Catholic leaders had their homes,
their families or their children threatened by Protestant
explosives.

Hand grenades were also hurled against the private resi-
dences of the Rev. Martin Smith, Grand Master of the Grand
Orange Lodge of Belfast, not to mention other Protestant
personalities, many of whom had high explosives planted in
their homes. (3)

Catholic terrorists went even further. They set out to
terrorise the body politic of the nation.

One of the most spectacular outrages was that perpetrated
against the British Parliament itself in mid-summer, 1970,
A Catholic hurled two gas bombs into the floor of a packed
House of Commons, then in full. session. The session had
to be suspended, to the dismay "at its members and of the
whole nation. No similar outrage had been committed since
1812. The Catholic terrorists a few days later publicly
promised more bombs to come, in their determination to
force the body politic of Great Britain to bend to their
demands. (4)

Subsequently, similar and even worse outrages were com-
mitted in Ireland, North and South, as well as outside Ire-
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land, with grievious losses of life and limb. We shall not
ennumerate them, to avoid repetition. Suffice it to say that
not one single authoritative voice from the Catholic Church
came to the fore in unequivocal condemnation. The saying
of Christ, "those who live by the sword shall die by the
sword," having been conveniently forgotten for the sake of
the "cause."

To the Catholic Church, "the cause" meant, not so much
the aspirations of Irish nationalism, but the promotion of her
own interests in the wake of national extremism.

For decades the two, that is the Church and Nationalism,
had become identified. Indeed, they seemed to be insepar-
able. It was almost inconceivable to consider the former
without the latter, and vice versa. From the initiation of
the religious-civil war of the seventies onwards, the two
associates, Roman Catholicism and Irish Nationalism,
worked together for the promotion of the collapse of Protes-
tant Ulster. Their precise objective Ulster; forcible incor-
poration into a United Catholic Ireland.

After the initial stages in 1968, 1969 and 1970, when the
excuse for the disorders was the demand for social justice
and economic redressment, their true inspirer came ever
piore boldly to the fore: Irish Nationalism.

From the seventies onwards, the advocacy of North-South
integration became respectable. Politicians, having thrown
to the wind their traditional caution, spoke without any more
equivocation about Irish Unity. The great objective for
which all the extremist forces had worked from the very
beginning, at last had become the official policy of the
Catholic Free Republic itself.

A far cry from the claims of the Civil Rights demonstrators
who had helped to start the religious civil war by showing
themselves so unashamedly to the world as the innocent
victims of a ruthless Protestant society determined to keep
them second class citizens.

Members of Parliament in Eire, Ulster and even London
spoke quite overtly about Irish unification. One Pariiamen-
tarian in Northern Ireland going so far as to parade before
the Protestants, displaying a Republican tricolour, at his
re-election. (5)

Even funerals were used provocatively to display Repub-
licanism by covering the bier in a tricolour flag in a Protes-
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tant province. E.g. in August, 1970, after a Catholic youth,
caught in the act of hurling ajpetrol bomb against the Army
during a riot started by the Catholics, was "shot dead by a
paratrooper, (6)

The even bolder demands for unification eventually were
heard from Cabinet Ministers in Dublin and Catholic Peers
in the House of Lords, not to mention the House of
Commons. The very Prime Minister of the Republic him-
self came openly to the fore, proclaiming in unequivocal
terms the Republic's determination to unite Ireland: that is,
to carry out the annihilation of Ulster. This meant that the
Irish Republic, which already regarded Ulster, as it had
always done, as an integral part of itself, now was making
ready to administer it from Dublin.

This even before the incorporation of the province had
taken place,

That such was the policy was proved by the fact that at
this period the Premier set up, officially, a preliminary
administrative and political machinery to implement it, i.e.
the creation of an "Eagle Eye" department in'Dublin. this
was concerned with Northern Ireland. The unit comprised
senior representatives of the departments of Taoiseach,
External Affairs and Finance.

The result of all this was that the idea of Union became
accepted as a fact of political life, within and outside Ireland.

While unofficial extremist nationalistic forces whose
policies were inspired by the promotion of total civil war,
continued to work unabated, the official voice of the Republic
started to use words of reason. Indeed, to the surprise of
many it even spoke with words of appeasement to the Pro-
testant North. The Catholic Irish Premier went so far as
to envisage a United Ireland where "all the traditions and
religions would come together to build a new Irish society."
He went even further by stating that a United Ireland,
although Catholic, "would give equality to every citizen in
civil, religious and political rights, and would remove fears,
hatred and dangers of bloodshed," (7)

These sentiments were certainly worthy of consideration.
As no doubt many Catholic leaders of the South meant to
keep such promises. The gulf between abstraction and
reality, however, remained as deep as ever. Since behind
the men who expressed such thoughts, perhaps sincerely,
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there was the Catholic Church who controlled not only their
religious beliefs but also their political power^

"The conflict between the Church and the Government of
Southern Ireland during the Ulster-South crisis had taken a
dangerous turn. Sooner or later it had to come into the
open. This, in the eyes of the Catholic Church, was very
alarming.

The Republic had begun to see unification mainly in an
orthodox nationalistic light, unhampered by the ties of the
Church, who, until then, basically had controlled all Southern
thinking, emotions, strategy and politics. The rift, tf per-
mitted to widen, would have deprived the Catholic Church
of her main objective: that is, the extension of her para-
mountcy throughout the coming United Ireland.

The Church was determined to achieve this at all costs.
Since her total support of Irish nationalism, official and un-
official, was inspired by just that.

Some of the Dublin rulers claimed with reason that the
Protestant majority in the North had hardened their resist-
ance because they'were afraid of the attitude of the Church.
They had to be mollifled. The best way to do this was by
assuring them of basic civil and religious liberties. If such
assurances were given with the voice of the Republic, they
would carry weight.

A liberal group went even further and began to tread on
very perilous ground as far as their relationship with the
Church was concerned. They put forward policies to make
divorce "permissible." An unheard of, daring step. This,
so as to 'make the acceptance of a United Irish Republic
place both in the South and in the -North.

These measures made the rift between Irish Nationalism
and the Church visible. The first cracks in the monolithic
Church-State alliance during the crisis at last had come to
the surface. They continued to widen throughout 1970 and
1971, during the recurrent crisis that followed.

The ire of the Catholic Church was undisguised. Her
discomfort great. The Church-State crisis rumbled within
the inner corridor of the politico-ecclesiastical cabala, not"
withstanding the subsequent political changes which took
place both in the South and in the North.

Some Nationalists, however, remained undismayed. Those
of the Left, while cautious, did not hide their wish for a
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potential showdown with the Church. Not to please the
Protestants, to be sure. But to pave the way for a Socialist
United Ireland.

Even the right wing action men of the I.R.A., already
referred to, told the author that if they could "persuade" the
Church to become more liberal in certain basic issues, like
divorce, education, mixed marriages, etc., the relationship
between the North and the South would be rendered much
easier. One I.R.A. man to the Left admitted that one day
they might have to "force" the Church to become more
liberal.

As the disturbance escalated into civil war, the Church
continued to support the Catholics and Nationalists within
and outside Ulster.

After Belfast finally decided upon interning I.R.A. leaders,
she came out boldly into the open. Thus on the 16th August,
1971, Cardinal Conway, the Catholic Primate of all Ireland,
openly condemned the measures taken against the Catholic
urban guerrillas. A few days later, on the 19th August, 30
leading Catholics resigned from public life in Londonderry,
to support the Cardinal. On the 22nd, Catholics set up a
public enquiry, "about Ulster's brutality against I.R.A. men."
Finally, while many of the streets of Belfast were burning,
bombs were blowing up public edifices, and innocent people
were being killed in the city by I.R.A. bullets, the Pope him-
self came to the fore, to the deep embarrassment of London.
It might have been a coincidence, but he spoke in the same
week as the death of a young girl in Belfast brought the toll
of people shot in the streets to 100 dead.

"Does not organised murder justify repressive measures?"
thundered the London "Daily Telegraph". "Then why does
the Pope condemn Ulster's policy of internment?"

The Vatican, the Irish Hierarghy and the clergy, however,
stood stubbornly behind the promoters of the Irish civil war,
as they had always done. It could not be otherwise. Since
the sombre reality was that the destiny of Ireland had always
been, is and will continue to be deeply influenced by Ireland's
paramount force, the Catholic Church.
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chapter 20

Escalating Terror of Doomsday Year

Political manifestos versus gun policy
IRA self-executioners
Hardening of the Protestant Front
Horror weapons : the nail, ammonia and add bombs
Appearance of the "child terrorist"
The "near toddlers" join the I.R.A.

Mini-terrorists in action.

ONCE, when the present autnor was conversing with the
Lord Chancellor of England (1), the latter related an episode
which, its triviality notwithstanding, indicated to what an
inextricable degree religion permeates Irish thinking.

In the summer of 1970 there was due to take place in
Ulster a trial of extreme import, dealing with multiple
murders, arms smuggling and the like. Owing to the tense
political situation, the British Government exerted the utmost
caution in the appointment of the officials who were to deal
with the matter. The problem was referred to the Lord
Chancellor. His task: the choice of an English High Court
Judge acceptable both to the Catholics and to the Protestants.
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The Lord Chancellor solved the denominational peril by
appointing a well known agnostic. Upon landing on Irish
soil he was asked at once the inevitable question:

"Judge, which side are you on? With the Catholics or
with the Protestants?"

"I don't side with any denomination."
"What is your religion?"
"None. I am an Agnostic."

What kind of an agnostic. A Catholic Agnostic or a
Protestant Agnostic?"

Such absurdities can happen only in Ireland. As was the
trial itself. One of the most lengthy and complex on record,
involving over two thousand persons, mostly witnesses.

Television aerials as well had political and religious signi-
ficance. Thus, while most Protestants had the B.B.C. "H"
shaped aerial with which to tune into London, most of the
Catholics could be detected from the spiky long jobs with
which they tuned into the Telefish Aireann from Dublin.

1970 closed with 50 innocent civilians and 90 soldiers
severely wounded, hundreds of injured, and 15 brutally
murdered. The army had seized 10 machine guns, 81 rifles,
103 pistols, 5,000 Ib. of explosives and 48,000 rounds of
ammunition. More than 150 major bomb booby traps and
other forms of explosive devices had been set off by terrorist
groups, including the biggest bomb explosion on record:
about 50 Ibs. of gelignite.

Bomb explosions had increased from 19 in 1969 to 178
in 1970. Whereas during the previous four years (1965-69)
there had been 875 attacks on policemen, within the single
year of 1970 there were 1,021.

The escalation continued throughout 1971, when Ulster
celebrated the 50th year of her" separate existence. The
Nationalists called it Doomesday Year—and vowed that
1971 would be Ulster's last yeat«of separation and the first
of her incorporation into the rest of'Ireland. Doomsday
Year came to the fore with violence and despair. Riots,
murders, burning and killing punctuated it. The evaluation
of terror was dramatically ~ altered. What only recently
would have been considered a major riot now became a
casual trouble. E.g. when the police were pelted with no
less than three acid and forty-two petrol bombs, the event
was officially classified as "a small sporadic skirmish." The
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same as when eight policemen and ten soldiers were
wounded. Some riots lasted for consecutive nights. In
March, April, May and June explosions, executions and
killings multiplied and accelerated alarmingly. Ulster
tottered with dramatic political crises. The British Govern-
ment became bitterly stultified. The I.R.A. mobilised, as
did the British armed forces. Dublin was more than ever
at the ready. Doomsday Year had become true to its name.

Simultaneously, Catholic and Protestant polarisation broke
down. The I.R.A. split into two antagonistic wings. This
occurred initially in the riotous 1969. The I.R.A. then, as
already described, was carrying out a campaign of political
and social manifestos as a' substitute for the "gun policy"
which had failed the previous decade. During the summer
riots of 1969 the Catholic Falls Road remained comparatively
safe. This was attributed to the I.R.A. guns which had pro-
tected it. Some I.R.A. men thought they had learned a
valuable lesson. Namely, that a "gun policy" yielded greater,
concrete and quicker results than the" policy promoted until
then. The split became factual. Thus, whereas the I.R.A.
"Regulars" insisted upon pursuing their political strategy,
the others, "the Provisionafs" (the name for the Provisional
Army Council of the I.R.A. officially formed in August,
1970), set out upon the promotion of active armed confrpn^
tation. By the end of 1970 reprisals took place. On the 2nd
November, the chief of the official I.R.A., Cathal Goulding,
was shot at in Dublin. The attempted assassination was
followed soon afterwards by the killing on the 16th Novem-
ber of two dissident I.R.A. men in Belfast. By the spring
summer of 1971 "punitive expeditions" and^reciprocal
executions became a regular occurrence. The I.R.A. inter-
cine war predicted in this book began to resemble a Chicago
style gang warfare, with shooting, machme-gunmng, "official
execution's" and "counter executions." The two I.R.A. wings
condemned each other's members for real or imaginary
charges, and carried out reciprocal executions in the streets
of Belfast even in broad daylight.

The case of T. Cahill was typical. Thomas Cahill, 37
years old, was shot on the morning of March 9, 1971, in his
delivery van in the I.R.A. controlled Ballymurphy area of
Belfast, in the presence of playing children. The shooting
came twelve hours after another shooting incident in which
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Wounded rioting schoolgirl is carried to an ambulance

The participation of young women in the religious riots added a
new dimension_to the intensity of the struggle between Catholics and
Pl'otestants. Women, besides helping the'rioters behind the'scenes,
eventuaUy came defiantly out into "the open. On occasions, "they
wore L.R'A- uniforms at funerals, insulted'the troops, hurled stones
and bottles against the police. The most obnoxious feature" of"their
participation, however, was that very often they were accompanied
bychildren, e.g. Catholic women carrying hurling sticks and wearing
the ^ black berets and combat jacketso! the I.RA-"uniform",~~took
part in demonstrations and funerals. *!li'

They organised marches insulted the troops. For example, during
an army search they would stop the searches with a barrage of dust^
bins. And on one occasion Catholic mothers set up an unprecedented
barrier against the soldiers, composed of prams with babies in them
(see text).

^Schoolgirls participated in actual riots and were even wounded.
Above, a young girl wounded in a riot in. Belfast in 1971. Three
other youngsters were badly injured by machine-gun fire "on "the "same
occasion Teenagers were also killled, either by accident or, more
often, when participating in the riots.'
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The horror of the "Child Terrorist" or Mini-Terrorist in action
The ultimate limit of the Ulster war, during Doomsday Year, was

the appearance of the child terrorist, known as the "Terror Tot".
The Terror Tots first appeared during the vicious riots of 1971,

when they began actively to participate in the actual fighting. More
often than not they actually initiated the riots by taunting and attack-
mg_ the troops, using weapons like stones, glass and petrol bombs.

They organised themselves into gangs, composed "of children of
under 14 years of age. Some gangs,'however, were composed of
Terror Tots aged eight. While participating in the actual riots, they
hurled the_most obscene insults at the soldiers, such as "How is your
Mum's V.D." The Government threatened the parents with" the
Law. The Press, which on the whole had been sympathetic with the
I.R.A., at the sight of the infant terrorists became "incensed. "The
cowardly brutality of the latest Belfast outrages rouses at once both
compassion and anger. Compassion for the children who have be-
come the victims of civil strife; anger at those who have wantonly
placed them in peril.

"That such things can happen in the streets of one of the U.K.'s
cities is a monstrous disgrace," thundered a national paper.
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one man was "executed" and two others badly injured, in
another I.R.A. controlled zone. Falls Road.

The climax arrived when the bitter blood feud between
the two I.R.A. wings threatened to turn into an I.R.A. blood
bath in Ulster itself. The official I.R.A. ordered the "activa-
tion" of a standing "contingency plan" for the "execution"
—that is, the assassination, of eleven prominent Provisionals.

The latter prepared to respond in kind. However, the
Provisionals and the Regulars arranged a "truce", due chiefly
to some Catholic padres, some of whom the author had met
personally the previous year.

Having agreed upon the "truce", the Regulars sent off
search parties at once to stop their "execution" squads. They
reached ten of them in the nick of time. The eleventh, how-
ever, did not get the new orders and they ambushed Thomas
Cahill, a local Provisional leader, as described above. (2)

By then Scotland Yard had sent special murder squad
detectives to Northern Ireland to track down the multiplying
assassinations. They uncovered the fact that within a few
months no less than 29 members of the I.R.A. had died in
LR.A. gun law executions, in killings and revenge killings
(3), and the number of executions reached the fifties by the
summer.

The I.R.A. policy of executions was nothing new. The
I.R.A. had "executed" people from its inception. One of
the most celebrated examples was given by Tom Barry, who
commanded the most famous I.R.A. Unit, the Cork No. 3
Brigade, which fought against the English in the Anglo-Irish
war of 1919-1921.

Barry and his followers employed tactics which were later
used by the German General'StafiE, as well as by the I.R.A.
(4) in Ulster.

According to The Times, Tom Barry, who resigned from
the I.R.A in 1939 as a revered gpmmandant General, "per-
sonally admitted to 40 to 50 'executions.'" (5)

Despite sundry "truces" and attempts at unity, the execu-
tions and counter-executions multiplied with the intensifica-
tion of the Ulster campaign. The most foreboding signi-
ficance for the future, however, was not so much that the
I.R.A. split had been generated by diversity of strategies
and policies. It portended something even more calamitous:
namely, the shape of the ideological warfare to come,
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destined to bring additional disasters to the Irish nation,
North and South.

Fragmentation, however, was taking place simultaneously
on the Protestant front. Although not so dramatically.
While the majority supported the Ulster administration,
corroding groups gnawed at its entrails. The Orange Order,
the most traditional representative organ of Loyalist Ulster,
for instance, became increasingly hampered by lack of co-
operation from certain vociferous groups of myopic politi-
cians or demagogic clergymen. When some of these were
propelled to Parliament, their presence proved double-edged,
owing chiefly to their lack of perspicacity. In the back-
ground, armed "volunteers" made ready against attacks from
the I.R.A., from the Eire Republic, and also against any
Ulster administration betraying "the cause."

The demand for a "tougher policy" against the I.R.A.
became threatening. Mass demonstrations become almost
irresistible, after the culmination of the I.R.A.'s spring cam-
paign, characterised by exceptional viciousness. Destructive
riots turned the province into a vast area of collective fear,
rapid economic deterioration and impending political
anarchy.

No week-end passed without the burning of buildings,
factories or stores, the maiming or killing of people. The
I.R.A. attacked civilians, the police and the British Army
with increasing boldness.

The climax came when on 10th March three young British
soldiers were "executed" by terrorists, shot through the head
outside Belfast. Before that, three others had died: the first
killed by machine-gun fire on 6th February, another shot in
the head in Belfast two days later, and on the 1st March the
third had been killed in a bomb ambush. Simultaneously,
two policemen were killed by gunfire.

The gravity of the situation can be judged by the fact
that during the previous two years—that is, since 1969-
only three policemen had been killed: one shot and two
blown up by a booby trap in August, 1970, as seen in one
of our photos.

Additional outrageous killings roused public opinion, e.g.
when five men, in their B.B.C. maintenance unit, were blown
up by a mine trap packed with 15 Ibs. of explosive.

The shootings, murder, assassinations, explosions and riots
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multiplied as the year advanced. Meanwhile, one particu-
larly sinister phenomenon gave a new dimension to the on-
coming "civil war." The appearance of the child terrorist.
This had been preceded by horror weapons like nail bombs,
acid bombs, gelignite bombs, ammonia bombs, and similar
devices, including arrows. The child terrorist, however,
seemed to be the culmination of the horrendous campaign.

Children began to participate in the prolonged riots. Not
only teenagers, like the two- boys and two girls under four-
teen who were wounded by machine-gun fire on the 10th
February, or the schoolboy of thirteen who had his hand cut
to pieces when a gelignite bomb he was hurling at the police
blew up. Many were literally toddlers, and many between
the ages of seven and eight. Incredible as it may sound,
some of these children had been sworn in as members of thg
junior wing of the I.R.A, (6)

The fanatical determination of certain groups of the I.R.A.
at this period, far from averting such excesses, gloried in their
promotion. To that effect, schoolchildren were pushed into
the front line. This sinister development was first initiated in
Belfast, during a four-night riotous violence in which at least
five people died. More than a quarter of the 149 persons
arrested were children. Since then, the tiny terrorists, besides
being used as messenger boys for I.R.A. officers, were also
used to spark off full scale street battles. This they did by
baiting and provoking troops—e.g. when they threw bricks
and stones at the Coldstream Guardsmen in Londonderry.
In Belfast, girls tossed lethal missiles, while eight-year-old
boys hurled petrol bombs at the troops. (7)

Gangs of these infant terrorists were sent regularly into
combat, armed with stones and bricks and insulting their
opponents by using the most obscene language. It became
a regular feature of subsequent riots for teenagers and
younger children to be among thtTarrested, the wounded and
even the dead. As the terror campaign increased, these
battalions of infant veterans became increasingly familiar
with the use of sophisticated terror weapons. Impartial wit-
nesses observed eight-year-old terrorists throwing phials of
acid at soldiers. (7)

These gangs, characterised by a near toddler with a petrol
bomb in his hand and an obscene curse on his lips— How
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is your Mum's VD?" (8) — became known as the "mini 1971
terrorists". The Government threatened the parents with
prosecution in vain. The outcry in Ireland and in England
left unmoved those who mobilised these armies of tots. The
British Press thundered in horror : "That such things can
happen in the streets of one of the major cities of the United
Kingdom is a monstrous disgrace". (9)

And yet the moral climate had deteriorated to such an
extent that children of youngest age were identifying them-
selves with their parents and their parents' hatred. Children
aged four and five, in fact, spent their time in play groups
building barriers, pretending to shoot and throw petrol
bombs, as reported by the National Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Children. (10) To such depths had the religious
war of Ireland been made to sink.

After observing shouting gangs of roaming mini-terrorists
in action, one saddened reporter expressed his, and that of
many others, dejection as follows :

"If Ulster has such problems in 1971, God knows what
it is going to be like in 1981, when these kids have
grown up." (11)

The tersest and gloomiest summing-up of the appalling ap-
pearance of the child terriorist, the horrifying result of the
Irresistible religious hate escalation of the Irish Civil War,

In the autumn, an additional 1,700 soldiers joined the
13,500 already protecting Ulster cities with the deadly
weapons of an army at war. Notwithstanding this, however,
the destruction and killing increased. By October, 1971,
for instance, horrifying hauls of explosives totalling l,7801bs.
of gelignite, had been discovered, 1,138 Ibs. of which had
come direct from the Irish Republic. Thus, while the I.R.A.
escalated their operations and the political situation became
chaotic, the Protestants banded themselves into "vigilantes",
armed commandos, and dare-devil groups to counteract the
I.R.A's activities.

In this manner, the winter of 1971 brought to the fore two
illegal sectarian armies ready to fight to the death, regardless
of the armies of Great Britain and Eire, also there at the
ready for The Day.
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The Generation of Tomorrow
Protestant toddler waving the Union Jack

He is no more than three years old. Yet he is already waving the
Union Jack. Although he can hardly stand upon his feet, he is par-
ticipating in one of the many traditional religious-political demonstra-
tions held by his seniors. x.

The toddler above, in fact, was photographed at a major Orange
Order Parade in Belfast, which the present author went to observe.

Teenagers and school children were present by the thousands, as
they have been at countless similar demonstrations throughout
Northern^ Ireland. Among them toddlers like this one. Indeed, there
were children even younger than him. Infants nestling in their
prams and watching the marchers, propped in their mothers' arms.

The children participated in such political demonstrations in all
innocence. Yet the faith, tradition and determination of their fathers,
thanks to this early participation, became as integral a part of their
religious and patriotic make-up as the air they breathed.
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The Generation of Tomorrow
A gang of Catholic toddler terrorists, jeering and cursing

The "terror kids" had become part and parcel of the religious war
of Ireland. A war which had escalated—or, rather, had come down
to the ruthless use of young people, schoolchildren and indeed infants
like those above. Many of the children who the year before had
been playing with dustbins, in imitation of the grown-ups, now were
fighting a real, bloody and horrendous war.

The "terror kids" had gone to the front lines to prepare another
night of terror in which their elders would fight, would kill and be
killed.

"There were twelve of them, most about eight .... they chuckled
and shouted obsceneties .. . . " Bottles by the score smashed onto
the roads, and then fragments of heavy stones which some could
hardly lift, but which they managed to throw a few feet through
plate glass windows.

"That was when their big brothers and fathers took over. And
that is when the killing started .. . . "

The above is the description of a hardened reporter at the begin-
ning of one of those murderous riots which defaced Ulster during
Doomsday Year. The sowing of the wind for the forthcoming
harvest of devastating whirlwind in the years to come.
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The shape of Things to Come — and

Fears

The armed tips of the Catholic and Protestant icebergs.
Secret armies at the ready.
First "planned" betrayal of Ulster.

The Protestants prepare.
The jail of a government.
Anti-Ulster animosity.
Orange, I.R.A. and "Christian love .
The Cardinal's complain.
The "spectre" and the "reality" of direct rule.

AT THE HEIGHT of the "civil war" of 1971 the British House
of Commons was informed hon "in the last twelve months
something approaching 40,000 "rounds of ammunition, plus
282 different" types of weapons had been found" during
searches for illegal weapons in Northern Ireland (1). And
that was only one of the numberiess disclosures of hidden
arms.

Almost simultaneously the Northern Ireland and British
Governments were asked "to call in the 70,000 licenced guns
in Ulster." (2).
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The formidable arsenal of illegal weapons, including
machine guns, mortars, rockets and the like, mostly held by
Catholics, and the no less formidable one of licenced guns
—75,000 in the summer—mostly held by Protestants, were
but the concrete pointers to two invisible, submerged ice-
bergs drifting irresistibly towards a mighty civil conflagration.

This represented the visible tips of two secret armies, deter-
mined to fight to the finish. The Catholic one, to see that
the first half century of Ulster's separate existence which
coincided with Doomsday Year should be the last; the Pro-
testant one to make sure that they would enter the second
half of the century in safety.

The concreteness of their reality made the danger of a
savage civil war even more perilous. For they could drag
into it the national armies of Britain and Eire. This they
could do because, being autonomous, they could act inde-
pendently of the three governments concerned. And since
their motivation was chiefly denominational, they could move
totally outside any political or even strategical considerations.
Furthermore, they were unknown imponderables. No one
could gauge their potentialities in men, weapons or leader-
ship. The only certainty about them was that each secret
army could launch into the streets well armed fanatical con-
tingents. That they disposed of vast arsenals was proved
by the continual discovery of ever larger quantities of
weapons on both sides. That they had discipline was attested
by the "execution" of some of their own members. That
they were inspired by religious and nationalistic fanaticism
was demonstrated by their ferocity.

Acts of daredevil defiance multiplied. Gun running in-
creased. The "no go lands" became real fortresses. Violence

turned savage and widespread. Women participated. Youth
battled. And even children took part.

The growing sense of helplessness and hopelessness in no
time pervaded the whole province. From top to bottom.
To dispel it, it was decided to organise Expo 1971—promptly
dubbed Explo 1971. A prophecy. The Catholics said it was
a provocation against them. The crude reality, however, was
a desperate attempt to help Ulster's crippled economy. The
cost of the 1969-70 riots had run into millions. That for
1970-71 was even greater. Compensation for criminal in-
juries alone cost £2,108,000. The housing of riot victims
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£700,000. £610,000 was spent to re-establish half-ruined in-
dustries. Total cost for one single year: £5,500,000 or over
—14 million dollars/

The set I.R.A. policy of economic destruction was a
success. It continued unabated. Fire devices were planted
in stores, factories and docks. For example, those that
burned down a 12 yard timber yard in the Belfast docks in
February, 1971, causing the loss of over four million dollars
at one single blow.

Ulster's present looked bleak. Her future even more so.
The oncoming prospect spelled disaster. Unless bettered, it
would mean ruin for the 1971-75 development programme.
The ecomonic deterioration of Doomsday Year matched the
political. Since the growing anarchy and the I.R.A. para-
military activities had stepped successfully into the "urban
guerrilla" tactics.

Deaths no longer aggrieved. Civilians shot became part
of a grim escalating routine. As did the blowing up of com-
batants and buildings by mines and dynamite. The British
Army, which had come originally at the request of the
Catholics, now were the latter's target. The I.R.A. pledged:
"two British soldiers for every one Irishman killed." Threats
that were carried out. The murder of three young Scotsmen,
already mentioned, precipitated a political crisis. It so
strained the already tottering relationship between Belfast
and London that it brought about the downfall of the
moderate Chichester dark administration.

The government of Mr. Faulkner, which followed, was
openly reckoned the last before direct rule. Ulstermea be-
came despondent. The prospect of having their Parliament
abolished and of being dictated to by London was seen as
a disaster. They felt that th^y. independence now, when
they were celebrating their first fifty years of it, was being
threatened, not only by the I.R.A. and by Eire, but also by
Britain. The bulk of Protestants hardened. They clamoured
that the British Army should crush the Republican Catholic
terrorists. The latter seemed unperturbed. Protected by
their sanctuaries of "no-go lands"," by the Catholic popula-
tion, and by certain sections of Eire across the border, they
went on escalating their "urban guerrilla" campaign, sup-
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The Author meets a British patrol after a flare-up during the Irish
"Civil War" of 1971

The use of the words "civil war", which had always been frowned
upon, in 1971 became the apt image of a grim, stark reality. Th§
religious and political hostility of North and South, of Catholics and
Protestants, had turned into a veritable, real and embittered civil
strife. The tragic reality was supported by deadly facts.

During one single twenty-four hour period the total was more than
200 nail bombs, petrol bombs and hand grenades in the Leesold
Street area plus 36 hand grenades thrown at British troops withiq
forty-eight hours. Ten thousand rounds of ammunition were also
found in houses in the area.

The ferocity of this civil struggle went on escalating. To give
another typical example : one Belfast milkman was gunned down in
broad daylight; twelve hours before another man was killed and two
badly wounded; the next day three British soldiers were "executed"
by I.R.A. secret execution squads, also in Belfast. Three more
soldiers had been killed not long before, one by machine-gun, the
second by pistol, the third in a bomb ambush.

The escalation brought Ulster nearer to the abyss than ever before,
when celebrating its half-century of "independence."
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ported by the active participation of vigorous elements within
and outside Ulster.

Although arrest and internment, with or without trial,
tough legal and security measures and the like brought
momentary lulls, Ulster's capital continued to be pack.
marked by secret I.R.A. fortresses where "the Queen's writ"
did not run. Demands for their effective suppression were
resisted by the Conservative Government of Britain. With
the result that the latter soon became as unpopular as the
previous Labour administration.

The Tory's new policy provoked a further dangerous
hardening of Protestant belligereney. Protestant armed re-
sistance, which had stayed vigilantly in the background, now
was put "at the ready." The spirit of 1921-22, when the
armed resistance of Ulster had brought into being a separate
Northern Ireland, now was revived once more with a
vengeance.

The Protestant equivalent of the Irish Republican Army,
formed for just such an emergency, prepared to spring into
battle. No longer with tacit resignation. But with guns.
The Protestant battalions, such as the Ulster Volunteers and
similar organisations, were no Boy Scout Clubs. They had
been formed to defend Ulster's threatened existence. Against
the I.R.A. and the Irish Republic. But also against Britain
herself. Should the latter betray them.

The unspoken, deep-felt uneasiness turned into sullen
despondency. The planned British betrayal during the
second world war was remembered. Premier Winston
Churchill, in fact, early in 1940, had offered Catholic Dublin
the chance to incorporate Protestant Ulster into the Irish
Republic if the latter joined the allies. This was done with-
out the knowledge of the Protestants of Ulster. The cold-
blooded betrayal was made public by official Cabinet papers
released for the first time only jn 1970. (3)

The disturbing feeling that Britain might somehow think
of betraying Ulster once again accelerated Protestant "ex-
tremism." And the Protestant loyalists decided that the best
guarantors of their independence were ultimately Protestant
guns. As, back in 1921-22. When Ulster was born.

Thanks to this the dialogue of the deaf between Protestant
Belfast and Catholic Dublin, from then onwards became
also the dialogue of the deaf between Ulster and Britain.
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Medieval terror revived. Tarred and feathered victims
The man seen above, after having been tied to a lamp-post in a

Belfast street, was tarred and feathered. Many others, mostly youths,
were forced to undergo the same humiliating punishment. The
I.R.A. announced that certain offenders would be "punished" by
such methods after trial "by a secret court". Those found guilty by
such "underground courts", whose judges had their heads covered
with sacks to hide their identity, were stripped to the waist and
smeared with boiling tar and poultry feathers. After which they
were chained and padlocked to the city's railings, many in the
Catholic Falls Road.

This was one of the lighter sentences passed against some of their
supporters for breaches of discipline. The most serious offences
were punished with the death penalty.

Tarring and feathering was a statutory punishment passed by
Richard Coeur de Lion as early as 1189. "Any robber voyaging
with the Crusades," he decreed, "shall be first shaved, then boiling
pitch shall be poured on his head and a cushion of feathers shook
over it." The custom was revived from time to time. In 1623, for
instance, the Bishop of Halverstade ordered the punishment to be
applied to a group "of lascivious nuns and friars". In the American
colonies John Malcomb was tarred and feathered in Boston around
1774. In 1775 British soldiers did the same to a "rebel" of New
England. Later, in 1794, twenty Government agents were tarred
during the Pennsylvania Whiskey Rebellion.
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The Protestant's despondency was justified. Anti-Ulster
animosity had been monolithic and widespread. At all
levels. The treatment of this book was typical. Leading
bookshops rejected it because it explained the Protestant
case, while simultaneously promoting dozens of pro-Catholic
works. Radio and television behaved likewise. The B.B.C.
TV programme, Twenty-four Hours, was willing to discuss
it provided the name of the book was never mentioned. The
discussion was cancelled. (4)

Yet shortly afterwards two I.R.A. men appeared on the
same TV screen. They boasted that "their I.R.A. units" in
Belfast were well armed. (5)

Thereafter the Catholic Primate of All Ireland, Cardinal
Conway, was seen on the TV screen pleading the Catholic
Cause. (6)

That was riot all. The very leader of the Irish Republic
Army, Mr. G. Goulding, openly declared war on Protestant
Ulster, also from a British TV screen. (7)

Not a single national paper touched this book. The record
went to the New Statesman. Its editor was a former Labour
Lord Privy Counsel and ex-Cabinet Minister. In a feature
article about the present author, this book, although criticised,
was mentioned not once. (8)

To redress the balance, a member of the Ulster and West-
minster Parliaments, on his first official visit to the Home
Secretary in Whitehall, put two copies of Religious Terror
in Ireland on his desk, with the admonition: "If you wish to
know the truth about Ulster, please read this book." (9)

Political and religious personalities remained obstinately
biased. When the present writer tried to bring them together
he was faced with a blank wall. Witness the case of Michael
Foot, one of the most intelligent of British intellectuals. At
the time, besides being the most vocal spokesman of the
British Labour Party, he was also the Shadow Cabinet
Minister of Power: '*

"House of Commons.
Dear Avro:
Thank you for your letter which I read with wry amuse-
ment. I really don't think there is any point in my
meeting Paisley since I don't think there is the slightest
chance of our reaching any most distant accord on the
subject. Indeed, I think he is one of the obstacles to a
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Ancient Tribal Ritual at Victim's Funeral
^Hurlmg stjcks carried at the slope by mourners during the funeral

an Irish Republician Army "martyr".
Funerals very often turned into'fratricidal and sectarian frays

which Catholics as well as Protestants provoked or--attacked
each other.

_Above' during^the funeral.of an I-RA-. man shot dead by the
itisharmy^ in Belfast, I.R.A. men defiantly carried hurling'sticks.

This incensed the Protestants, who stormed'the hearse7opeTied"the
back door and took a tricolor from the coffin of the victim. I.R.A.
men wearing battle-dress, black berets and black armbands jumped
from cars in the funeral procession and made for the Protestants.

On the_same afternoon'at the funeral of another"shot~I.RA."man
twelve LR.A. men in combat jackets, wearing berets"and "biack arm"
bands, fired a volley of shots over" the coffin as"a--salute"to~the
"gallant volunteer." This provoked the Protestants." "who waved
Ulster flags and Union Jacks, singing Orange songs and "God Save
the Queen".

The funeral procession was preceded by about 100 young men
armed with hurling sticks.

The I.R.A. uniforms caused bitter resentment amongst the Protest-
ants, who accused the Ulster Administration of political cowardice,
n proved an additional factor for the downfall of Premier Chichester.
dark, during the disastrous political turmoil, which earmarked the
celebration of the 50th anniversary of Northern Ireland's secession.
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decent settlement in Ireland. However, I send you my
best wishes for some of your other campaigns. . ..." etc.

While in the Central Lobby of the House of Commons
the present author was told by Mr. Hume, M.P., the Catholic
Civil Rights leader, that he refused to share the same plat-
form with the Protestants. The Rev. Paisley, on the other
hand, refused to meet Dr. Hillery, the Eire's Minister for
External Affairs, at a public meeting which the author was
organising at the Ulster Hall, Belfast, where the hostile
Catholic and Protestant leaders could propose any potential
solution before a live audience of thousands, in addition to
the millions of TV viewers.

Those invited were: For the Catholics Dr. Hillery, the
Minister for External Affairs of the Irish Republic, Lord
Longford, foremost lay Catholic of England and Ireland and
ex-Ieader of the House of Lords, Mr. St. John Stevas,
Member of the House of Commons, Mr. Hume, M.P., leader
of the Civil Rights Movement. The Rev. lan Paisley, Mr.
W. Craig, former Ulster Cabinet Minister, and one Orange
leader for the Protestants and Loyalists.

Put into a nutshell, the matters to be discussed ran as
follows:

"If it was wrong for a Protestant majority to 'bully' a
Catholic minority—e.g. Protestant Ulster—it was no
less wrong for a Catholic majority—e.g. Catholic Eire—
to 'bully' a Protestant minority into submission, had
Northern Ireland been forcibly incorporated into the
Irish Republic." (10)

The deep-rooted antagonism on both sides, however,
proved insurmountable.

The tragedy was the more poignant because the vast
majority of the population were decent, reasonable indivi-
duals. Protestants, even the most strict in their faith, did not
hate the Catholics. Ulstermew. likewise, did not hate the
citizens of Eire. The top leaders of the Orange Order, the
very embodiment of Protestant Ulster, assured the present
writer of this. On reverse, top leaders of the Irish Republi-
can Army: "After all," as one of them was never tired of
repeating, "we are all Irishmen."

"Then why fight them?"
"As long as the Protestants of Ulster deny that they are

Irishmen we shall," was the reply. "However, let them help
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us to rid the Irish soil of the British and we shall embrace
them as our brothers."

To the question whether the Catholic Church thought
likewise, they gave no reply. One of the I.R.A. leaders,
intimate with both wings of the I.R.A., with certain members
of the Eire Government, and who furthermore was the poli-
tical co-ordinator of the one million Irishmen living in
Britain, frowned with incertitude. As a practising Catholic
it hurt him to acknowledge that his Church did not share his
enthusiasm. Also, that the I.R.A.'s schemes for a peaceful,
united Ireland, where Catholics and Protestants would live
in harmony, was bound to flounder upon the imponderable
behaviour of his Church.

* * *

When, therefore, the Roman Catholic Primate of all Ire-
land. Cardinal Conway, after reading this book, protested
that the Irish Hierarchy had been falsely accused and that
"the charge that his Church had failed to give a firm lead
in condemning and controlling Catholic extremists was
absurd," (11) he unwillingly proved the validity of the accu-
sation by the fact that he had to say so at the height of a
horrendous terror campaign which had outraged public
opinion, including the Catholic. When furthermore he added
that "anyone deliberately provoking violence in Northern
Ireland committed a crime which cried to heaven," (11) the
Protestants of Ulster were not impressed. Nor were the men
of the I.R.A., most of whom had been in the closest contact
with the Irish clergy from the beginning.

It could not be otherwise. Since the Catholic Church,
having always acted as a very energetic, even if unobtrusive
participant, had been one of the paramount creators of the
spiritual division of Ireland. The Border, therefore, had
become not only a geographical barrier. Thanks to her, it
had become also a religious Border. Formidable, monolithic,
and impassable.

* * *

With the Faulkner administration—Ulster's third in less
than two years—and the political and military upheaval
which followed, the religious war propelled Ulster at an ever
accelerated speed towards the abyss.

The nationalistic and denominational tangle turned into a
deadly maze for all concerned. Since it spelt not only total
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involvement of the British Government in the Irish imbroglio.
But also total involvement of the British Army in an all-out
guerrilla warfare with the I.R.A., with the I.R.A.'s counter-
part, the invisible Protestant secret battalions, in addition
to the inevitable confrontation with the Army of the Irish
Republic itself. In short, total military and civil conflagra-
tion in a tribal anarchy of a sorely divided Ireland.

With the "spectre" and the "reality" of "Direct Rule", the
hardening of hearts on both sides continued. The political
and sectarian situation deteriorated even further. So that
when, on the 10th August, 1971, over 300 I.R.A. men were
interned, violence became so fierce that Premier Faulkner
declared, "— we are truly at war". That same night in
Belfast alone, 11 civilians were shot dead, including two
women, a boy and a Catholic priest. Hundreds were injured.
Chaos grew by leaps and bounds. There were daily bomb
explosions. Urgent tripartite talks between the British,
Ulster and Eire Premiers, proved fruitless.

Protestants organised themselves into well armed, tough
groups. Protestants from Scotland, and the U.S.A. volun-
teered to fight for them. The same kind of help, however,
was ofifered to the Catholics and to the I.R.A. on a vaster
scale, at home and abroad. The religious conflict was
threatening to engulf forces outside Ulster itself.

Subsequently while arrests continued, outrages against
people and property multiplied, the border roads were blown
up or sealed ofE, the accelerating economic collapse, escalated
into a hopeless political anarchy. This plunged the province
into an even more tragic abyss of violence. Fanatical ex-
tremist elements in the Catholic and Protestant fields,
operated with a greater determination to create a pattern of
violence more destructive even than previously.
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chapter 22

The Greatest Imponderable of Ireland ;
The Catholic Church

The Catholic Church's ruthless exploitation of
Catholic minorities
Classic examples from the recent past
The Pope orders the Catholic Hierarchy of Germany
NOT to oppose or harm the Nazi Regime. A
precedent for Ireland
How the Catholic Church could COMMAND the
Irish Hierarchy to stop their support and their
tacit promotion of violence
Why the Catholic Church refuses to do so
What motivates the Catholic Church to foster a
religious civil war in Ireland

THE CATHOLIC CHURCH cannot and will not tolerate a form
of Protestantism which refuses to be destroyed. Hence
Northern Ireland has to her always been anathema, an aber-
ration to be stamped out, cost what it may. And this, not
so much because she has always considered her an intoler-
able presence in the religious body of a Catholic country as
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because a permanently vigorous Ulster might become a
beacon for the disintegrating Protestantism of the world.

The Catholic Church, it must never be forgotten, while
active in local matters and spending much of her energies
on the promotion of her interests and those of her allies,
always keeps her eyes fixed on wider horizons.

It cannot be otherwise. Since she is used to thinking in
terms of centuries and of continents.

Her participation in the religious and nationalistic war of
Ireland, therefore, while paramount in itself and for the
Irish, to her is only another episode in her never ending
activities to expand her spiritual dominion over men and
nations.

The case of the Irish Catholics turned nationalists, or,
rather, of the Irish nationalists using Catholicism to achieve
their objective, therefore, is nothing new. It is a well known
universal intangible of the Catholic minorities. It being a
double-edged weapon which their Church has used again
and again on many occasions, now and in the recent past.
It cannot be otherwise, since Catholics, when acting as
citizens with special privileges, special demands and special
rights are dangerous. Indeed, they become treacherous. For
their allegiance is to be found, not within but outside the
country of which they are citizens. The Nazis and the
Communists used to destroy the lands they wanted to occupy
by using exactly the same methods. That is, minority
groups, which, like the Catholics of Northern Ireland,
clamoured for Civil Rights, for social justice, for economic
redressment, in order to create civil discontent and thus brin?
about the collapse of the State, so as to implant the rule oi
another government or of another ideology from outside.

This pattern, used by the Catholic Church throughout the
centuries, was adopted with tremendous success in recent
times by systems built like her oyn: that is, by the dictator-
ships of the Right and those of the Left.

Hitler employed it in his takeover of Czechoslovakia,
where the leader of the Catholic minority was a Catholic
priest, Mgr. Tiso. In Sudetenland, where the leader of the
Catholic minority was the leader of the Catholic Party. In
Austria, where, again, the Nazi leader was also one of the
leaders of the Austrian Catholics. In Yugoslavia, where the
leader of the Catholic minority was A. Pavelich—as well as
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The blood-stained face of a Catholic
The face is that of a Catholic. But, like the other one, it might

have been that of a Protestant. The man was wounded curing
the deployment of violence caused by religious and political belli-
gerency. The resort to physical violence to settle differences,pa.T-
liculariy religious ones, is" the hallmark of failure. Also, and above
all, of bigotry. Bigotry has caused more misery, unhappiness and
disaster throughout'the annals of mankind, than perhaps anything

else. . . . . .
In Northern Ireland it has followed its ancient pattern, rendering

the division between the two religious and racial communities deeper
and more bitter than it would otherwise have been. The tragedy
was the sadder, since a sizeable part of the Catholic and ^Protestant
population basically was tolerant "of the other's religious beliefs and
pofitical allegiances, including the nationalistic aspirations of most
fcatholics, who looked for the annexation of Northern Ireland by
the Southern Irish Republic.

As with the Protestants, of whom hundreds were
even killed, 'so also with the Catholics, hundreds were wounded and
many killed, the tragic harvest of mutual religious intolerance.
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in other countries. Stalin and his Communist successors like-
wise invaded and subdued European and Asian countries by
the same insidious methods. By the use of minorities imbued
with the Communist ideology. Instead of Catholicism, such
minorities adopted the quasi-religion of Marxism Poland,
Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria were all seized via this ancient,
well" proven pattern of internal disruption by active
minorities.

In Northern Ireland, too, it worked with efficiency. There
the Catholic Church, acting behind the scenes, manipulated
the Catholics with great dexterity. Using the nationalistic
screen of the Southern Irish Republic, she co-ordinated their
political agitation and demand for social redressment with
the Catholic majority of the South. The Irish Hierarchy of
Ulster and Eire serving as the invisible liaison officers.

Once she had managed to establish a vast co-ordinating
religious-political network, the Catholic Church set out to
implement her multiferous subversive activities throughout
Ireland, unhampered by the Border, which as far as she was
concerned did not exist.

To be sure, her participation in the nationalistic and
religious turmoil of the two Irelands was never exposed for
what it was. The news value of the petrol bombs, of street
warfare, of the para-military or terroristic exploits of the
contending sides, saw to it that her hidden manipulations
remained undetected.

When to this was added the well organised Catholic and
pro-Catholic co-ordination of the Press, radio and TV, her
presence was purposely minimised, when not ignored
altogether by the mass media of the world.

Yet silence, as we have already pointed out, very often can
be more indicative even than bold assertions of active partici-
pation. Indeed, in the case of the Catholic Church it became
a positive factor for the promotion of violence. The proof
that this was so was to be found in the fact that she never
fulminated against the advocates or practitioners of violence.
On the contrary, she stood seemingly aloof while Irishmen
killed each other. This, although one word from her could
have minimised the Catholic-Protestant civil war. Indeed,
could have immobilised most of the Catholics, both in the
North and in the South.

For, verily, it was in her power to command Irish Catholics
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The blood-stained face of a Protestant
The face is that of a Protestant. Yet it might have been that of

a Catholic. The man was wounded by the opposing religious faction.
The latter having resorted to physical violence as a means of ex'
pressing their opposition to the others' credence, Church and even
political ideas. 'He was wounded by attacking Catholics while he
was participating in a Protestant procession.

Religious extremism, when allied to political or racial emotions,
is "the 'most perilous foe of all the civil liberties without which there
can be no freedom, individual or collective.

One of the most fundamental principles of a libertarian society is
the right to express one's own ideas, thoughts^ and religious beliefs
without harassment, impediment or fear. In Northern Ireland such
a principle was undermined very grieviously by the two religious
factions," the one having become "intolerant of the other, to the dis-
credit of the common weal of both communities, or, indeed, the
whole Irish race. Hundreds of Protestants were wounded—many
were killed—since the religious war began.
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on both sides of the Border to lay down their weapons. She
could have ordered them to use the flexible machinery of
democracy for the redressment of their grievances. Or even
for the open advocacy of a United Ireland. The means to
do so were at her disposal.

The above is no mere theorisation. It is a concrete
formula which the Catholic Church knows how to adopt
whenever she judges it opportune.

When, for instance, in the decade following the Second
World War Communism seemed to engulf Italy, Pope Pius
XII advised Italian Catholic voters not to vote for any Com-
munist candidate. Then he went even further and told them
that to vote for Reds was a sin. Not content with that, he
emphasised it was a "mortal sin." Realising that millions
were still not cowed by this spiritual blackmail, finally he
decreed that any Catholic disobeying the Church would be
"automatically excommunicated."

Millions of Italians who were about to vote Red were
thus prevented from doing so. With particular regard to
women voters, who, as in Ireland, were profoundly influenced
by the directives from the confessional. The Communist and
Socialist coalitions who were about to take over Catholic
Italy were thus soundly defeated. Not by their political
opponents, but by the Catholic Church, who did not hesitate
to use her spiritual authority for the promotion of her own
interests.

She also told Catholics at the same period and on the same
issues what to do in Belgium and France. And the vast
majority of Catholics obeyed.

But an even more striking example is that of Nazi Ger-
many. And this, perhaps, has most significance in the Irish
case.

At a certain stage of the complicated German political life,
the Catholic Church made an official pact with Hitler. She
signed a Concordat with him ^ Among other things, there
were revealing clauses. Hitler Was anxious to immobilise
the five and a half million Catholics, many of whom were
against the Nazis since the Catholics had their own Party,
the Centre Party. Hitler thereupon made a secret deal with
the Vatican. He promised special privileges, provided the
Vatican commanded the Hierarchy to immobilise his
Catholic enemies. The deal was accepted.

And so it came to pass that all the German Cardinals and
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Bishops were ordered by the Vatican to take an oath of
fealty to Nazi Germany. Here are the actual words of
Article 16: "Before God an^ on the Holy Gospels, ][ swear
and promise, as becomes a Bishop^ loyalty to the German

;i) Reich . . ." But the more telling part is the following:
"I swear to honour the legally constituted Government ANJ5
TO USE THE CLERGY of my diocese to honour it In

•mance of my spiritual office, and in my solicitude for
welfare and the interests of the German Reich (Nazi

I WILL ENDEAVOUR TO AVOID ALL
DETRIMENTAL ACTS WHICH ^ MIGHT ENDANGER
IT." These last two lines need no elucidation.

The Hierarchy and clergy from top to bottom were
ordered NOT to'COMMIT ACTS which might endanger the
Nazi Regime.

Why?" Because it was in the interests of the Church to
see that Nazi Germany at this period did not collapse.

But if this is not as yet sufficiently convincing, then the
following should be. Hitler had signed the Concordat on
the condition that the Catholic Church order the German
Catholic Party to disband itself. The order was given._And
the Catholic Party of Germany, having to obey, in 1933 dis-
banded itself and ceased to exist. Several years before this
the Catholic Party of Italy received the same command It
committed suicide, so as to leave the way open to Fascism,
'The present author heard how it was done from the very
man who got the order, none other than the founder and
leader of the Catholic Party of Italy, a Catholic priest, Don
Luigi Sturzo, the father of the present Christian Democratic
Party. The episode was related in detail in the author's
other books, CATHOLIC TERROR TODAY, THE VATICAN IN WORLD
POLITICS, and VATICAN IMPERIALISM IN THE 20TH CENTURY.

The Catholic Church, therefore, could intervene m the
Irish religious war whenever and in whatever she liked with
fullest power. She could intervene by ordering the Irish
Hierarchy to withdraw their support from the extreme
nationalistic elements. She could also immobilise the
Catholics of both South and North via the use of spiritual
weapons, as she did in the recent past.

But, even more, she can employ the weapon of_the Cannon
Law. According to the most explicit clause of Cannon Law
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Funeral of one of the victims of the Catholic-Protestant riots
During the riots hundreds of troops, police and civilians were badly

wounded. There were also many dead." E.g. within one single week-
end—first week of July, 1970—six persons died. Five of these were
Protestants.

In this picture, the author is seen at the funeral of one of the
victims, 60-year-old Mr. Patrick Elliman, of 12 Marchioness Street,
Belfast. ^ The funeral here was on the Catholic Falls Road, Belfast."
The dead man was a Catholic.

Not all funerals, however, passe'3 as quietly. There were instances
when Catholics rioted at the funeral of Protestants. E.g. the funeral
of Mr. Robert Mercer, 78-year-old Elim Pentecostal Minister, which
ended in uproar, amid a hail of stones, in Belfast City Cemetery, also
off the Falls Road, only a few days before the funeral seen above.
Mourners were injured, two cars were damaged, one mourner was
hit, one man got a cut in the face. Shouting Catholics chanted "Up
with the I.R.A. !" The Ministers and relatfves had to abandon the
service and run to safety, leaving the grave open.
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every Bishop, every single priest, must obey the orders of
their superiors. That is, the orders of the Church. Dis-
obedient bishops or priests can be suspended or even ex-
communicated.

The Catholic Church, therefore, if she wanted to, could
immobilise—indeed, paralyse—the Catholic promoters of
violence throughout Ireland on both sides of the Border,
any day it suited her to do so.

This is not speculation. It is a fact. Why has she not
used her power to bring order and peace to Ireland?

Because it is in her interests that the religious war between
South and North continue.

The mere fact that she has not employed her spiritual and
canonical armoury proves beyond doubt that she is partici-
pating in the Irish war of religion to the best of her ability.
This was made very clear by Catholic priests consorting with
Civil Rights marchers. Citizens' Defence Committees, and
Such like bodies, both in the South and in the North. In
Ulster, for instance, the Catholic padres whom the present
author met were very active in the headquarters of the
Belfast Central Citizens' Defence Committee. Indeed, they
were closely connected with that body, which in 1970 and
1971 controlled more than 120 street and area "Defence
Committees" in the Protestant City of Belfast alone.

The participation of the Catholics of the South in the
fermenting of civil unrest and war needs no elucidation.
Since the very Government is Catholic. No Dublin Govern-
ment could exist or rule for twenty-four fours without the
support, approval and blessing of the Catholic Church.

Her participation in the North-South Irish struggle, there-
fore, although almost undetected, nevertheless is concrete,
real and sinister. Indeed, it can be said without exaggeration
that it is the most sinister imponderable in the current and
future life of Ireland.

It cannot be otherwise, since the objective of the Catholic
Church is not the independence or unification of Ireland as
such. Neither is her concern the welfare of the Irish people.
It is her determination to dominate the lives and souls of
all Irishmen in the present and in the future, and this she is
resolved to do now even more than she did in the past.

To that end she will nurse, encourage and strengthen any
national and religious extremism, ideological perversion and
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Grief for riot victim — A murdered Catholic boy
One of the most pitiful aspects of any civil war is the maiming or

killing of innocent people. A nine-year-old Catholic boy became the
innocent victim of the Catholic-Protestant riots in Belfast.

Above, young friends and neighbours are grieving for Patrick
Rooney as his coffin leaves the home of a relative in Tullymore
Drive, Andersontown, near Belfast, August 18th, 1969, for burial
at a nearby cemetery.

Although the killing was accidental;s!fievertheless it helped to create
greater antagonism in the Catholic rank and file. The fact that the
Protestants had their share of innocent "victims", far from bridging
the gap, enlarged it amid the masses of the uncommitted on either
side. The wrecking of houses and the burning of buildings by
Catholic and Protestant arsonists brought unnecessary hardship and
tragedy to thousands of otherwise unbelligerant crowds. The result
was that a great many people, because of their personal tragedies,
were thus almost automatically obliged to take sides, thus creating
an even more bitter antagonism against their religious opponents.
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even physical terrorism.
The Catholic Church is a master of the subtle art of civil

struggle. Indeed, she is a past master in fermenting civil
wars. The Spanish one of 1936-39 having become a classic
example of her participation and triumph.

In "the case of Ireland, the Catholic Church has always
ticipated in the influencing and directing of the country's

destiny. We have already seen her dubious behaviour prior
to and during Ireland's struggle for independence after the
first world war.

When not creating events herself, she will exploit genuine
or imaginary grievances, national aspirations and denomina-
tional antagonism to promote her policies.

The conflict between South and North Ireland having
become the most notorious in recent times.

The Catholic Church is as ruthless, as determined, and as
unscrupulous as her opposite number, Communism. To
reach her objective, like Communism, she will stop at
nothing. Except that, unlike the crude plotting of Com-
munism, her machinations very often are almost undetected.
By the silent use of her hierarchies she can penetrate within
the corridors of power and rule the very government which
is ruling the country. As she has done in Southern Ireland
since Independence.

So that, by manipulating the civil and military instruments
of a democracy, she will attempt to reach her religious and
political objectives, while seemingly above the battlefield of
seemingly preoccupied with religious issues.

The tragedies caused by the conflict between Northern
and Southern Ireland are not only deplorable. They are a
stigma on Ireland as a whole. And, even more tragically, a
wound which will not be healed for generations, no matter
how the situation is solved.

To the Catholic Church, however, the damages caused
to Ireland will be worth while. Since, while riding on the
wave of patriotic extremism and the natural aspiration for
national ethnic and cultural unification of the majority of
Irishmen, she will exploit men and movements to carry out
her set policy: the total religious domination of all Ireland.

This has been her secular goal since the Reformation.
Today she is more determined than ever to reach it. Hence
her vested interest in the de facto civil war between the
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North and the South, between the Catholic and Protestant
sections of Ireland.

Seen in this light, therefore, the Catholic Church is the
paramount cause of Ireland's perennial tragedy. Her intran-
sigence makes her so. Since she will not consent to live at
peace with any rival that might imperil her hegemony.
Because of this, she is determined, now as in the past, to
trample upon the Irish race to achieve her objective: namely,
the total spiritual and political domination of the landi

chapter 23

The Ultimate Objective:
Catholic Totalitarianism in Ireland

Elimination of minorities in a United Catholle
Ireland
The destructive virus of Catholic culture
The systematic liquidation of Northern Irish
Protestantism
The ultimate objective : Catholic totalitarianism
through a United Irish Republic
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THE CHRONIC UNREST of Ireland, with particular regard to
the religious civil war which trespassed with such multiple
calamities across the seventies, therefore, once despoiled of
all its social, ideological, economic and civic trappings, could
be reduced once more, as in the past, to one single stark
denominator: that is, determination on the part of the South
and of the Catholics of the North for Irish unification. This,
by promoting the polarisation of Protestant resistance to the
project and of Catholic determination to carry it out, turned
Irish nationalism and Protestant loyalty into a bitter sectarian
conflict.
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While the Catholics of Northern Ireland, with the excep-
tion of an honourable minority, are determined to play the
part of Catholic Trojan Horses, no matter what compromise
or pseudo-amalgamation, take-over or absorption, invasion
or sell-out will come to the fore, the two Irelands will eon-
tinue to remain separate, hostile and antagonistic. Since the
division is not only one of borders, political structures and
it way of life, but one of the most intractable religion.

"Religion" here is not meant as the hearing of masses or
the singing of Lutheran hymns. It is meant as a way of
life based upon profoundly held beliefs. In the present
context it is meant to have Protestant Ulster live as an inde-
pendent and free Protestant land. The Catholic Church,
however, means the reverse. In total accordance with
Irish nationalism, she means deprivation of Ulster's inde'
pendence, Ulster's absorption into Catholic Ireland, with the
suffocation and ultimate destruction of Protestantism.

In a united and all-Catholic Ireland, the Protestant
majority of the former province of Ulster would become a
harassed and persecuted minority. The past is the best
guarantor that this would be so. Apart from inevitable
legal restrictions, religious hamstringing and the like, the
Protestants would be compelled to submit, to sell out or
even to emigrate altogether.

When the Irish Republic was first established, many Pro-
testants within its borders had to do just that, "One
Protestant family who now farms 250 acres in Co. Armagh,
once farmed upwards of 3,000 in Co. Cork. In the late
thirties, after Cork found itself part of the Republic, the
family was compulsorily bought out at a quarter of the
market price." (1)

We have already examined the sundry trends concerning
potential "repatriation" of Protestants with Scottish and
English ancestry or even names from Northern Ireland.
Whether this will be carried outf'Should the North be incor-
porated into the Irish Republic, remains to be seen. At
times the enthusiasm of theoreticians or of belligerent
patriots can envisage excesses which, when confronted with
the harsh concreteness of reality, cool down of their own
accord or are only partially carried out, if not abandoned
altogether.

Yet, while contemplating that, it would be unwise to dis-
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The irony of the Irish Religious Tragedy "Forgive Us. ...
As We Forgive"

The words of the poster so prominently displayed upon a wall in
religious war-torn Belfast need ~no comment. ^ Except that the time^,
the place, and the hate inspired fighting between Catholics and
Protestant's make of them a sombre mockery of the Christian spirit;

"The words, from the Lord's Prayer used by both Catholics and
Protestants in their Churches, are conveniently forgotten on'ce the
denommational and political' confrontation is carried out in ,the
streets"~~The-~petrol bombs hurled by the Catholics against their
Protestant opponents were the clearest reminder, that "forgive us as
we forgive" meant nothing to them or to a small band of

Protestants. . . .
The barricade under the poster, however, was the most sinister

reminder that the Protestants felt mortally endangered by \ the
Catholic intransigence. Since the ultimate objectiw of their Catholic
enemies" was-the"utter destruction of Protestant Ulster, thejeduction
oFthe" Protestant majority of Northern Ireland into a Protestant
minority sqeezed by an intolerant Catholic majority, "^aniP^lat^dby
iuTintransigent Catholic Hierarchy^ directing the Irish
a 100 per cent. Catholic inspired Dublin.
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miss them as mere nationalistic and ethnic bravado. Per-
sonalities with calculating and determined minds are not
easily deterred in promoting policies dreamed of while their
dreams were still unfulfilled.

Dreams often come true. Even when not a few of them
turn into nightmares. Ireland, for all her gifts, her idealism,
vigour and native intelligence, is a land of extremism. In-
dividual and collective excesses there are not the exception.
In given circumstances and during periods of restlessness,
these can become the rule.

When religious and patriotic sentiments are at work,
excesses are committed without hesitation. Hence the danger
that on the morrow of any potential Southern take-over the
"repatriation" programme may truly be carried out.

But even if dismissing such a nightmarish possibility, more
subtle means will set to work in order to undermine and,
indeed, to imperil the existence of a Protestant Northern
Ireland. One of these will be promoted within a pseudo
framework of legality. Thus the most efficient, deadly hand
of the Church would be felt in her claim to Catholic teaching
in all schools, not to mention her monopoly of the ethical
code in hospitals, and the like. The Catholic Church is
absolutely ruthless in the field of education. She will tolerate
no compromise with the Protestants, or even with the State,
except when it favours herself. She is at odds with most
governments of the world in that respect.

Between 1970 and 1971, for instance, of the total popula-
tion of about 55 millions in Great Britain, only something
over five million were Catholics. By the law of averages,
the Catholics should have had a number of schools propor-
donate to their number. Nothing of the kind. In a
nominally Protestant England, they had the incredible
number of 2,900 schools. These were incorporated into the
State system. That is to say, the Protestant majority were
paying for the Catholic teachftg. Education in all these
Catholic schools was controlled by the Catholic diocesan
committees set up by the Catholic bishops. In short, the
religious instruction was wholly in the hands of the Catholic
Church. In 1971, this same Church was implanting the
Catholic writ in the heads of over 700,000 pupils; that is to
say, over 10 per cent. of the entire population of the Protes-
tant country. All these schools are voluntarily aided. By
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1971, in the independent sector, there were about 500
Catholic schools educating over 100,000 pupils, of whom,
notice, more than one-third were non-Catholics. (2)

If the Catholic Church could promote such an incredible
cultural invasion within England, what would, or what could,
she not do in Northern Ireland, once the latter had been
Incorporated into the Catholic Irish Republic, inspired, con-
trolled and ruled by the Catholic Hierarchy?

The result would be that, with the massive pressure of the
Catholic Church all around, the new generation of former
Protestant Ulster would be obliterated in no time. Facts
are there to bear witness. Before Southern Ireland became
an Independent Catholic Republic, about one-quarter of its
citizens were Protestants. By 1971, the one-quarter had been
reduced to less than J% of the entire population.

Should Protestant Ulster, therefore, be incorporated into
Catholic Eire, the Protestants would once fflofe form a
quarter of the entire population of a United Ireland, at the
outset. But for how long? They would be reduced to 5%
and less within a few decades.

The hostile religious polarities of Catholic and Protestant
Ireland, therefore, will continue to provoke mounting telluric
commotions, independently of any partial or even final solu-
tion. .It cannot be otherwise, the Catholic South being as
determined to absorb the Protestant North as the North is
determined to resist any such amalgamation.

Were such unification to become a reality, legally or by
force, it would annihilate not only history, but also the racial
traits of contemporary UIstermen. As the latter's best
guarantee of survival is his Protestantism, it follows that
Protestantism, as long as it continues to be a living force,
will identify itself with the historic determination of Ulster
to stay separate from Catholic Eire.

The fundamental conflict between Catholics and Protes-
tants in Ulster is as simple as that. The issues of Civil
Rights, equality, freedom," local franchise and the like, which
came to the fore in the 70's, are mere ancillary appehdages
to this most basic of all problems.

That is how the sundry nationalist factions, the Eire
Government itself, the powerful Catholic-Irish lobbies in
London and Washington, not to mention the Vatican,
interpret the endemic Catholic-Protestant conflict.
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The correct long-range interpretation, however, is to be
found in the set determination of the Catholic Church to
give a mortal blow to the vigorous Protestant Ulster. The
unity of Ireland, to the Vatican, would spell the ultimate
annihilation of Northern Protestantism. To reach that
objective the Church will continue to promote her policies
in the future, as she did in the past, and as she is doing
now, in the present.

Had it not been for her relentless quest for domination,
the problem of Irish patriotism and unification would have
been solved decades ago. In Ireland, however, as in so many
other lands, the Catholic Church will hide herself behind
the screen of national aspirations, to extend her spiritual
magistery over all those not yet within her fold. To achieve
her ends, she will not refrain from encouraging unrest,
advocating civil war, or engineering to ruin individuals and
nations. The tragedies of Ireland are nothing new to her,
since they have been repeated time and again all over Europe
only a few years ago.

To impose her will upon a whole people, she did not
hesitate, as in the Irish case, to use violent nationalism and
rabid religious zeal, to persecute, imprison, carry out forcible
conversions, and, yes, even to exterminate thousands upon
thousands of non-Catholic people who refused to bow to
her. We are referring to the nightmare of Croatia, where
such incredible atrocities were carried out only a few decades
ago, with the full connivance of the Vatican. (3)

In the case of Northern Ireland, a total Catholic take-over
would entail the total and ultimate obliteration of the Pro-
testant weal and the Protestant way of life—indeed, of all
the Protestants, reduced to a minority within a United
Catholic Irish Republic, ruled from Dublin.

Since, to the vast majority of Protestants, the situation
would be unacceptable, there yould follow mounting dis-
content, growing unrest, the rajflU nursing of denominational
hatred, the flaring up of racial animosity, religious intoler-
ance and growing mutual odium. These would spell rioting,
fighting, burning, killing and never-ending anarchy.

A sombre prospect.
And, even more, a sombre reminder to all Irishmen, North

and South, Catholics or Protestants, to invoke reason. And,
better still, to practice tolerance, before it is too late.
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The face of the Irish tragedy—A Mother's Grief
Mrs. Alice Rooney leaving to attend the funeral of her nine-

year-old son, Patrick, killed during the August riots
Nothing could express more vividly the grief of a mother, whose

nine-year-olcl son was the innocent victim of the religious conflagra-
tion between Catholics and Protestants. In all probability, the
mother knew next-to-nothing about the basic issues of the Catholic-
Protestant war. Although a Catholic herself, she confined her
activities solely to her religious duties and beliefs, the major
theological and political issues being outside her personal interest.
Yet tragedy struck her notwithstanding. The symbol of many God-
fearing Catholics, as well as of many God-fearing Protestants,
concerned only with their religious allegiance and yet drawn willy-
nilly into the devastating Protestant-Catholic conflict.

A tragedy, this, which, when multiplied by the thousand, has
rendered the situation the most poignantly widespread throughout
Northern Ireland.
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